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PROJECT DESCRIPTION: (15t) word abstract, with attention to pertinent key words.)

The purpose of this research is to develop an object-oriented GIS that can be used in conjuncnon
with computauonal process model oftrave! behavior to develop a real world test bed for
developing and testing products of policy measures such as IVES. Our GIS is designed to handle
multi-~iimensional network modelling, multi-level spatial modelling and multi=mode routing. It
will have a dynamic component, and wi[l use a variety of fimctionalities to help determine
destinations, routes and activity pattern in the presence of different types of traveler information.
Combined with recent development in mobile computer, our GIS is expected to handle fast
changiag values in location and temporal updates. In this phase, the project’s focus will be on the
cenceproalization of the model, formula6on of algorithms and programming work for
implementation.

BUDGET REQUESTED: Total direct costs $ 82,448

Date of this proposal: 2/16/94



Object-Oriented Dynamic GIS for Transportation Planning

Description of the Proposed Research and Central Questions

Transportataon planning has been concentrated on demand management as detailed in recent leglslatlon
such as the I.ntermodal Surface T~nsportaraon Efficiency. Act (ISTEA) W~th the advent of Intelligent
Vehlcte I--hghway Systems (I"v’HS) and chfferent management measures such as carpooting, vanpooting and
telecommutmg, transportataon modelling needs to incorporate analyses on these pohcy measures. Recent
computer technolo~’ offers versaule funcuonahw to model and evaluate/mpacts of these pohcies
Geographic mformauon systems (GIS), as aa integrating technology., has been uncreasmgly used by DOT 
handle r~-ansportauon modeling and plaralmg needs

VHS aims to uuhze advanced m_~rmataon tec,hnolo~y and processing to umprove rm, a~c efficiency Both
statac and dynamac reformation are needed m an IVHS FlrsL a representation of the real world
enwronment, with all the street network and tnformataon about location of related objects is required.
Vetucle routing and navigauon ~all be based on this network represeutatlon Second. dynarmc traffic
mformanon updating m a short t~e interval have to be included for accurate tra~c forecast. With recent
advances m technologies, fast Iocar~ion and temporal update are possible Global posmorung systems can
accurately trace the locat~on of an vehicle within several meters Detectors of IVHS can provade tm.ffic
counts m a precise way The centr~d quesuon xs how to handle this fast tempo,nil change ant: update of
location wmhm aa efficlent database system.

GIS have the potenraat to handle human movement m space and time Exastmg GIS routines have been used
to perform bas~c network algonthr~ such as shortest path, travelhng salesperson problem and recently,
locauon-allocaraon models Apphcat~ons commonly available m exlstmg GIS so~vare hke TRANSCAD
and ARC/INFO have largei? been operated m data models that replicate the iJ.nk-node network structure of
the TIGER file However. this s~rucmre does not satlsfy, the various reqmremen~ in today’s tra~c
management~ especial1? m aa IVHS context

First, the llnk-node data model is la,rgely ptanar and it does not chstmgmsh aa mtersecuon (e g when two
surface streets intersect) from aa mlersection caused by an overpass or a sub~ay llne Second, humans
navTgate not by link and node but by perceiving streets as continuous objec~ Third, the net~ork structure
represented m these models ~s not detmled enough to represent lane mformatlon for navigauon purposes
without duplicating topology However, duplicating topolo~" m the G!S will increase storage for the
Wstem As such, the~ do not handle routing m a multi-mode environment For multiple-occupancy vei’acles,
routing may include HOV lanes m their route It is not posslble to reflect effects of HOV lanes fftane
reformation Is not contained m the GIS at all.

Kwan (199,~), and Choy, K~an and Leong (1994) have proposed an object-oriented approach and 
method of indexing m handling the multi-level spaual modeikng problem Although object-oriented GIS has
been fflscussed by Worboys, Heamshaw and Magmre (1990), and Gahega2a and Roberts (1988), the multi-
dimensional and multi-mode problems are still unsolved Issues of fast locatzon and temporal update m
IVHS were unexplored Naturali?, n,~ ~rnplemenr.at~on of an object-onented GIS for IVHS has been
attempted in this ma.,mer



Objective and Proposed Approach and Methods

The objecuve ofth~s research Is to develop and implement aa object <)nented GIS data model for
transportation planning that can handle multl-dunensmnal ner~ork, mulu-levd spauai modetmg and mult~-
mode analysxs m txansportauon planning. Also, the model needs to handle fast changing values m locataon
and rz:mporat updates for dynarmc data m an IVHS To emend the &LssertatJon work by Kwan (I994),
proposed tasks, approaches and methods are as follo~ss

I I% develop and tmplement an object-onented GIS dam model that represent the environment. The
digltaI database on Santa Barbara available through the NCGL~. at UCSB v, lll be used as a starung
point The teat wortd wall be modelled as a coilecuon of objects Point, line and area objects are
defined and thelr armbutes and methc)ds wall be formulated to represent planar and non-planar
ctcmcnts m the rxansportatlon network and locatmns of acuv~tj." Lane unformauon in each street vail be
included wathout duphcatmg topologj’ Research of how people percewe the environment walI be used
to formulate the design of the model.

In our concepuoru uhc street network ’~ntl be modelled as a collecuon of hnc objects. IntemecUons
would be further ch~nded mto pIanar aad non-planar subclasses PIanar mtersecuon wall mcludc
jtmcuorts ~h~ch cross at grade and non-planar mtersccuon will include overpass and subway Imcs that
cross surface strcer.s Eachjuncuon wall be assocmted wlth pom~ objects wlmch inchoate lane
mformauon These defimtmns of objects and methods will bc formulated as a foundatmn for routing m
a real nerv~ork for different modes ofu’ansportauon. Nawgauon m flus nev,,,ork wail co~’nclde wath
defu-auons of objects and wail be interfaced to the users m a more natural way.

2 To tackle the location update problem. We propose to manage locauon (mobde) dam m a GIS by 
method of pamuomng. The whole geograpl’ac area is pamtlonec[ into ceils and each cell is designed to
b~.* served by a base st.anon In order to avoid masswe frequent Iocauon update on the exact lecauon of
etch user m the system, prevlous locauon or some "possible locauon" w111 be stored However, this
~gnorance about the true locaUon of users should be bounded The bounded zgnorance approach will
~:arantee the actual posmon of the object and the "possxble locauon" will always be m the same
p:~ruuon (Irmelinaka and Badrmath, I992)

Pznmon v,~.ll be defined m terms of an mchvldual’s acuviw pattern The par~m wdl be modetled by
computanonal-process models. Based on work of Golledge, K~an and Garlmg (1994), a feambte
opponumtj’ set wtLI be defined for each mdi’,ndual It would be further integrated wath STARCHILD
(Rocker, McNally and Root, 1986a, !986b) to ldentlfy a &stmcUve pattern for each user AIthough
mammmmg unformat~on of acuv~ty pwxern comes ~nth a cost to the system, ~t ~s much more e~c:ent
and wable than freque.ndy stonng the exact locatmn of each user When paging to a particular user :s
neeAed, the bounded ~gnorance approach wdl reduce the search ttme s~gruficantty

M~crosmaulatmn on the data set wdl be made to test the acrav~r3, pattern ofind:vzdual Locatmn error
w~ll be modelled by defining a correctc)r un the object-oriented data model. Data sets v, nll be obtained
from travel chanes for simulatmn ofacuvz~ patterns

3 To tackle the temporal update problem We propose untroducmg temporal funcuons for aggregating
f~t changes m dynamac mformatmn. Tune wdl be defined as a s,aper class and will be assocmted wath
all the objects m the model Pro-defined tune aggregated funczmns m the tcmporaI GiS, including
average, ma.xamum, rnuumum of a value on a tmae mtervaI and fimctmns for beginning ume, end-tmae,
user-defined ume window, etc wall be formulated for effic:ent operatmns

4 To introduce and trnplement relauonal propert:es into the object-oriented model Relatmnal properues
will functxon as object po,nters to handle mult:-level spaual modehng problems Standard retatmnal
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operations such as selectron, projecnon, lore. zmzon and dtfference will be incorporated m~o the
object--onented model ~chces will be built for major and rrunor streets, thus allo~vmg efficient not’work
abstracraon and aggreganon

To experiment and estabhsh sparaal analyses to account for preferences and pnonty. Routing based on
different cnteria on turn penalraes and preference for mode choice w~ll be examined wttlun the object-
onented dam model. The mode! wall capture m&vadual preference m a natural and mulu-dimenslonal
environment. Mathernaracz2 formulatmn will be made to find the shortest path of covering acuwues
using behavaoral prmcxpIes such as rnmmuzatxon of left-rams.

The object-onented model with retatmnal and temporal properraes w~ll be opemnormhzed into a GIS
system ARC/INTO Versxon 7 that contains object-oriented capab~ht~es v¢~ll be a s-tanmg point for
unplementatmn Objec~-onented database system such ~ 02 wall be used to d-~fine the model
Programming for the model and the mterface w~iI be m C++, wt~ch allows for easy r.ramportaraon to
various platforms such aa UTqIX.

Relevance to Center’s Theme

Tins project can be related to the center’s theme relating to u-nprovmg the quah~" of hfe for u’avelers Our
argument ~s that by prowdmg a more comprehenswe advising or routing system we can make driving less
strenuous and less tensmn filled wh~le at the same tune m.f, uencmg driver beha~nor under condauons of
congestion, obstrucUon or hazard "[’has apphes not only to automobde c~,wng but also to rr,.~Iu-oceupancy
vebacles, thus allowmg modellmg mad evaluaraon of tmpacrs of demand zua.uagement measures In addmon
our project ~s designed to rrnpro~ e the ovemlI efficiency of operation of the e~stmg transportarmn system
by handhng tocatmn and temporal update m an efficient manner

Management Plan

We’ve anucipated that the prmc:pat mvemgators, Professor R G Golledge and Me1-Po Kwan, will focus
on the design and development of the CPM and the object-oriented data model that hes at the heart of the
GIS. The first part of t.has project, developing the obje~-onented data mode1. ~alI take place m summer of
1994 Ms Kwan ~nll ha-,e the prime resporm~bdiues for introducing temporal fi.mcUorm into the GIS and
ensuring ~ts dynarmc ftmcuon. A re:dent wall be used to clean up and prepare an enhanced dig~r.a2 dam
base of the local area wbach can be used as a test bed for all the funcaonzdiUes developed m the object-
oriented dam base. In Winter and Sprang quarters the ARC INFO Vemmn 7 G!S w1II be t~ed as a ~g
point for u-nplementmg the objec~-onentefl system, tins again w~II be Ms Kwan’s pnmar3- responsibfllt3
Integratmn of models that idenu~’ md~wdua! travel pattern will men follow Programming work w~II be
earned out by a student ~ho has backgmtmd and mteresr.~ m transporrauor~ GIS and computer science

Expected Product

tt :s anuc~pated that the object-oriented data base system wall have been conceptuahzed and operauonal~zcd
by the end of the project period Algorithms for locating user or vebacte, and temporal funcuons wiI1 be
incorporated into the model We anticipate disseminating mformataon abou~ thas by presentaraon of papers
at a vane W of transportatlon, regional science, and geography conferences and by publis[-ang papers m
appropriate journals m each of those academac areas
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H. Working Draft:
Concepts

Definitions and Comments on Object-Oriented

by

Jon Speigle

(A) Overviews of Map Storage Problem

The first sectaon overviews the rattonale behind map storage by the software. The second
section discusses the format of the map when stored on disk. The tturd section chscusses
the interface. The fourth, descnbes how far along the various tasks are.

Map data structures:

Review of approach used on Blind Mobility Project:

My thmkang as to how to process the map 1s based to a cerLam degee on the approach
taken for the Blind MoNhty Prolect. The maps of the Santa Barbara campus used on that
project were stored on disk m Autocad’s drawing exchange file format (DXF). In this
format, drawing "layers" are defined into w~ch are then placed the drawing entrees (e.g.,
points, lines, polyhnes, circles) The enttty definmons include both the spatial mformaUon
and layer to wbach the entity belovgs No topologlcN mformatton is defined m the format.
’The structures used to contain the loaded map conceptually resembled the DXF format ---
hsts of layers were mamtmned, wlr.h each layer mcluchng separate hsts for the chfferent
~ypes of entrees cor~tmned w~thm that layer Thts approach allowed easy access to the
enutles on a layer-by-layer basls and by enmy type. Atmbutes were stored m a relational
database with the attributes hnked to entataes by thear umque ldenufiers The armbute
tnformataon was stored m tabular torm in text files because the dxf format does not support
atmbute storage

For performance reasons, the map was pamtaoned into a Sl:,atlal quadtree. The major hrmt
on the Blind Mobahty Project was in terms of memory availabrilt-y running m DOS mode
The pamtaonmg process began wath the bounding box enclosing the two dimensional
posmons of all entatles Tbas box was subchvlded into four smaller boxes at the rmdpomts
of the two sldes. Dxf fries were created into which were placed the entrees contained by
each of these smaller bounchng boxes Containment by a bounding box was based on the
entlty centrold For the file assocmted wxth each bounding box, a running count was kept
of the memory necessary to store the partgmn’s entrees If a partmon exceeded a criterion
;maount, its bounding box was subdivided and ~ts entrees were re partationed. The process
thus created a quadtree with variable size leaves. The final tree defined a set of regmns
requinng less than a certain amount of memory when loaded. A descnptlon of the final
pamtaon files was stored for future, map access.

Tlae Blind Mobility ProJect reqmred landmark informatton .and more local features to be
avaatable for lmmed~ate access. The more local mformataov was used for colhsmn
avoidance, route planning and for purely reformative purposes. The demsion as to which
leaves were loaded was based on the proximity of the user to the centrolds of the bounding
boxes. A buffer regmn, smaller than the leaf bounding box, was compared to the user
positxon to determine when to re-configure the loaded partmons.
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Review of approach for Object-Oriented Transportation Project:

Developing the project under Windows NT removes some of the restnctmns faced by the
Blind Mobility ProJect. Under NT, the operating system employs a vLrtual memory scheme
aUowmg access of a 5 glgabyte address space. RelaUvely large maps could be loaded into
this space unstructured. There is, however, a cost recurred each time the operating system
swaps m a new segment of vtrtual memory from chsk. Storing etements winch will be
accessed sequenually, near one another will reduce tbas overhead. For tbas reason, and the
fact that local analyses are hkely to be performed, map partluomng will sttll be necessary.

The approach outhned above is only one of several approaches for parutlomng a map.
Under NT, parUnonmg the map shall be easier due to the allevlation of memory
restnctaons. The large address space of NT allows a memory-based rather than a chsk based
version of the pamtaoning process. The basra approach would be to store the map
mformatmn common to aI1 pamuons at the base of the partmon tree. A spaUal quadtree
could then be constructed m memory into which the entatles could be placed. The
granularity of the spatial quadtree might be based on performance criteria such as the
amount of Ume to access all enutaes m a given leaf

Versant:

Overview:

Before considering exactly how the gis n~ght be stored m Versant, it makes sense to bnefly
overvmw Versant’s approach to object-onented database design In the grossest sense,
Versant makes object-ormnled data persistent across execuUons of a given program. It thus
takes the place of a storage mechum for the data used by a program Versant speclahzes in
stonng hlerarchlcally defined data winch may include pointers to other data.

Versant is setup as a chent-server database. The server manages the database and passes
requested data back to the chent The server at present is hrmted m the ways that data may
be specified by the client. Versant only allows items to be selected based on the values of
class fields No ’server-side methods’ may be executed to select data Selecting the
elements winch are contained by a bounding box would reqmre the server to send the entire
database to the chent and the chent would make the selection. Tl~s constraint will have an
impact on the feaslbthty of different data designs for the gls.

Gis and Versant:

This is the part winch needs to happen. A database will be created and the classes defir~mg
the basic g~s entrees will be registered w~th ~t Instances of those regzstered classes may be
added after the database is opened. The tricky part hes in how the classes are defined for
indexing into the database. The ideas whlch we have bounced around look qmte a bit hke
the pamUomng schemes discussed above -- a way is needed to spataaIly orgamze the data
such that accessing the entire dataset ~s avoided when selecting entrees within a given
region.

I will only consider one soluuon. The solution mvoI-ves a tree structure where each node
of the tree has assocmted with it a bounding box. The enatles are assumed as belonging to a
single layer and each leaf is assumed to have a hsts (for each enmy t-ype) for each layer 
all entitms contained by that leaf. The tree structure would be used commonly across all
layers. An entity would be added to the tree by finding the leaf whose bounchng box
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contained the entlty’s posmon. The: leaf would then add the pointer to the entaty to the
appropnate layer’s enraty hst. This lrnplementataon would reqmre

,, a QuadTreeRoot class which would store the layer reformation common to all leaves as
wen as a pointer to a QuadTree element (see below)

,, a QuadTree class whose member variables include a bcmndmg box, a pointer to the
parent leaf, four pointers to leaves lower in the tree, artd a hst of ’LayerContents’, one
for each of layer of the gls (see below)

,. a LayerContents class where each instance contmns N [~sts of pointers to entrees, where
N equals the number of chffereat gls entrees

"[’he question becomes how the data is to be grouped. In the bhnd project, entrees were
layered based on 1tern class and the’ same spatial quadtree was used for all layers. A leaf
possessed a hst layers and each layer contained a set of enUty hsts for all entrees continued
by that leaf s bounding box. This approach to partmonmg makes sense if all layers are to be
accessed for processing according to the same local resmctmns. If items are to be accessed
largely independently, then it may be beneficial to pamtxon chfferent layers accorchng to
chfferent spatial quadtrees The ftrst questaon ~s how the dala will be classified, specifically,
is the conventional layenng approach appropriate? The benefit of taking an obJect-oriented
approach to database storage n~ght be m the ablhty to tuerarchmaLly define a classificataon
scheme. Such a scheme would turn what m a conventional layenng approach would be
’)ore" operatxons into slmple accesses The process of accessing all entrees of a g~ven type
hlgher up m the classlfiCataon tree would be no more comphcated than the access of the
leaves of the tree

MapBase file format:

The etak map is m the "MapBase" format The manual indicates that Arcf!nfo, Autocad and
severn other gls packages are able to input MapBase formatted maps The manual details
the format sufficiently for routines to be written for processing the format.

The MapBase format consists of records with lengths of 25,6 bytes There are five types of
records, each given a single letter designator: C, D, A, S, and L. The C-records occur first
m the file and store mformataon about the map (such as the copyright notice, prowder
company, map versmn number, etc ). The D-records store The basic map data, referred to
a~s "features". Features come m three flavors" points, lines and polyhnes. As far as I can
teU, the D-records are all lines Each D-record, however, defines two point features, the TO
and FROM points The records include the positrons of the TO and FROM points.
topolog~cal Informanon such as the "left" and "right" polygons, a name, a feature class, and
addmonal attribute mformatton I will describe the attribute mformanon contained in the D-
Record below. In summary, it consists of mformatmn associated wlth the left and right
polygons such as address mformat~ on and census class~ficatmns. An A-record stores an
addmonaI name for a g~ven element. A-records are used to assign multiple names to a g~ven
t~e, ature, most commonly used for roads Each feature is ass igned a unique ldentafier code
(D) Atrlbutes are assigned to features via thezr Ids.

I have hsted the atmbute fields of the D-record in Table 2 and of the L-records m Table 3.
The D-record is described on page.,; 29 to 48 of the manual The L-record Is described on
pages 54 to 56 (I w~ted to include a descnptxon of this sort m the source files anyway.)
The C, A and S-records will only be described as above
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Feature classes:

The feature class-code included m the D-record serves the purpose of identifying features
of the same type. From the types of feature codes, it appears that the MapBase format is
prmaarlly used for stonng road mformauon. The feature codes all have to do with the type
of hne element. Most of the codes have to do with a classification scheme for roadways
(see pp. 61-65 of manual or Table 1, thls document). The feature classes may be useful 
terms of separating items into different hsts wlthm memory, effecUvely defining different
enraty "layers".

0 tugh speed ramp
1 interstate htghway
2 prmaary state h~ghway, subsldlary Interstate highway, or subslchary US

hlghway
3 arterial roadway connects hlgh-volume traffic generators and highways
4 collector roadway: connects hght duty roads to ar-tenals or tughways
5 light duty roadway
6 alley or unpaved road
7 not used
8 railroad
9 low speed ramp

H not used
M restricted access road
N posmonal accuracy unknown, used to ldentl~ features whmh are not

stationary
P polmcal bonndai3~
R not used
S shorehne

U unknown feature usually a feature observable from an aerial photograph
which was not classified

V driveway or private road
W walkway
X shipping route
Y Y-hne: amfimal boundary used to partmon a large poIygon into smaller,

more manageable regmns
Z Z-line: amficlal boundary at the boundary of the database

Table i. D-record feature codes.

Attributes:

Atmbutes are stored rather as L-records or wlthm the D-records. A decision needs to be
made as to how we want to structure our data. We will certmnly have data structures for
storing points, hnes and polyhnes. These will include the spatial reformation, but one
quesuon is whether we want to preserve all of the attribute mformaUon included in the D
records as well. It be easy enough to place the unused mformat~on into a relattonal table
linked to the features by identificatxon code
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Basic
ld:
name:

fromjd:
from_x:
from_y:
tojd:
to_x:
to_,y.

information:
~denUfication code for lane feature
name to be associated with tins line feature

xd of FROM point feature
longltude of FROM point
latamde of FROM point

~d of TO point feature
longitude of TO point
tautude of TO point

General attributes:
class: 1-byte feature clasmficauon code
oneway: darectaon of street

Nap& for two-way
’F’ for one-way flowing forward
’R’ for one-way flowing reverse

mterpol"
pos_unknown:

flag m&catmg whether the addresses were interpolated
flag mchcating whether pomuonaI accuracy is assured
(BLANK) or unknown (1)

Left side attributes
left_ld:
left_fradd.
leftst.
left_ua:
left cnty.
left_mcd.
left_city:
left_rap"
lefttracto
leftblockgroup
left_urban_flag"
rural, blank

left polylme ld
left slde FROM address
left side
left rode
left side,
left sade
left sxde
left side
left side
left side
left side

state abbrev~atlon
census urbamzed code
FIPS county or census area
census minor clvfl &vL,~mn
census city code
postal code
census tract code
census block group coco
census urban place flag," U for urban, R for

for unspemfied

Right side attributes
same as above

Table 2. D-record contents.

The fields of the L-record are hsted m Table 3 The L-records duphcate some of the
informaUon m the associated D-record. Tins allows the L-records (to a certain degree) to 
processed independently of the D-1 ecords. The L-records may be treated as a table and
standard spreadsheet techmques could be used to summarr~e or sort the L-records.

L-records are used m several &fferent ways, depending on the value of the ’l_class’ field
They may be attributes of line or polygon features, point features, or m&cate vn’tual roads
~qaen the L-record describes an attribute assocmted wlth a line or polygon feature, the
value applies to the enure feature. When the L-record defines a point feature, the point
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feature is associated with e;,ther a line or polygon as is the line or polygon attribute, but it is
assigned a specific locatmn.

The classes for attributes associated with line elements are hsted on page 63. They inciude
such things as shipping routes, bridges, tunnels, pipelines and topographical features.
None of the line feature am-~butes look particularly useful as far as our purposes.

The classes for attributes associated with polygon elements are listed on page 70. They
largely classify regions as types of parks or bodies of water. Agean, these attributes will not
be incredibly useful to us.

The types of point features are the most extensive types of L-records, described on pages
71-74. Many of them are types of buildings or types of destinations: airports, railroad
stations, bus stauons, courthouse, hospital, schools, shopping centers, etc. Another range
of codes serve to classify crees based on population 0.e., population > 5000).

l__class-
l_xd:
name
l_x:
I_y:
l_ncell:
l_dim_l
l_cell_I
low_address
high_address
address panty.
state"
COllllty.
mcd:
city:
zip_code:
delta_x:
detta_y:

atcnbute class
ldentaficaUon code for tins attribute
attribute value or point feature name
longitude
latitude
count of features within tins attribute, always 1
dimension associated feature- 0, 1 or 2
ld of associated feature
lowest number m address range
tnghest number m address range
panty of addresses m address range E for even, O for odd
state abbrevmtlon
county code
irnnor civil dwlsion code. always 000
census place (city) code
postal zip code
change relaUve to l x of wclmty
ch~mge relative to l__y of VlClmty

Table 3. L-record contents

Determination of map contents:

Etak did not provide any descnptmn of the contents of Its database. For our research
purposes tins sort of informatlon is essential A procedure for summarizing a gls in this
way potentially has commeiclal value, possibly as a consulting operation. The process as
not necessarily complicated once the database may be processed Even with only data
structures defined which store the basic types of MapBase records it would be possible to
sumlnanze the contents How complicated the summary process is would depend on the
desired goals. With Versant, it nught be relatwely streaght-forward to provide object counts
where the types of stems are haerarctucally defined. A fn’st pass would, of course, be to
define vectors of the same length as the number of feature classes and to simply enumerate
the occurrence of the instances.
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Interface

Mathematical operations:

The baslc mathemaucal operataons of addation, subtractaon, and mttltiplicataon are defined
on matrix variables. Scalar mulUphcation and element-by-element mulUplicatton and
&vasion are also permatted Functaons for operating on mataces element-by-element have
been defined for most of the tngortometnc functions.

The logical operatlons of equal-to, greater-than, less-than, greater-than-or-equal-to, less
than-or-equal-to, and not-equal-to have been defined. These operators may be mcluded m
if-statements to control program flow

Commands:

]Routines may be written and made accessible from the corrtmand-line by registering them
with the interface. Each of these reutanes accepts as input a hst of matrices and returns a
separate hst of mamces. The return hst is empty unless the routine allocates a mamx in the
course of its operataons. In these cases, the return matrices may be assigned to variables or
used as inputs to another routine

Several commands have been defined whach concern the gls These routines provide the
Iughest level of access to the database Some revolve the addmon of layers, circles, points,
]rues or polygons. These simply setup the argument hst for the routines which are called
when a map is read Others revolve the reading, partataomvg or merging of map fries. In
most cases the code winch defines the command conslsts of only a tinn layer between the
user and the lower level routane wench actually performs the operation

The capaNht3," to mampulate and query the g~s from the command hne will be one of the
features undergoing the most development. As the database and operataons on it are
expanded, access to those operaUons from the command line will make then" use more
flextble. One of the most necessary features wril be that of selecting entrees based on some
cntenon. Some of the most useful criteria will be proxarmty and type. The capabthty to
select elements of the database based on a query, assign the hst of pointers to entlt~es to a
variable, and pass this vartable to a subsequent rouUne would make the database entn.ely
accessible to scripted operatmns.

One eventual feature of the command hne wflI be its use m asslgmng attributes to enfitaes.
lha an earher versxon winch included relataonal attributes, the enuty could be spemfied either
by its umque Identifier or by selectmn with the mouse. The attrabute type was then specffied
;rod the user was prompted for the atmbute fields. The same approach may be used to add
attributes which are stored m a hlerarchacal, object-oriented database. The chfference would
lie m the routine which actually made the attribute persistent. The lower level routines
perforrmng these operations will be created first to operate on attributes stored as text fries.
The command line only alIows the "file" to be created mteractlvely.

More general routines exast for saving, clearing, and hstmg the contents of the
envu’onment. These have not been extended to treat the gis as easily as the matrices are
lreated, although such treatment is feasible Separate conurtands handle cleanng the gls and
clearing the envtronment variables

Presently, the gis erasts as an integral part of the envn"onment. It and ~ts contents are not
"types" of user-accessible variables. Converting to having layers, points, lines or potylmes
all as types of variables maght be powerful, but it wril have to wait
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Help facility:

Help may be chsplayed for any function by typing ’help name ’, where name is the
command name. A text file must ernst whmh has the same name as the command name with
the ’.m’ extension. This file ts opened and any comment hnes at the beginning of the file
are chsplayed to the command window

A fancxer version, using Windows-style help would not be tremendously difficult given the
numerous examples on how’ to do tins m just about every book on Windows programming.

Summary:

I refer collectively to the parser, graptncal user interface, registered C-functions, and user
defined text functions as the ’interface’. The ’Interface’ is defined as a C++ class. Tlus
base-class includes the basic features of the environment, command, echt, and graph
windows. The ’Gis’ Is defined as a subclass derived from the base class, Interface. The
Gls adds member variables .and functions for reading, wntmg, displaying and mamtmnmg
lists of graptncal feat-ares.

The final goal for the interface is for three types of windows to be used: a command
window, text editing windows, and ~aph windows. The command window provides a
prompt at wbach the user may type commands. The text echtmg windows will allow the
user to mochfy text functions or scnpts The graph windows wlli be for graphacat output.
The command window is largely functional but still requires the cursor to be posmoned at
the end of the file prior to the user entering text. Most of the code for the editor and graph
windows has been written, although requires further testing

Project’s current state:

Interface:

I have been runmng only under the Vlsual C++ debugger because of bugs having to do
with qmttang the apphcation0 The most important components are m place:

o mamx variables may be defined at the command hne
o baslc mathematical operatmns on matrices have been tested
° built-in c-functions may be called and passed vangNes ag arguments

Several features have not been tested since porting to Windows NT, although they were
functional under the mtefface’s pre~aous incarnation:

¯ ’if-elseif-else’ controi flow staements
° ’for’ loops
® user-defined text-file functmns

The code for these features is roughly intact so I do not foresee pamcular difficulties in
testing It. I just have to get to it.

GIS:

I have been workang on the code for stonng and dlsplaymg the map. The map is stored in
roughly the format described above under Review of approach used on Blind
Mobility Project. The map storage and code for mampulatmg it is object-oriented.
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I have also rewritten the code for reachng Autocad’s dx.f format to reflect the shaft to object-
oriented data structures. The dxf reading code itself has al,;o been rewritten m an object-
oriented fasbaon. This will allow as much code to be common across file-formats. My
reasomng Is that all of the formats will have the same basw structure: pomtAme/polygon
entrees and atmbutes attached via unique object ldentafiers How the data is stored will be
the same no matter what file-format is used for dask storage. An object-onented approach to
the ffle-reachng process will allow for alterataon of only a subset of the file-processing
routines. At a relatavely low level, the data from the file will be converted to the classes
actually used to store the pomt/hnes/polyhnes. All of the routines having to do with
mampulation once the data is stored m those classes wall be common across f’fle-formats
(e.g., element pal"tataomng). In the previous versxon, those stages were not separated.

MapBase:

[ have begun writing the code to process the MapBase map. The rewnting of the dxf
processing code described above raakes processing the grapincal data of the MapBase map
relatavety strmghfforward --- only the lowest level routines need to be written. The place
where declsaons need to be made as m how to treat the attribute mformataon. The MapBase
map contains detzals winch may not be useful to us. The solution winch I would favor is to
choose winch atmbute fields to preserve and to store the others m a relataonal table hnked to
the entities by then" object identifier. We really need to sat clown and declare the classes
winch will be used for the network algorithms In the interim, I am creating structures
wbach baslca!ly nurrac the fields of the MapBase records l will transfer the spataal data into
the existing pomt/hne/polyhne classes and discard the rest of the attributes.
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03) Object-Oriented Concepts and Definitions

Object-oriented approaches have been revmwed and discussed m several books
(K.hoshafian, 1993; Khoshafian & Abnous, 1990; Booch, 1994). The major concepts are
well-documented in these books and reports Major constructs about object identaty,
encapsulatlon, mhemance, generahzauon, speclahzauon, aggregauon, and polymorplusm
are chscussed also in tins hterature and m an increasing number of GIS related journal
amcles

OBJECT IDENTITY

Object-onented models look at the real world m terms of objects and how they behave
ObJects are tangable elements m the real world. For example, the transportauon network
can be represented as chfferent objects such as h~ghways, mtersecUons, etc. Each object has
ats own methods wbach specify different mampulaUon that are possabie. By senchng a
request to the object, it revokes the methods of the object For example, by sending a
request to the methods of "streets", we can calculate the shortest travel tmae between two
locaUons.

Note that exlsung GIS ususalty represents the transportation network in terms of lank
segments wath nodes (the hnk-node structure). Each tree segment would have umque
~dentlficatmn. Usually a relational database would be used to hnk tins spataal object w~th
other attributes. In a relaUoaal database, the ID would change due to the addauon or deletlon
of certain segments Idemty is not preserved In the obJect-oriented system, each object can
have a umque ID and even ff the object m_lgrates several stages (Le change as the
transportauon network changes), at will stall keep the umque ldentaficatlon through
vers~onmg. As such, we say that the 0113 is

persastent. We can use versmnmg to represent the changes of, for example, census tract
through different years (Wc>rboys). Malnguenaud (1995) handles mulu-tevel networks 
arranging the OID m a haerarchlcal manner

CLA SSIFICA TION

O~ects can be classified into different object t-ypes. An object class is a software
tmplementaUon of an object type Classlficatlon in object models ~s an abstractmn method
and models the real world m terms of a haerarcbacal taxrnonormc structure. In the object
model, a class can be further davaded into subclasses In this paper, we have experimented
a system that comprises of spaual object tuerarchy (Flare 1) wtvch examines the network
as a hmrarchy of point, polyhne, polygon and polyhne hst oNects. The "node" as a
subclass of the class "point" and "juncUon" ~s a subclass of the object class "node". We can
further model the real world junctmn as "no stop", "signalled" and "stop sagn" junctaon
subclasses as an the real wor!d transportatmn network.

GENERA LIZA TION

Several classes of objects, whzch have some properties and operauons m common, can be
grouped to a more general s-aperclass. The subclass describes a spemalazatmn of the
superclass. It is expecaally amportant for the abstracraon of a real transportataon network.
For example, the object type "htghway", "interstate" and "local" can be grouped to a
superciass "road" m our transportataon network example (Flgare 2).
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ASSOCIATION

A relationship between slmalar objects can be grouped together to form a higher level object
(Brodie, 1984). The term "set" is used to descnbe the assomatlon, and the associated
objects are called "members". This is maportant to GIS because it can model spatial
relationships. For example, a baghway is inside a clty. SomeUmes it may be important to
take into account of the ordering of the collection of objects. An ordered collection of
mtersecttons can be grouped to form a road.

A GGREGA TION

Several objects can be grouped toge-er to form a composv.e object, which describes the
higher level object. The model of 1fins process is called aggregation. For example, the object
type "hlghway" is an aggregation of lanes, road sign, exits and ramps

Details of objects are supressed m the constituent objects. ]Every instance of an aggregate
object can be decomposed into instances of the component objects while keeping its own
functionality. However, the operauons on the aggregate may not be comparable with
operaraons Oil its components (Egenhofer and Frank, 1989).

INHERITANCE

?nhemance is a minor class-subclass relationship. A class inherits properties (data structure
and methods) of its superclass. If at inherits propemes from more than one superclass, It is
called mulnple inheritance

Give an example

POL YMORPHISM

?olymorphlsm generally represents the quality or state of being of an object, whach Is able
to assume different forms. In a programming context, it means the same construct can be
used to manipulate objects of different types. One type of polymorphlsm is called
overloading. With overloading, the same operator (+) or "plant" can perform chfferent
functions depending on the reclplent’s object class It is a very Important feature for
transportaraon modeling For exalnple, the hnk-node sUnacture assumes that the
transportaraon network is represented as links and nodes !rod there is no dffferentmraon
between these links and nodes. So the delay function, for example, carmot be easily
modeled chfferently for Slgnahzed intersections versus non-slgnahzed intersecUons, and
highy-way versus local streets. With polymorphlsm in an object-oriented context, these
different elements m the network can be modeled using drffemt functions, but with the
operator (such as "COST") used to calculate the delay function. Khoshafian and Abnous
(I990) hsted the advantages of overloading in terms of prc,grammmg: (1) extensibihty - 
.,same operator applaes to instances of many classes without mochfymg its code. (2)
development of more compact code because there is no need to hst out all the sltuaraon for
,:hfferent classes; (3) clarity - the code is more readable and comprehensible. (A penalty 
paid for the rtm-ume binding and/or type checkang that must be done to guarantee
correctness. Nevertherless, has tables or indexes could be used to lessen the performance
penalty of dynamic binding.)

ha some systems, parametric types can be used to create classes Parametric polymorphism
altows the construcuon of abstract classes, with type parameters. For example, a delay
function can be formulated as COST[D] with D as a parameter of different types of distance
:measure. In trasnportatmn research, &stance can be measured as either travel time or actual
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&stance. So the paramter D can be implemented as a type of integer (in terms of nunutes of
travel tune) or as a type of leal numbers (in terms meters of physical &stance). Both sets
share the code as it is unplemented m COST[D]. The procedure can be used to tmplement
the same funcUon for chfferent types. Thus, one of the strongest advantages of parametric
polymorpinsm is code sharing for generic types with the power of strong typing.

ENCAPS ULA TION

OO models enforce encapsulauon and information in&ng. The state of the objects can be
manipulated and read only by mvokang operations that are specified within the type
definmon. (ALSO, can incorporated R-tree or slay tree, we - quadtree).

TYPES OF O0

When we talk about object-onentanon, we accept that the concept may revolve chfferent
&enslons. OO includes programmng, database management, and modehng.

Mary Loomis (of Versant) espouses the view that the obJect-oriented approach to database
management allows a more natural mtegrauon of the database with the obJect-oriented
programming language used to implement the database

a. oo programming

Instead of thinking m terms ofloops, program steps and procedural code, a programmer
will find the necessary object types (a category of objects) and work on how the objects can
be accessed and mochfied /kualysts will create &agrams of events, tuggers and operatmns
that cause objects to behave in certain ways. or extend their behavmr as appropriate. As
such, the gap between system reqmrements and system lmptementlon is reduced (Need
defmtmn and elabratmn of terms)

Also. m convenUonal languages an operauon such as "+" could be used for objects of
different data types In OO. tins sort of polymorphlsm, is catled overloading, and is
available to every user-defined abstract data type

c. OO modeling

00 models the real world as closely as possible (m the code) k ts a conceptual tool that can
be used in a problem domara. Unhke other modehng concepts which focus on functions,
OO focus on the essenUaI constructs wltinn a problem domain. The OO modet vlews the
world as objects, starts with objects w~th chstmct attributes and behavlors.

Conceptual, logical and external- level

Mamguenaud (1995) modeled the logical graph topology to allow the handling of multi-
level networks. The existing &gltal network databases do not chstmgutsh a local verse a
regmnal transportaUon network. The mtroducuon of a Master-node (with respect to 
Master-edges) m tins object-orletned data model allows defimtion of a node as an
abstraction of a sub network The classes of the data model are organized in a tree. Tins tree
represents the relauon between classes and super-classes.

c. OODBMS

Database management system ~s very important m handhng transportatmn data, especmlly
in wew of the increasing s~ze of dagltal databases. OO DBMS supports the object-oriented
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paraddgm and stores data and operations, rather than just data. It is efficient m storing
~:omplex objects However, it snll has some dffficulUes m estabhstnng a standard query
language. The linntations of exastmg DBMS, especially relational DBMS, have been
&scussed by Wlegand & Adams (1994) They began with the argument that relational
models do not easily handle the complexaty of geograptnc data and a better GIS can be bmlt
by (I) using a DBMS as a base foi the system (2) using object-onented modeling and 
having an extenslble system. They used an actual OODBMS (Object-onented Database
Management System) and transposed current relaUonal GIS into an OO modelmg.
Comparisons are made between the two (Welgand and Adams, 1994).

Selected OODBMS currently avmlable on the market are listed m Kemper and Moerkotte
(1994). Some of them include Gemstone, 02, Ontos, Itasca, Versant, Mansse,
ONectav1~/DB, ObjectStore, etc. The data model, control concepts, arcintecture, related
hterature, and performance enhancements are discussed Wmgand and Adams (1994)
exan’nned the comrnerclal OODBMS such as POSTGRES, Starburst, 02, Objectstore, and
Gemstone. Advantages of 00 according to then" research includes mulnple representation
(e g, different scales), mulnple geometries and an increased amount of non-spatial
mformanon that can be stored within the feature object. Retatmnstnps between feature
objects can be drrecfly stored as part of the model rather than via an indexing key.

"[’here appear to be a hmlted number of formal modeling methods relevant for object
onentatmn. These include fimte state machines (FSM) (Ozveren, 1989; Ramadge 
Wonham, 1987). Petn-nets and data flow dlagrams (Yourdan, E., 1989, Rumbaugh, et al.
L981, and Schlaer and Metor, 1988), the Caiculatmn of Commumcatmn Sequences (CCS)
~2vhiner, 1980), Commumcauon Sequennal Processes (CSPO (Hoare, 1985), Flmtely
Recurs,.ve Processes (FRP) (1nan ~ Varmya, 1988), and Discrete Event Dynarmcal Systems
(DEVS) (Praehofer~ Auermg, Resmger, 1993, and Zmglel, 1984).

Gollu (1995) has reviewed some examples of software frameworks including.

a. Ptolemy. Tins ~s an object-onenied data flow based amulation tool (Ptolemy Manual,
1995). Ptolemy produces star maps in which objects called stars are represented by inputs,
outputs, and pattern maps The input output connecnons propagate messages that allow
object mteractaon. Object evolunon can be driven by some c.ombmatJon of rime, events, or
data tokens. It is most uselul for speclficatmn and slmulatmn of data flow among a stat.tc
c onfiguratmn of objects However, it does not appear as suitable when large numbers of
object relatmnsinps are concerned. It does not interface we]I with other systems and is stall
trader development at the UC Berkeley College of Engmeenng.

b. COSPAN Tins ~s a general purpose software tool that p’ov~des an automatic description
syntax on a set of operatmns to combine Its logical analysis consists of symbolic
tesnng of a system for user defined behavior and m essence,’ ~ts analysis constitutes a
raathemat~cal proof of the stated system behavior (Har-E1 & Kurshan, 1987).

c CSIM. Tins Is again a general pro’pose C-based process onented environment, it is
specfficaliy designed to simulate a discrete event system and ~ts most frequent use relates to
the behavmr of data cornmumcatmn networks (Schwetnam, 1989).

EXAMPLE OF CREATING ,4, ROAD HIERARCHY IN A RELATIONAL
SYSTEM VS. AN OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEM:

’vV’e want to describe how it ~s possible to create a road Inerarchy w~thm a relational system
sach as Arc/Info. The purpose will be to illustrate the difference between ’Layer’ and
’Class’ w~thin each system A hlera°chJcal ~,pe system may be created witinn a relational
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system by asslgmng an attrtbute to each road winch descnbes its type. Doing things such
as chsplaymg all ’Roads’ when there is a road-type inerarchy ~s difficult. In an O0 system
such an operaUon would be natural and s~mple

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF OBJECT-ORIENTED
SYSTEMS

(c) It overcomes the difficulties of the planar data structure and w11t allow for a f’mer
dff-ferentaataon of various geo~aphlc objects m the system. Rurmmg roulang and spataal
search algonthrns wall become less problemaUc. (d) It will facihtate the representauon and
process,ng of a multi-level transportauon network through introducing new classes across
different Ievels and new functaons for these classes: spataal search and queries will be
handled more efficiently. (e) It will facLhtate the integration of a wlde variety of geographm
objects and relataons wlthm a comprehens,ve geograpinc database.

Gollu (1995) argues that the; validity of an object-oriented system model is hkely to depend
on;

® Our ablhty to vahdate the internal loglc of the models
* The deployabLhty of model component speclficatlons

Further he goes on to argue that the pnnclpal reqmrements for vahd and usable software
systems include.

An ab~hty to assomate physical and logical representations (modularity)
The aNhty to add new components to the system w~th nvmmal code rewnte (openness,
modulanb, robustness)

* The aNhty to collect arbitrary statlst~cs dunng slmulatmn (openness, modularity)
- The ab, hty to run su-nuhmons with acceptable performance (performance)
- The abihty to adjust slmulatmn granuianty (modularltv, openness)
o The abihty to simulate up to 100,000 vehactes (performance)
* The ability to specffv system behavmr m a strmght forward language (ease of use)

(Gollu, 1995, pp 31,32 

F. Versant medium

We used a pamcular 00 DB MS software - VERSANT - as our primary medmm (see also
the recommendation m Golhl, 1995) Part of using Versant software as the medmm for an
object onented GIS is the development of the pamtmmng scheme Ttus is possible because
of Versant’s lmplementatmn as a chent-server database. Our apphcatlon is the "client" and
would request data from the database "server." Of the several ways m winch a client’s
request may be couched, one is to use sunple equahty/mequahty statements on a given
class’s attribute values. The server will return class instances for which the condmonai is
met. We beheve that th~s ~s the tughest complexity of queries supported by Versant. More
comphcated, user-defined selectmn procedures are not supported yet because such
procedures would need to reside on the server side. Tins Is what ~s meant as "storing class
methods on the server "Versant only prowdes the means to store the data, not the
methods. The only way around tNs maNhty to conduct complicated quenes (such as 
bounding box comparison against an entlty’s posmon) seems to be to "recompute" these
necessary computaUons TNs is why It seems necessary to partition the map wltinn
Versant. The need is probably greater than it was for chsplay,ng the map.

The methods described above for creating hlerarcbacNly defined atmbutes and a
inerarchically structured set of layers were mapped to Versant. Versant’s role was to allow
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for storage of class instances between sessaons. In a relational database, tb~s amounts to the
storage on disk of an apphcataon’s tables and their loading when next required. In much the
same way that Versant scans the application’s C++ header files to determine the class
hierarchy, the code that has been wntten for creating class hierarchies does the same thing
The class defimtions are used to cz-eate the "recta-class" m formation used to describe the
memory iayout of the atmbute fields. The procedures to slore class instances to disk were
then wntten based on the recta-class reformation (i.e., the class fields are stored as a stream
of bytes which is exactly what 1s needed to store the instance to disk). This approach is an
interim solution while the partmomng, network and entity.attribute relattons are worked
out. All of these components seem reqmred prior to storing class instances using Versant.
First, the data to be stored m Vers, ant must be instances o f C++ classes. Second, using
Versant as the storage medmry appears to requn’e stonng the map wlthm the database.
Storing the map requires paruaomng. It is stall possible even w~th a partattomng approach
that map storage m Versant wall prove prohabmvely expenslve m terms of space or access
time. We will mvestagate possible solutlons to tins problem, parUcularly one that would be
to store only the partmonmg structure w~ttun Versant, store the map separately m some
other file format, and then load the map into the partmons at run rune.
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(C) Object-Oriented Systems and ATIS

State of affairs:

I’ve managed to display the MapBase map and most of the interface that I was working on
is functaonal. I describe the pamtlomng, iayermg and network hopefully not too cryptacally
or too confusedly to be useful Partmomng the map seems reqmred gaven Its size. Layenng
seems to be one place at which object-onented data structures are reqmred The network
also needs to be pamtaoned and to take advantage of the haerarcl-~cal layenng scheme. At
the end I say a few tbangs about Versant (bas~cally, that I havefft gotten to It yet).

Layering:

Overview:

The map as davlded into layers For now, most of the layers are defined according to the
atmbute types defined wlttun the MapBase format. Each L-record attaches mformataon to a
point, hne or region and has a code wbach determines the type of attribute. A layer is
created for each type of atmbute; and each layer contains hsts of the followmg types of
entrees, clrcles, hnes, points, polyhnes, nodes, lmks and hne atmbutes The first four are
the grapNcal entrees common to most: CAD and GIS systems. The nodes and links are the
entrees used to define the stJ:eet network and will be described below The hne attributes are
records used to describe the hne and hnk entrees. They contain a subset of the mformaUon
attached to each hne element within the MapBase format the left and right street addresses,
census block numbers, topological mformatlon, etc.

Because the MapBase format defines many more atmbute types than actually occur wlthm
the Santa Barbara County map, most of the layers end up emp~ Space as conserved by
allocatang only the entity hsts winch actually contain ztems

Partitioning:

It became apparent that some means of pamomng the map was reqmred when chsplaymg
the zoomed-m map took nearly as long as displaying the entare map. The reason was that
storing the map as a "flat" file required comparing each enUty to the v~ewmg box. The
extent of the viewing box Is deterrmned by a translatable ongm and axes scale factors Tins
problem has been allevxated by pamtmmng the contents of each layer Pamtaomng allows
the rendering of only those sectaons of the map winch overlap with the wewmg box
w~thout "touching" all of the enut~es. The increase m performance resulting from accessing
only the necessary entaues w,111 be observed whenever a spatlally iocahzed subset of the
map is to be referenced. Tins will occur not only dunng the tasks of displaying the map but
during many other analyses, mcludmg route computation. Although rm pretty green at
tins, pamtaomng must be an accepted, textbook procedure.

The descnpUon given above of a "layer’ stated that each tayer contained a set of enmy hsts,
one for each type of enUty. The pamtmned entity lasts replace that descnptmn Each iayer
consists of exther the hsts of enUtles or a set of partmoned entity hsts. A Inerarcb.acal spaUal
tree was used to amplement the partmomng (I’m not sure ff g as a "quadtree" becuase 
made the partmons at each level N-by-N rather than 2-by-2). The tree consists of a set of
inerarchically arranged bounding boxes. The bounchng box for the enttre map as used as the
boundary of the "root". In a sense, the unpartmoned ent~taes are stored at the root of the tree
because all of the entrees are’. contmned wlttun its associated bounding box (by defmltaon).
The root bounchng box as drelded into N-by-N quadrants to define the 1st level. The
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original box is the "parent" and the; smaller, N-by-N boxes are the "cinldren". Each child is
~tself subdivlded into N-by-N boxes Tins recurslve subdlvls~on is repeated unttl a
specified "depth" is aclueved. The bounding boxes at the last level define the tree’s
"leaves". The contents of each layer Is pamttoned by declchng which leafs bounding box
contaJ_nS the entaty Tins decision is made using the entity centroid. The entaty Is copied to
the appropriate enttty hst m the leaf and is subsequently removed from the unpamuoned
hsto

Although st is possible to use a different spatial pantmnmg for each layer, the same spatial
quadtree is used for all layers

At the moment, only the leaves of :he tree are used to determme whether to draw each
pamtton’s enttties. The more sopinstacated and efficient approach would be to compare the
bounding boxes at each level of the tree to the v~ewmg box. A saving in processing ttme
would arise whenever the rematmng depth of the tree could be ignored because the
bounding box at the given level d~d not overlap the wewmg box.

][-Iierarchical layering

’We reqmre the capabfllty to baerarcbacally relate dafferent road types for use in route
selectaon, t have written code to create these relatmns at the "layer" level. My arm was to
define a "road-layer" class and then to "derive" more specific types of roads from tins
class. "Derive" is object-onented k’ngo meamng to estabhstl a "kind-of’ or "parent-cinld"
relation between objects. The derived or "cinld" class is stud to "inherit" the propemes of
~ts "parent" class, including the parent class’s attributes and ~ts associated functaons. (A
relataon rmght be estabhshed between a class "car" and a class "veh.tcle" It could then be
stud that "car is derived from vebac le" and that "a car IS a type of vebacle".)

The following text defines a road class winch is a type of layer The syntax of the def’mataon
J s stmflar to that of C- The keyword, "class", indicates the beginning of the defimtlon.
The next word is the class name. If the class is denved, the, n the class name is followed by
a colon and the colon by the parent class’s name The entries Wltban the curl~ brackets
define the attributes of the class ha tins case, the "road" class consists of a name, speed
hrmt and number of lanes.

class road . layer {
stung name;
mt speed_hm~t;

mt
};

n_larles,

A layer for a more specific type of road can be declared by deriving from "road". An
instance of class "inghway" denved from "road" will have the attributes of both the "road"
~md the "highway’ class. One addltlonal attribute that the "highway" class rmght possess
indicates whether the highway has a carpool lane.

class highway : road {
bool carpooi_lane;

l;

The class definmons are stored m 1 ext files winch, when pl ocessed, define the layer
tnerarchyo The class defmmons descnbe both the Inerarctncal relaaon as well as the
attributes attached to "instances" of each class In our case, the "instances" correspond to



Items placed into the given layer. Defining the layer inerarchy Is taken care of by the first
hne, "class road. layer". It Is useful at the same nine to define the potential attributes of
ennUes contained by the layer The attributes are only "potential" because the enfines are not
required to have defined attributes.

Associations between e~atities and attributes

There seem to be several approaches to associating entanes and attributes, each having
chfferent drawbacks. One IS for each enUty to contaan a pointer to Its attribute. When the
ennty posesses an atmbute, the pointer would be set to the atmbute’s memory address;
when the ennty does not, the pointer would be set to NULL. A second method, similar to
the first, would be to place a pointer to an entity wathm each atmbute. A thtrd method
would be to assign a umque ~denaficanon code (Le., "handle" or "object ldenufier") to each
enntv. Atmbutes would then refer to thmr enntv usm~ tins code. A sm~le-Nt fla~ rmght be
set wltinn an enuty to lndtc~te that an enuty possesses an atmbute.

I have not yet fully evaluated the costs of each method The first two are pointer-based.
They have the drawback that they allow only a single attribute to be assocmted w~th each
enUty (unless a more comphcated scheme is ~mplemented to allow hsts of atmbute pointers
for each enUty). One or the other approach would be preferred depending on from winch
side most of the computaUon would be done. If most computanon revolved only the
attributes with only infrequent reference to the entrees, then the pointers rmght be better
placed w~thm the attributes. An addinonal cons~deranon is whether the enUty atmbute
relanons will be sparse or dense The space consumed by NULL pointers under sparse
conchnons nnght be unacceptable For the tbard method, actuatly assocmtmg an ennty wlth
~ts attribute reqmres searching the attribute hst for the atmbute having the ennty’s
~dentificatlon code. Tins required computauon ~s what is made ~mphcrt w~tinn the pointer-
based approaches

Generic attribute hierarchies

The capability to define class hlerarcines is not specafic to layers, but may also be used to
define inerarcines of any mforrnanon (e g, types of acnwues, types of destmatmns) The
use of the word "layer" m the road-class defimtlon causes some specaal handhng that
creates internal data structures related to the map Another way to say tl:us ~s that the
keyword "layer" acts as a bmtt-m "base" class. The rock will be to decide what we want
hierarcines of, what the attributes should be, and how we will fill m the attributes.

Network:

I began by readmg the MapBase map into the ctrcle, hne, point and polylme entrees The
model that I am workang toward will allow reading the street entrees into the network rather
than into the hne and polyhnes. Secnons of roads will be represented as "links", with the
endpomts of the hnks defimng the "nodes" The nodes correspond to either intersections or
dead ends. A curvy but unbroken stretch of road will not be defined by nodes. (This
approach is actually taken in the MapBase format by using the D-records to define the
starting and ending points of a hne, while mtervemng points are specified m the following
S-records.)

Each "link" wltl have pointers to the two "nodes" at its endpoints as well as to the previous
and next "links" (when the hnk as part of a continuous chart). Each node will have a hst 
hnks of winch the node is an endpomt. Intersecnons w111 be nodes where at least two links
are connected that axe not continuations of the same chmn
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Member variables for links (i.e., attributes)

Because the enure computational l:ocus of the project is the network, the majority of the
attributes will mvotve the network. I have been working uader the notion that the network
wlll be stored across the layers winch define the road Inerarchy In tills case, the attributes
wbach would be attached to links and nodes would depend on the attributes given In the
layer defimuons.

Methods for links

One important quesUon which I ara not entirely clear on concerns the algorithm structure
which would take advantage of the road Inerarchy I beheve tbas issue might be resolved by
considering the obvious functions of the road hierarchy One function wllI be to allow
selecting road types over each other (e.g., choosing a Inghway over an alleyway). Tllls
could be accomphshed by assigning weights to the network links commensurate to the
hnk’s place m the road hierarchy Effectively, this is what ts done by placing the different
road types into different layers --- layering the network is nothing more than "pre
,~omputed" somng Another funcuon of the road baerarchy seems to be the defimuon of
~hfferent attributes for the dlfferen: levels of the Inerarchy. ObJect orlented programlmng is
designed to handle the case where the same functions are tmpiemented for a number of
vastly different objects. For example, two classes might both possess a member functaon
for printing an instance In one case an XYZ location would be pnnted wlule in the other a
texruaJ stnng would be printed The routine which asked the instance to "pnnt itself’ would
not care how or what the member vanabIes were because it is up to the class to provide the
means of execmmg the operaUon What we are proposing to do is to design the ~_nct!ons
for utlhzlng the attributes of different types of hnks for route-finding These functions
would be the class "methods" of each road class The interface to each Nnctlon would be
~he same (from_ the point of view ef the abstract route-finding algorithm), but the actual
implementation of the method would depend on the class. But of course, this is exactly
what an object-oriented programrrang approach is designed to do.

,One approach might be to define a base class (that is, a class from which all road classes
are derived) winch defines methods for such operatmns as computing a cost function for
lxaversmg a given link If the derived class desired to improve or enhance the cost function
19y using its speclahzed attributes, then it would be up to that road class to provide its own
,Jmque method.

The first step winch I have been workang toward is go develop the basic network structure
such that a route may be computec using purely posmonal information Within the prevmus
context, this trachtmnal route-finding algorithm could be considered as the case where only
lhe base class defined a cost functional and where the funcl renal depended only on the hnk
length and possibly the speed hmlt A functlomng traditional network wlli provide the
framework on which to develop the algontin-ns winch combine posmonaI and non-
posmonal lnformatmn.

’Versant:

You are probably wondenng, "Where is Versant’~" Part of using Versant as the medmm for
an obJect-oriented GIS will be the ,development of the pamuomng sheme. This is due to
Versant’s implementation as a chent-server database. Our apphcation is the "client" and
would request data from the database "server". Of the several ways in winch a client’s
Iequest may be couched, one Is to use simple equahty/mequahty statements on a given
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class’s attribute values. The server will retrain class instances for which the conditional Is
met. I believe that tbas is the baghest complexity of queries supported by Versant More
comphcated, user-defined selection procedures are not supported yet because such
procedures would need to reside on the server side. Tins ~s what xs meant as "storing ctass
methods on the server". Versant only provides the means to store the data, not the
methods. The only way around tins mablhty to conduct complicated queries (such as 
bounding box comparison against an entit-y’s posmon) seems to be to "precompute"
these necessary computauons. Ttas ~s why it seems necessary to pamtmn the map within
Versant The need ~s probably greater than It was for displaying the map.

The methods described above for creating hlerarcbacally defined atmbutes and a
Nerarchacally structured set of layers will eventually be mapped to Versant. I currently do
not use Versant to implement ~t, but then again I haven’t exactly added m the capabihty to
store data. Versant’s rote wdi be to allow for storage of class instances between sesslons.
In a relataonal database, this amounts to the storage on disk of an apphcat.ton’s tables and
their loadang when next reqmred In much the same way that Versant scans the
apphcatmn’s C++ header files to determine the class baerarchy, the code that I have written
for creating class haerarcines does the same flung. The class defimtmns are used to create
the "meta-class" reformation used to describe the memory layout of the attribute fields.
Although I have not yet written the procedures to store class instances to disk, doing so
will not prove difficult given the meta-class reformation 0.e., the class fields are stored as a
stream of bytes winch is exactly what is needed to store the instance to disk) ! am mostly
tinnkmg of ttus approach as an interim sotutaon winle the pamtaomng, network and entlty-
atmbute relataons are worked out All of these components seem reqmred pnor to stonng
class instances using Versant. F~rst. the data to be stored m Versant must be instances of
C++ classes Second, using Versant as the storage mechary appears to reqmre stonng the
map wlttnn the database I have already argued above that stonng the map reqmres
pamuomng. It ts stdI possible even with a partmomng approach that map storage m Versant
will prove probabmvely expenswe m terms of space or access time One solution would be
to store only the partmonmg structure within Versant. store the map separately m some
other file format, and then load the map into the pamtmns at mn t~me
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Working Notes: Notes on an O0-Database for Use in an ATIS
Context

by

Jon Speigle

Introduction

Thas is a summary of what I have clone and plan to do towzxd creating an object-oriented
spatial database accessible from a command line. An advanced traffic mformataon system ~s
being developed wlthm thts framework.

The mtroductton continues wxth a very brief discussion of the concepts underlying object-
oriented database systems. The following section dlscusse,; the system: early design
demslons, the major classes, features of the command-hne, and system evaluation. The
final sectaon summarizes what I an~ currently workang on and the next steps. An appendix
illustrates the command sequence of parutaonmg a map.

Object-oriented concepts

For now, I will take for granted that the following object-oriented concepts/buzz-words are
understood: methods, mhentance, encapsulation, polymorptnsm, and aggregation. The
concepts have been detailed m a number of texts as well as. wlthm the GIS commumty.
The goal of the project was to study the apphcaUon of these concepts to GISs, specifically
transportatmn networks The system therefore represents a blending of obJect-oriented
concepts w~th a spaual indexing sy stem.

Object-oriented database concepts

In addmon to the above concepts, the texts on OODBs chscuss the following: persistence,
object Identity, and obJect-oriented query languages. The features proposed for the query
language include allowing

i) path queries

2) use of both class methods ~and class atmbutes

3) the results of one query to be used as input to a subsequent query

4) queries to search both the base and derived classes (with, of coarse, polymorptnsm
on the derived class’s methods).

_Conceptual design of the system
Overall design decisions

In this overview I am more than anything orgamzmg my thoughts on the relauon between
the programrmng language, the database language, and the interface. Things are at the point
where I actually desire to attach aspattal informaUon to the spatml data On one hand I have
(2++ classes for holding the spataal data whale on the other, I have a command-hne interface
for defining a tayer h~erarchy where enUttes placed into each layer are def’med to have a
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specific set of attributes. The Issue winch I hope to clarify is how the data will be made
persistent. Persistance is an issue winch I had delayed wbAe developing the C++
framework for manipulating the map It is tame to resolve m

Two substanaally different approaches may be taken toward developing an OODB. The
first is to use an obJect-oriented programming language (e.g., C++) as the data-definiuon
and data mampulauon languages (DDL and DML) with an adchuonal data query language
(DQL). The second approach is to create a DDL, DML, and DQL chstmct from the
underlying programming language.

A command-line may be wewed as merely one of severn interfaces between the user and
the database. Both of the above approaches maght utlhze a command-line for the purpose of
querying the database or for controlhng any non-metadata aspects of the system. Such an
interface would allow accessing the database without an expemse m the apphcatmn’s
programming language yet would stall allow scripting of repetatlve command sequences A
command-line interface allows more interactive development than the design compile-test
cycle used for compiled languages.

On the other hand, there Is a certain a~peal to integrating the programming and database
languages Separatmg the two means that a great deal of effort must be expended on
lmplemenang the object-oriented concepts already provided by the programming language.
A number of database vendors have taken tins approach, suppIymg theu" customers wlth
hbranes for mak.mg a given object oriented programming tanguage persistent (e g.,
Versant) The goal of melding the prograrpm~ng and database languages could m fact be 
criterion for selecmng a programrmng Imnguage as some languages reqmre comp~lanon
(e g., C, Pascal, Fortran) while others operate from a command-hne (e.g., Lisp, Smalltalk,
Basic) The downslde of tins approach is that the database development must be performed
by a prograrnrner skailed m the obJect-oriented programming language.

What I am about to say probably apphes only to the compiled programrmng tangxaages and
not to the interpreted-programming languages. I have m rmnd a database system
programmed m a complted envtronment where the end-user apphcatxon has a command-line
query interface. W~thout furlher description of the command-hne language, the apphcataon
could be of either ty. pe The mechamsms used to create perslstence could be incorporated
into the class methods m the programming Ianguage Extenchng the command-hne language
to include the capa’mtmes of the DDL and DML, however, reqmres a major change m how
the underlying system creates persxstence because the database classes would now be
definable at a chfferent level than the programming language

Versant prowdes both a C++ and a C-Ievel interface° The C++ interface provides the means
of making classes defined in the programming language persistent. The C-level interface
provides lower-level access ~o the Versant persistence mechamsms. Ths interface could be
used to add persistence to database classes definable at the command-b~ne

The graph class

The graph class is the program-riming construct whose methods control the wsual
presentauon of the database contents. More will be added on tins class. Tins class controls
not only the vlsuaI display of information, but also stores all data associated wxth the map.
The spatial enutms stored m the graph are separated into ’Layers’ based on object type. The
layers may be inerarcbacal In adchuon to the inerarcincal component, each layer definition
describes the atmbutes allowable for enuues stored m that tayer The atmbutes which I
have attached to each layer are accessible from the command-hne only. Tins ~s problematic
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for creating C++ network algorithms but not msurmountable --- the attributes’ accesslbihty
from the command-line is after all written m C++.

The layer class

Each layer contains hsts of the follow~ng types of entitles: circles, lines, points, polylmes,
~aodes, and links. The first four are the graptucal entities common to most CAD and GIS
.~ystems. The nodes and links are the entaties used to define the street network and will be
described below.

Hierarchical layering

One goal of the project is to develop a hierarchy of different road types for use m route
:selection algonthrns. These relations are made at the "layer" level. The spemffc goal was to
define a "road-layer" class and then to "derive" more specific types of roads from tbas class
(where "derive" is object-oriented lingo meaning to estabh.sh a "kind of’ or "parent-child"
relataon between objects). The derived or "chald" class is stud to "inherit" the propemes of
xts "parent" class, mctuding the parent class’s attnbutes and its assoclated functions (A
relataon imght be estabhshed between a class "car" and a class "vehacle". It could then be
said that "car Is derived from vebacle" and that "a car is a type of vehicle".)

The following example defines a road class which as a type; of layer. The syntax of the
defimtaon is slmdar to that of C++ although all of the capabflmes of C++ have not been
incorporated. The "class" keyword mdlcates the beglrmmg of a defimuon. The next word is
/.he class name. If the class is den,rod, then the class name ts followed by a colon and the
colon by the pa-ent class’s name The enmes w~thm the curly brackets define the attributes
of the class.

In tins case, the "road" class consists of a name, speed hmtt and number of lanes.

class road : layer {
stnng name;
mt s~ed_lirmt,
mt n lanes;

},

A layer for a more specific type of road can be declared by denying from "road". An
instance of class "highway" denved from "road" will have the attributes of both the "road"
;rod the "highway" class. One additional attribute that the "highway" class might possess
mdacates whether the highway has a carpool lane.

class highway : road {
bool carpool_lane;

},

The class defimtions are stored In 1 ext files which, when plocessed, define the tayer
hierarchy. The class definitions describe both the haerarclucal relation as well as the
attributes attached to "instances" of each class. In our case, the "Instances" correspond to
items placed into tile given layer Defining the layer haerarchy is taken care of by the first
hne, "class road: layer". It is useful at the same time to define the potential atmbutes of
enuties contained by the layer. The attributes are only "potential" because the entities are not
Iequlred to have have defined atmbutes. The layer kterarcNes actually utilized by the
system wil! be described in the Specific Implementation sectaon.
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Partitioning

Spatial indexing is necessary for efficient access of large maps One lmmechate benefit of
spatial pamuomng is in map &splay. At a given "zoom" level only a smalt pomon of the
map may intersect the wew volume. Storing the map m a spatlally unordered or "flat"
representataon reqmres comparing each entity to the view volume to detemame whether to
&splay ~t Tins performance problem is alleviated by pamuomng the contents of each layer.
Partmomng allows the rendering of only those sectmns of the map winch overlap with the
viewing box wlthout access~_ng all of the entrees The improvement m performance w111 be
a funcuon of the size of the wew volume and the size of the partmons The xmprovement
will be observed not only &rang the task of chsplaymg the map but dunng any other
analysis winch incorporates spatml constraznts on the regmn of interest (e g, route
computation). Tins ~s a textbook point.

The description gaven above, of a "layer" stated that each layer corltamed a set of entity hsts,
one for each type of ent~" The pamtmned entaty hsts replace that descnpuon Each layer
consists of either the hsts of enuues or a set of partmoned entlt-y Izsts A Inerarcincal spataal
tree was used to ~mplement the partmonmg. (I’m not sure ff ~t ~s a "quadtree" becuase 
made the pamtmns at each level N-by-N rather than 2-by-2) The tree conslsts of a set of
Inerarch~catly arranged bounding boxes. The bounchng box for the ent~_re map is used as the
boundary of the "root" In a sense, the unpamtloned entrees are stored at the root of the tree
because all of the entrees are contmned w~tl-un ~ts assocmt-d bounding box (by defimtmn)
The root boundang box Is &vlded mr. N-by-N quadrants to de~2ne the 1st level The
original box !s the "parent" and the smalIer, N-by-N boxes are the "chtldren" Each chlld is
atself sub&vlded mr, N-by-N boxes Ttus rect~save sub&wslon ~s repeated untlt a
specified "depth" as achieved The bounding boxes at the last leveI define the tree’s
"leaves" The contents of each layer is partmoned by deciding wtuch Ie~s bounding box
contains the enUty Tins demsmn is made using the enuty centroad The entity ~s copied to
the appropriate ent!ty hst m the leaf and ~s subsequently removed from the unpamttoned
hst

Although at as possable to use a dafferent spatxaI pant~omng for each layer, the same spatial
quadtree is used for all layers.

At the moment, only the leaves of the tree are used to detenmne whether to draw each
pamtmn’s enutles. The more sopinsacated and efficient approach would be to compare the
bounding boxes at each level of the tree to the viewing box A saving m processing nine
wouid arise whenever the remmmng depth of the tree could be ignored because the
bounchng box at the given level &d not overlap the wewmg box.

Recent additions

The map may now be repamtmned; and ~tems outside the pamtton tree are added to the
layer’s entity hsts The second will be elaborated upon. When an entity is outside the
bounding box of the tree. ~t ~s added to the layer’s separate hsts. After partmomng, the tree
contains all enuues whose centro~ds fell within the tree’s boun&ng box. The layer’s
separate hsts contain the entrees outside the tree’s botmdmg box
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Future additions

~sulatmn

Proper ’encapsulation’ of the layei class would be for the internal representauon of the
class to be unobservable. Whether a layer is partitaoned or not should be transparent to the
user, from either the C++ or command-hne interfaces.

Iterating on the contents of a layer

I have been thinking about how to ’iterate’ over the contents of a layer from the command
hne. This would allow user-defined functions to acqmre pointers to entrees winch could
then be m&vldually quened. The full battery of features mtght include the capability to
remove or add entrees from layers,. Tins of course lunges on the capablhty to assess the
enUty’s spataal parameters from the command hne.

The network

The network classes

The lira: class might be declared as follows. Links wall consist of a pair of nodes and a set
of mtervemng ’shape’ points. (Allowing shape points wlthm Links lS m keeping with the
MapIrffo format and ~s probably a common means of reducing the number of Nodes ) The
methods will include ’Cost’ and ’IsInBBox’ functmns. The Cost member functaon wall
return the cost of traversing the link. The default method rraght smaply compute the path
lengh of the hnk

The default cost funcaon could be ovemdden by derived classes to produce more
comphcated behawor The IsInBBox funcUon will be used dunng partluonmg and queries
which incorporate spatial
constrmnt~.

class Link {
Node * n 1,
Node * n 2;
VertexLlst shape points,

float Cost();
boot IsInBBox(BBox *bbox);

};

The node class is described below Nodes will be used as the junctaon points between
Links. A dead-end hnk w~ll create a Node wlth a smgte Lukk. The crossing of two roads
would create a node wlth four Llrdcs. Nodes will also have a cost funcuon wbach describes
the cost of traversing the node. Thas cost will m most s~tuatmns be a function of the parr of
links which traverse the mtersectton. For instance, if there were mm restrictions at the
node, then these would be coded for w~thin the Node. Maybe we will want to create a
"Turn restncUon matrix’ wbach describes the restrictaons on travel between any pan" of
hnks. Different types of mtersectaons might be defined, each having different cost matrices.
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class Node {
float x;
float y;
LmkL~st links;

nat Connect(Link *link),
float Cost(Link *lmkl,Llnk *hnk2);
bool IsIrLBBox(BBox *bbox),

};

The network formed from the Link and Node classes IS continuous even though the hnks
nught be classlffed &fferenfiy. Each Node has a hst of the connected Links. The
intersection of an off-ramp and a surface street would be represented as a Node. The hnks
defimng the surface street mad the link defimng the off-ramp would each be hsted in the
mtersection’s hnk-hst. Polymorptusm allows the hnk-hsts to contmn pointers to any class
derived from ’link’ The network algorithm may crawl along the network with no
knowledge of how the different links are classified.

One of the things that I want to look at is a route finchng algorithm (probably just rmmmal
distance to start with) to get a feel for what the algont~ requlres of the Links and Nodes
That is what I have in rmnd by including a ’Cost’ function in the Node and Link classes.
Other equally necessary member functions rmght become apparent by consldenng a class of
network algorithms.

The part of the problem that is still fuzzy concerns how the class methods will be declared
The issue is whether the class structure needs to be written in C or whether it should be
definable from the command-hne

Integrating the network classes with the Gls, Graph, Layer and Partition
classes

Two possible representations were considered for integrating the Node and Link classes
wlth the Graph The first was to mamtmn a list of nodes and links wlthm each layer The
second was to maintain only a single node layer with the links scattered throughout the
layer hierarchy

The second approach was chosen because it acknowledges a basic difference between the
nodes and links. We use the nodes to represent street Intersections and the hnks to
represent different types of roads Our goal Is to develop a hierarchy of street types, each of
whtch possesses different a~trlbute Information A two-road intersection does not belong to
either street layer. We may eventualty consider a hierarchy of different types of
Intersections. Placing the nodes into then" own umque layer recogmzes the problem of
classifying intersections using the road-type hierarchy This choice aIso allows Iterating
over all nodes in the database.

Links and nodes are stored as part of Layer"contents (along with the line, polyhne and
point entrees), Layer::contents is a list of hsts.

Each type of entity list is only allocated when an entxty of that type is added to the layer.

The entities of each llst are ;allowed to have an associated atmbute set which is def’med by
the denvatmn of the class flom the base Layer class.
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Part of the process of creating the net-work will be to add nodes to the node layer only if the
node does not already exast

Creatlng the network topology

Storage as lanes and polylmes destroys the topology. Reconstructing a network topology
from a set of lines and polylmes will be a painstaking process.

For the moment, consader an lsolaled lane or polyhne as the: input to a routine converting the
enmy to a hnk and parr of nodes.

’There are assuredly a host of approaches to creating a network topology The following
algonthm is very. simple, probably horribly inefficient and scarcely worthy of the space
used to present it. The folIowmg code incorporates a polyl me into an existing network.

nodeLaycr = FindLayer("node")
vt = v.get(v.count-1)
v2 = v.get(0)
n l=nodeLayer->AdckNode(v I ->ioc,v 1->handle)
n2=nodeLayer->AddNode(v2 ->ioc,v2->handle)
hnk = AddLmk(nl,n2)
//More hnk mmahzauon code

]"he stamng and endang veruces of the polyhne wall be taken as representing the nodes of
the hnk. The lntervemng vertices wall be used only as ’shape points’

The first step m creatmg a hnk is to check whether the starting and enchng vemces already
exist as nodes. If they do, then their pointers are acqmred. If they do not, then nodes are
created at the vertmes’ locataons A link is created using the’, node pointers The hnk shape
points are set to the mtervemng vemces.

Because creatang the network reqmres checking whether each node exasts, the time reqmred
1’o add a llnk will increase as the number of nodes increases Partmomng the map prior to
creating the network will greatly decrease the conversaon tame. It wall be unportant to
tdentafy the pamtaon to search g~wm the node’s posmon.

A partitioned network

’When a layer is unpartltaoned, aa unpart~tloned network is created When a layer is
pamtaoned, the same pamtaon tree is used for the network as xs used for the other entataes.
A node is assigned to a pamtion based on its locataon. A ~tk is assagned to a partition
based on its centroid. Tins rmght result m a link and Its nodes being stored in different
pamuons.

One goal of the system should be the encapsulatmn of the layer contents Thas means that
lhe partitioned layer should have the same functaonahty as the tmpamtmned layer.
adding/removing entaties, dasplay. The interface should be l he independent of the
partitaoned/unpamtmned state of the layer. The following code, excised from
Layer::CreateNetwork rouune, leads to th~s funcuonahty.
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//Create node layer if needed
if (nodeLayer does not exist) 

create nodeLayer
}
//Convert partatloned layer.
if (partattoned) 

for (all pamUons) 
//Convert hnes
for (all hnes) 

CreateLmks(hne)
Remove(hne)

}
//Convert polyhnes
for (all polyhnes) 

CreateLmks(poly)
Remove(poly)

}

//Convert unpamtioned iayer.
else {

//Basically do only t~he Inner loops over hnes and polyhnes
}

Note that the Layer class has not been modified to add elements to the partltaons once the
map is pamtaoned. Tlus means (at the moment) that cortvemng the map to a network must
precede partmomng It Is time to fix tbas. Functaons should be added to the Layer class for
testing whether the layer as partmoned (i e, Layer :IsPartltloned0). The routines for adding
entatles should be modified appropriately to add the 1tern to Layer -pamttonTree or
Layer: :contents

Path algorithms

A discussion of network algorithms is needed The dlscusslon should focus on how an
algorithm rmght take advantage of the object oriented propemes of the network, layer and
pamtaon classes.

An analysis of a network algorithm will asslst m deciding upon member funcUons for the
network classes. As discussed m the two approaches sectmn, the member funcnons will be
made accessible from the comand-hne.

Part of creating command-line network algonthms xs the capability to iterate on the layer
contents. I should look at the SparsePQT algorithm and deterlmne what functlonakty is
nussmg in the interface to ,mplement xt from the command-lane. As part of this, I will want
to dtscuss how pamtaonmg affects the algorithm. I should photocopy the pages of the
algorithm discussmn from the text and step through ~t and mdxcate where the changes are.

Persistence

The persistent store is the mechamsm which provides storage of class instances across
sessions. One of the crucial components of the persistent store ~s the partmomng sheme as
It will be ~mportant to optumze the requests for data from the store
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We will use Versant’s system as a client-server database. Our application as the "client" and
l equests data from the database "server". Of the several ways m wtuch a chent’s request
may be couched, one is to use simple equality/inequality statements on a given class’s
attribute values. The server returns class instances for which the con&tzonal Is met. I
believe that tlms is the highest complexaty of quenes suppolxed by Versant although more
,;opl~stacated obJect-oriented query’ languages are certainly under development 0.e., ODMG
,;peclficataon of an OQL). More comphcated, user-defined selectaon procedures are not
,;upported yet because such procedures would need to reside on the server s~de. Thzs is
what is meant as "storing class methods on the server". Versant provides the means to store
the data, not the methods. The way around this mabihty to .conduct comphcated queries
{such as a bounding box comparison against an enUty’s posmon) is to "precompute" the
necessary induces. Ttus ~s why pamuonmg the map as so crucial when at comes to the
persistent store.

The methods described above for creating haerarchlcalty defined attributes and a
baerarcbacally structured set of layers will eventually be mapped to Versant wa ~ts "C"
interface. Versant’s C++ interface prowdes the means of scanmng an apphcauon’s C++
header fries to determine the class hierarchy The class defiaitions are used to create the
"meta-class" mformaUon used to describe the memory layc,ut of the atmbute fields Thas
metadata is avatlable w~ttun the system after the corrmaand-hne parser scans a class
defmmon. Calls through the Versant’s "C" interface will allow reglstratmn of the
command-hne’s metadata.

’[’he command line

General features

The general features which could be &scussed m this secUon mciude: variables, user-
defined text files, bmlt-m funcuons, class syntax, mathemaucal and condmonal operators,
and flow-control statements (e.g., ff-elseff-else and ’for’ loops).

]t should be noted that the capahih~ to define class baerarctues ~s not spemfic to iayers.
~__.lasses may be defined for any mformatmn (e g., types of actlvmes, types of
destmatmns). The use of the word "layer" m the road-class defimtaon leads to "specmi
handling" that creates layers within the current graph. Wathm a class defmmon, the "layer"
keyword acts as a built-in "base" class. If other sltuaraons arise where It becomes destrable
Io derive from other built-in classes at the command-line, this functaonahty may be added to
the system. It may become necessary to allow muluple inheritance for instance.

Queries

lvlany of the object-oriented query languages presented in the Iiteramre presume the
avaJiabihty of a hst of all instances of a class A query is then formulated over this set. The
’layer’ class within our system performs a sinular functmn. Each layer describes a ’class’.
Entitaes m that class are placed into the layer’s entaty lists. The spatial pamtmning scheme is
a method of clustering entrees to enhance performance for quenes having spatial
constraints. Th~s issue ~s what &stmgmshes geograpIuc mtormataon systems from other
database apphcataor~s. Does what I am laying out have a history wathm the RDBMS or non-
object-oriented GISs?

Partitioning the map contents might be considered a case o f using the results of previous
queries as the input to further queries. The fn’st set of quenes would be to select all entrees
within a set of boundang boxes. These results would be stored and assocmted with the
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boun&ng boxes of the query. Further spatially constrained quenes could be made more
effimently by breakang them down into a first step of finding whtch previous result is
apphcable to the present spatial constrmnts and a second step of executing the query on that
previous result.

Queries return pointers to the 1terns satasfymg the query constraints. I am stall workang on
allowing access from the cormmand-hne to 1) the mstance’s a~nbutes, 2) bmlt-m 3) user-
defined functions associated with the instance. The full battery of features rmght include the
capability to remove or add entlUes from layers Ttus of course banges on the capablhty to
access the enttty’s spatial parameters from the command-hne.

Specific Implementatio~a

Data sources

Data sources:

Source Coverage Format
SB mty city of SB ACAD
SB county. SB county ACAD
SB county crees of SB and Goleta TMODEL2
ETAK SB county Mapmfo and ARC
Navtech ? ARC
Wessex ? 9

Layer hierarchy

The map ~s &vlded into laye, rs For now, most of the layers are defined according to the
attribute types defined w~thm the MapBase format. In the MapBase format, L-records
attach reformation to a poml, hne or regmn. Each L-record has a code winch determines the
type of atmbute. A layer is created for each type of atmbute But because the MapBase
format defines many more L-record types than actually occur within the Santa Barbara
County map, most of the layers end up empty Space is conserved by allocating only the
enUty hsts winch actually centmn 1terns.

The inmal set of attributes winch we would hke to incorporate into the database are the
following:

1. road widths

2. road &rectlon

3. me&an strips

4. number of lanes

5. speed lmuts

6. turn opUons

7. over/underpass locatmns

8. road gra&ent
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9. intersection type: stop signs, mgnals

10. b~cycle paths on slde of streets

11. slgnai phases at roads of unequal status

,System evaluation

Qmte a Nt of effort could be expended testing the various parameters of the OOGIS (e.g.,
partition depth). A state of tests should be developed. Performance problems should be
tdentified and dealt with, either by parametric tumng or by major revision. The test suite
should be relauvety automated so that the relatton between system parameters and
performance could be deterrmned and optamal points chose, n,

’Of course, once the system is optnnally configured, &ffere, nt network algontbm~ should be
compared. The rime taken by the network algorithm might even be used as the cntenon for
system tuning. The &fferent algorithms nught then have &fferent sets of corresponding
optamal parameters.

Gam_g_~._plan

[ am currently working on

1 Convemng the roads m the MapInfo map into the network structures rather than
reading them into Ime and polylme structures.

2 Saving attribute mformataon stored m the MapInfo map and as command-line
accessible instances (e.g., address ranges, street dtrectaon).

The order of the next steps seems flexable. Some of ’them revolve completing pamally
developed features for of the OOGIS. Some of them concern the ATIS

1. Actually pm down the layer tuerarchy and the layers’ associated attributes Tilts stage
should preceed the adchtxon of data from other sources because the slots for the
other sources can be built into the classes.

2. Convert the map to perslstent storage. Versant’s C interface will be used.

.
Develop ’query’ methods wNch incorporate both spaual and value constraints. This
shouldn’t be too difficult a,; I have already written the procedures to access
mstance’s atmbutes. The qaery procedure will sunply apply some con&nonal to
some subset of the partmota tree’s entaty hsts

o Incorporate additional data sources into the persistent store. This might need to
follow the improvement of the query capabihues. Part of placing the data into the
store will be finding the obJect to which the data should be asslgned. Some form of
geocoding will be needed.

5. Implement a simple route selection algorithm wbach does not take advantage of the
obJect-oriented capabiht~es.

6. Implement a route selection algorithm which takes advantage of the object-oriented
capabflmes: method polymorptnsm.
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7. Define tests to evaluate Versant’s performance as a persastent store.

8. Add mouse support ’co allow selecting map regaons individually or by bounding
box.

Appendices

Partitioning the Etak map:

Create a ’graph window’ by typing ’graph’ m the command window. (The prompt
as the ’.>’ symbol. Type commands at the prompt I haven’t protected the prompt
from the user hitting backspaces and deleting at, so be careful.) I-ht the return key
after typing ’graph’. A second window should appear labeled ’Graph 1’.

2 Move the graph window and enlarge it so that at asn’t overlapping wath the
command window "You tmght want to enlarge the frame first

3. Clack back into the command window wath the cursor at the fresh prompt

4 Load the map by typing ’readfile("sb.mbs")’o Thas should take a httle whale When
at is finished, there will be some summary mformataon pnnted m the corranand
window and the map should begin drawing itself m the graph window.

5. In order to partmon the map. the bounchng box for the entn’e map as reqmred Type
’b=computebbox’ to create a variable ’b’ which contains the bounding box

6 Now type m the command to partmon the graph. ’partmon(b,4)’ Thas w111 take 
h~le b~t and a new prompt should reappear when at is finished (The graph won’t
redraw automatlcalIy )

7 Zoom an on the map ’zoom(10)’. You shouid see some hnes wbach are the pamtlon
boxes I thank at as zoomed m on the ocean so there rmght not be much else

8. Scroll the graph upwards by chcklng the mouse on the ’UP’ arrow at the top of the
graph window’s vemcal scrollbar After a few chcks goleta should come into view

9. You may zoom m and out by typing ’zoom’ wath parameters greater than or less
than one, respectavely.

10. Oh yeah The map is flapped because of the sagn convention that longatude increases
from right to left. To dasplay the map correctIy, type ’ft,px’.
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Inn’oduction

Trm~sportauon planning has been mmmg away from the solut:ons ofbuilding bnghways and transit

routes to changing people’s travel choices and making more efficlent use of emsung faciiities.

With the recent research focus on Advanced Traveler Informauon Systems (A i’VIS), it Is imperauve

to understand the travet behavior of people and the information required to change then" travel

choices.

IVHS (Intelligent Vehicte Highway Systems) have alrned at the uulizauon of advanced

mforrnanon processing and communications technologies to actueve improvements m travel

efficiency and safer/ As one of the major components of IVHS planning, AT!S essentially is

targeted to assist drivers in trip planning and declsmn making on desunauon se!ecuon, departure

time. route choices, congestion avoidance and navigauon. A l’gIS is to provide travel informauon

for two types of traveler, namely, the pretnp traveler and the on-route traveler It deals with spatial

decision-making a~c an individual level.

Under a IVHS contex-t, we need to lcuow not just what type of m.formauon Is needed and how

people process information, but also how the indiv~duais interact w~th the environment m re~

time, especially how people make choices m activity scheduling, and routes and desunauon

choices.

Micro-smautauon techraques have been wldety used to model the drivels response to

reformation in reducing recurrent and n~n-recurrent traffic congestion. For example, computer-

inter~cuve simulators have been developed to study commuter behavior through laboratory

experiments as an altemauve to reaI world situations. BonalI et aI. (1991) developed IGOR

(Interactive Guidance on Routes), wbach invesugates factors affecting drivers’ compliance with

route guidance advice, such as quality of advice and familiarity with the network. Allen et aI

studied the impacts of d~f-z%rent i~nforma:ion systems on drivers’ route diversion and alternative

route selection Adler etal. (I992) suggested a framework to model individual on-route behavior

in resi~-onse to real V.me traffic information based on conflict assessment and resolution theories.

Nevertheless, these simulators are deterministic, with alI traffic conditmns and consequences of

driver actions predetermined. They interact with one subject at a time, without considering the
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mteractlon among drivers. Also, Allen etal. and Adler etal. assume perfect and statlc mformataon,

which is not realistic m real r.,~5 c slt-uatmn (Chen and Mah_rnassam, 1993)

Route chmce m the presence of [nformatlon is studied by Ben-Akava and Kaysl (1991), who

propose a framework for modeling the process of drivers’ reformation acqmsmon and behavlor.

Khattak et al. (1992) mvestlga~ed commuters’ diversion propenslties and evaluated how drivels use

real-tlme mformatlon. Lotan and Koutsopoulos (I 992) developed route choice models m the

presence of Iim~ted mforrnatmn, using concepts from fuzzy set theory, fuzzy control and

approx~nate reasoning.

The simulation-assignment model by Chen and Mahmassam (I 993) consists of a traffic

performance stmulator, a hOt, york path processing component and the user decision-making

component. Driver behavior and response to reai-tn’ne traffic mformat~on systems ~s regarded as a

complex process revolving human judgment, learning ar.d decismn-makmg m a dynamic

environment. The decislon of one driver m the system is affected by other drivers, and this

mteract~on is tughly noniinear Howe,,or, the conte~ of r~.e paper is resmcted to the morning peak-

period of commuters m congested traffic corridors

Kaysl et al (1993) developed an mte~ated approach ~o vet’~cle routing and congestion

pre&ctlon for real-t~ne driver gmdance. The system design consists of a surveillance system, a

congestmn pred~ctmn element (COP) and a control and routing eIement (CAR). Conges~aon

prediction ts based on infrastructure data, bastor~cai origin-destination data and the updated 0D

data° In the system, COP should provide CAR wi~ projected traffic condition as the bases for

prediction. A dyn~c traffic assl~granent model (DTA.) should be used for COP. Lastiy, CAR

should maintain guidance/prediction consistency.

However, these researchers have been concerned ~tta traffic condmon as the mere factors for

travel decisions They either take traffic conditmn as given, or W to model the traffic condition

and the drivers’ response. The fact that travel is a derived demand and travel is generated by the

decismn of mdivlduai to participate in activity is largely absent. In the routing model for planning

a trip, however, it is usual to assume a fixed (known) origin and destination The problem is then

how to find the best route for this link, largely by the shortest path algor~m. Nevertheless, route

cholce in the presence of information depends on how activities are scheduled m time and space.

The origin and destinatmn may be different if there ~s a change m the ~np chain due to adaptation
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to real traffic condmonSo In the case of diverting to another route in face of congestion or accident,

the scheduling of actlvmes may be adaptively changed, resulting in changes on routing in space

and ume. Prediction of t~=fic condition would be affected as such. Actlvlty scheduling is thus an

important component missing m current ATIS research.

Mos’~ research also ignored the inte,,dependencies of travel decls~ons. Interrelated declmons for

premp traveler include the declsmns required by each household members. For the en=route

traveler, decisions made by other drivers m the system are important. The consistency issue is then

impo:’tant (Kaysi et al., 1993). However, they propose a concur’ency check system but this

problem is not dealt with directly in the database design In addition to quality of waffle

information prowded to a traveler, the a~surance of privacy is a.[so important. Value-added

inforrnation like the yellow pages and tourist gnide, including locations of restaurants, tourist

spots, etc. would ~eady improve the usability of the system, lifts aiso can hardly be acbaeved if

the system just concen~ated on the network system and ~a,~c c ondmons.

Proposed model of integrating CPMs into GI5

Most 4.TiS models assume that a traveler would take the ration~uI approach to minimize travel

distance and/or time m traveling, v, nthout paying attention to individuals’ preference m route

choices Also, the facts that individuals ,~re oppormmstic, and that acuvit-y scheduling is b_t~_hly

dynanfic and adaptive to real world traffic conditmns, are not conslde:ed In order to build a

system that ~ake into account the preference of individuals and flleir adaptive behavior, a

computational-process modeling (CPM’) approach is adopted. CPM examines how an individual

interacts with the environment and adapls to changes It allows us to investigate the relationship

between travel behavior and the cogniti’~e representation of the environment and describes

explic;tly the steps in the process of individual decision-making in ~e form of a computer

pro~am. It is a flexible and recurslve process for modeling individual declsion-mal~ng in a

dynamzc environment. Also, it allows us to take into account the preference and priority of

individuals that interact with a cognitive environment.

It is argued in G~rhng et al (1993) that activity/t.ravei decisions need to be treated in a single

coherent conceptual framework operatiouized as a CPM. Vanou:~ efforts have been made to

implement a concepmalization of travel decisions m a computer program mimicking people’s
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decision-makang processes. Kmpers (I 978) developed TOUR to model individual’s memory

representation of ±e envlronmen~ and its acqmsmon and use in wayfinding. The NAVIGATOR

model (Gopal et al 1984) is based on empmcal resutts reported m Gotledge et al. (1985). Route

planning is modeled by TRAVELLER (Leiser and Zilberschatz, I989) and ELMER (McCalls 

al.. 1982). However, none of the models examine the dependencies between different travel

decisions and between travei decisions and activity cholces (Girling et aI., 1993).

STARCHILD (Recker et al. 1986a, 1986b) proposed a psychologically more plausible

noncompensatory decision rule for selecting among the generated alternataves However, the

notion that all feasible activity schedules are generated is tmrealistic G~ling et al. (1989) offered

a conceptual framework to perfo~Tn activity, scheduhng. The seiectton of destinatlon m the model

is based on the nearest nelghbor heuristic. The apphcatmn of the heuristic assumes people travel

via Euclidean distances. When applied m a IVHS context, m winch route mformanori can be

dynarmcaIIy remeved from the system, the interplay of the activity scheduling and route choice

would be an important area to look at. In order to lrnplement this m re~i~ and in the presence of

information, a time-dependent network and the GIS operations would be used.

Need fat- a GIS

Salient problems of the CPMs are the requirement of detailed data of the environment and the

mteractmn between the individual and this enw.ronment. Usually detaiIed travel surveys are

carried out to record individual travel patterns towards route, mode, and destinatmn choice. It is

hoped that geographic informanon systems (GiS) can provide a comprehensive database and the

necessary analytical methods to handle these ret~ned and disag~egate data (Replogle, 1989). OIS

operations can help to define mdlvldtmls’ spatial and temporal constraints of accessibility

(GolIedge et al, 1993) However, how to form a G[S as a base for both the static and dynamic

environment needed for activity scheduling is still an unexplored area.

Most IVHS rese~ch focuses on the network system to provide congestion predictmn and real-

tame traffic reformation. Acti,,lty scheduling literature suggests that the decision ofpeople to

participate in an activity affects network performance. [n order to address this interrelationship, a

coherent working system is needed. GIS provides such a comprehensive database system to work

with
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Most IVHS Is based on mmplified network elements (Vau~im et al., 1993). OIS, on the other

hand, provides a realistic representation of the environment for modeling. Different reformation

can be integrated through geo-referencmg. GiS also provides a comprehens:ve database for both

aggregate and disag~egate informataon. Also, a GIS is highly flexible m terms of manipulating

spatial objects and distance according to rules, :t also facilitates the representation of environment

acco:ding to individual% behavioral characteristics. For network modeling, these rules include

put-ti 71g high impedance on a link to represent the lower probabllities of traveling on that link.

How to represent people’s movemeat m tune and space has been explored in Miller (I 991’.

GIS operations can also help to model destination choice by de~’imng a feasible opportunity set

(Go l] edge et al. I993). Research on complex travel behavior usually generates all the possibitkies

for acnvIty scheduling by a combinatonai algorithm. It is computational demanding and

me~clent. By defining such a set we c:m elk,’mnate this problem.

S~mIIarty, path selection by an mdbndual can be benefited l:y defining a feaslble route set.

With the detaiied network with spatial topology, a routing algorithm can be imptement.ed-to

deter:nine tins feaslble route for a route choice model

~en faced with changes m traffic condition under ATIS, a traveler would consider aa

alter~anve route. A CPM could model how an individual adapts to changes m the environment, tn

a GIS, inforrnanon m the environment can be mo&fied and spatial relationships recalculated.

Diffe:ent scenarios can also be simulated to test the "what-tf’ cases.

Proposed tasks

In thi:~ research, work will be done on GIS data model and database to provide a computer-

simulated environment for micro-simulation m the IVHS context. The focus would be to examine

how (}IS provides a basis for dynamicalIy integrating travel decision models. GIS is, however, not

without problems. The proposed tasks to explore the G[S dam model issues for integraung travel

decision models are as follows

i) Activity scheduling and destination choice:

Feasible opportunity, set. since individuals will only consider certain places for an

performing activity, a feasible oppornmity set should be defined for searching. It wil! not

just define a static set for an individual, but dynamically check the oppo.mmity set when in
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a pamcul~ locataon. It may result m changes m schedules. Rules for defimng such a set

would be from experiment to relating to different cmterm. For example, buffer zones by

travel time or distance can be mampulated and checked with real dam or secondary

sources. The interreta:ionshlp between the travel decisions of a household member for

premp planning and other dnvers on the road for en-route traveling, as wett as the effects

on defimng the feas~ble opportunity, set will be examined.

Routing elements:

Feasible route set: store different route arid possible sets based on different cntena.

Research to find out how peopte attempt to minimize total distance when they choose a

path between several dest:natlons (TSP) can be used as a guide for routing m a CPM

(Hirtle and G~ting, 1992). Using the rules, which can then be written as heunsuc

algorithms, the actual and altematave path selecuon may then be modeted

Develop a time-dependent network for routing Research from Ziliaskopoutos et al, (1993)

orl a time-dependent shortest path atgon~ma, Ran et al (1992) on a’aveI tame function

network mcdet, and Chen and Mat’~’nasslm (1993) on a time-dependent nem’ork to model

real-trine reformation processing will be explored. Travel time function will be formulatedo

Turn penalty on routing has not been widely incorporated into the routing hteramre in

[VHS. However, m realky people may prefer not to make lef~c-amas This research explores

the opporrumty of tacos, orating turn penalty into the rouung elements

Behavioral assumpuons Recognizing that it’s peopte that travel The behavioral

charactensucs are important for providing useful mformauon for the traveler Some may

prefer freeway to local street while the others may have a reversed preference. The routing

alternatives have to be provided accordingly

For en-route traveler, travel information will be updated quite frequently. To take into

account the effects of other travelers on overloading a parucular route with dlveraon

information from the AT~S, concurrency control has to manmm in the GIS database.

Data set

Travel diaries data will be used to vahdate the formation of feasible oppommity set and feasible

route set. These data should consist of detailed information on the traveler’s time of day, origin and
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desunatlon of each link, mode, duranon, purpose, usage of freeway, and route information of

travel. Socioeconomic data from this data set is also available. The Califorma Tetecommuung

Pilot Project provide such re.formation. Also, the Peuget Sound Panel Data set record such data.

Travel diaries from the Peuget Sound Tetecommuung Demovstradon Project will also be useful.

Nevh’ork data wilt be from simulated data and the TIGER file fi’om the Census Bureau. Other

aggz egate socioeconomic data would be from the Census to the most disag~egate level.

Conclusions:

The range of physical, environmentaI, behavioral, and decision making components required m the

ATIS part of an IVHS lends itsetf to representation in a GIS. Although there are difficulties to be

overcome m making such a system operational in real time, we. feel the long run advantages of a

GIS based ATtS w~ii justi$’ the needed basic

resem’ch

The pnncipal author of this paper is pursuing this problem as a dissertation - and will

undoubtedly deveIop a menu of additional problems to be resolved by fun.~e research.
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INT~ODUCTION

Not only do we select and follow a limited set of paths through the complex environments in

which we live, but we have developed many modeis capable of finding solutions to these path

selection probIems (e.g., linear programming; traveling salesmen; shortest path). The question is,

however, are these the cntena used by humans to solve then" own movement problems - or are

they methods best suited to mathematical or computer deternnnatlon of optimal paths through

coraplex multi-node networks to ensure economic efficiency of commercial or fleet traffic, but yet

using critena of which people in general are unaware, or are irLcapable of using? To explore this

question, we examine the process of human navigation and report on pilot experiments that

provide insights into the variety of Path Selection criteria used in different contexts.

BACKGROUND

Nmrganon seems to be one of the prmaary functions of vismn m vimmlly all blological systems

The processes involved includes cue cr landmark recogmfion, turn angle estimatmn and

repi oduction, route link sequencing, network comprehension, frame of reference identification,

roule plotting strategies (e.g., dead reckoning, path integration, envtronmental smaphfication and

en-ioute choice, shortcuttmg). These processes are used in encoding environmental informanon for

internal processing and use in wayfmding simatlons. Because of human inaccuracies and errors in

recognizing places and coding geometrical components of landscapes, history has seen the

dew~’lopment of a variety of technical aids designed to substitute for these human frailties. For

exmnple, the prismatic compass was developed to provide greater accuracy than was possible by

visually estimating direction. Distances were not measured accurately until the development of

chst~mce units and devices such as surveyors’ chains, theodolites, range finders, and now ultrasonic

lase,: beams. To fred one’s way efficiently through complex network structures, computer

progTams focusing on criteria such as shortest path, minimi~ng total distance or time traveled, or
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maxamal coveting (Church & ReVelle, 1976) now replace the human interrogation of the network

for destination choice and for optimal or feasible path selection in most transportaUon planning

interactions where aggregate flows are allocated to routes. But what of the navigation and

wayf’mding activities of individ~.mls? Do they conform to such principles?

Human navigation usually involves vision whlch m turn implies the use of inexact

measurements and error prone or distorted cognitive maps. This is in contrast to the computerized

algorithms for solving navigational problems that rely on explicit quantltaUve models and exact

solution procedures. Some criUcal features of human navlgat~on and wayfmding that have recently

been highlighted are:

(1) The human navlganon system interacts w~th and adapts to the environment in which

it is navigating (Golledge, 1995).

(2) Navigation proceeds by initiating body motion and receiwng and translating sensory

feedback received from self perception of motion over tmle (Loon’as, et al. 1992)

(3) The imagery developed by sensing the environment constrains the nature, type,

speed and directaon of motion (Golledge, 1992; Kitchm, 1994; G~rlmg, et al. 1984).

(4) Potential routes are imaged as larger or shorter depending on whether they proceed

towards or away from a primary node or reference point (Sadalla, Burroughs, 

Staplin, 1980).

(5) Many route-distances are imaged as being non-symmetric (Montello, 1992).

Thus, human navigation is often conceived of as a suboptimal system, as compared to vehicle

navigation which is often considered as optu’mzed movement in a precisely specified networked

environment.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We wished to examine questions about: (a) how characteristics of the global stimulus environment

affected route choices overall, (b) how the differences between pairs of points affected route choice
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within a given environment; and (c) I’tow varying network properties influenced path selection

criteria.

Questions investigated included the following:

® Do people try to retrace routes when the task involves using more than a single origin or

destination?

® How consistent are people in terms of their criteria for route selection as the environment

changes (e.g., from simple grid to grid with curves or ~d with diagonals)?

® How often do people retrace the same route when traversing between origins and

destinations?

How often is the same criteria chosen when traveling routes of different complexity?

What criteria do people usually think they use when they are performing route selection

tasks in the iaboratory and in the field~

What criteria do people feel they use most frequently when choosing routes in their

normal everyday movements "through real world environments?

HYPOTHESES

Specific hypotheses to be examined were:

(a) The dominant route selection criteria wall change as the environment changes.

(b) The dominant route selection criteria wi11 change as trip complexity changes from a

single origin-destination pairing to a multiple sto p trip.

(c) As the number of potential "stops" increase in a trip chain, the probability, of

retracing a route wiI1 deczease.

(d) Traditionally accepted criteria such as shortest path or least time will dominate as

route selection criteria.

(e) Route selection criteria will not change as oriental~onal perspectives change.
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Fig

(f) Route selection criteria will not differ between map base or laboratory conditions and

real world route foi!ov~ing conditions.

Experiment #1.

The Laboratory Tasks: Route Selection from Maps

In tins project we study the kinds of routes that people select when navlgatmg through a given

environment. Experiments were undertaken m both laboratory and field situations to observe

routes taken and then mference~; are made about the criteria that was used. Initially, subjects were

given a series of maps on winch two locations were marked. These maps consisted of slrnple

rectangular grids Three different routes were laid out from a common origin a to common

destination. SubJects were asked to imagine that they lived m a town bruit around the grid network

shown on each map, and to imagine that moving from the ongm to the destination represented a

dmly home-work or work-home activity They were asked to decide which of three routes they

would take. The routes allowed them the choice of taking the longest leg first(C), the shortest leg

first (A), or a stepwise route that approximated a diagonal join between ongm -and destmatmn

(stmulatmg most direct, least eflbrt or least time (B)). Given the regularity of the grid, however,

each route was exactiy the same distance and vaned only m its configurational propemes. Maps

and routes were configured so that trips were undertaken either as one travels from South to North
1
m conventional coordinate terms or from North to South (Figure 1). Different configurations of 

D paths were provided while actual distances were kept constant. When choosing a route, subjects

were required to place or hold the maps horizontally with the northern edge being furthest from

the body. No rotation or translalion of a given map (or subject) was permitted. However, 

rotating a map 90" in either a clockwise or counter-clockwise directzon and labelling the furthest

edge as north, the same geomemc configuration can be maintained while orientation and perceptive

changes. This procedure was followed for all map types.

A second task involved route selection after the number of nodes to be visited en-route was

increased (i.e. trip chaining) Again, routes were configured so that travel took place either from

South to North or North to South. In this task the environment was ch~ged from a regular grid to
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Figure 1

Map Grid. A m Nth - 2 Locations Step Diagonal

A B ~C

/

A = Shortest leg first

B = Diagonal

C = Longest leg first

0 1/2 1
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F:g 2one with some diagonal linkages (Figure 2).

A third task involved changing the regular grid to include curved roads and nonorthogonal and

intermittent intersection blockages. Polygons representing either negative or positive externalities

(e.g., waste dumps or parks) were interspersed throughout the maps. Blockages were described 
F:g 3

different trials as parks (a posltive attractor) or waste dumps (a negat:ve attractor) (Figure 3). 

same route choice task was repeated controlling directional components and total length of trip

Tl~s task again increased the number of places to be v:stted to see :f criteria were used that differed

from s:mple banter-free origin-destination selection. After each map real was completed,

ind:vidual suggestions were solic:ted regarding what route choice criteria were perceived as being

used on these tasks, and what criteria the subject "usually" used in daily real world interactions.

Such variables were examined to isolate the type of reasomng or inference that underhes path

select:on

SUBJECTS:

Subjects cons:sted of 32 adults, 16 women and 16 men. Most were students. Ages ranged from 20-

35 years of age. Apprommately 50% were geographically trained.

DATA COLLECTION

The individual data was comp:led on packets of maps in the foltowmg manner:

(a) Six stimulus groups were formed by crossing the three em,’ironments, grid, diagonal,

and curved, w:th the two orientations "A m the Nth" and "A in the Sth." A in the Sth

was a 90° rotation clockwise or counter-clockwise from A in the Nth. A separate

map packet was used for each rotation.

(b) Within each stimulus group for each unique route dravv~ by subjects between each

pair of points (i.e. on each page of the packet) a line of a different color was drawn 
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Figure 2
Map Grtd- A in Sth - with D~agonals
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Figure 3

Map Gnd - A in Sth Aesthetics
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the compiled map to represent the route taken. The number of subjects in the group

who had drawn each of the consequently defined unique routes was tallied at the

bottom of each page.

(c) Possible routes were classified into cadres such as shortest distance, fewest turns,

longest leg fast, shortes~. leg f~rst, most aesthetic, many curved roads, least time, first

route noticed, most turrm, and "different from a way I had already gone."

(d) Matches were made between lines drawn on each map and one of the selection cnteria

mentioned above. Exarrples of other possible setection criteria (e g, gradients) were

not possible to determine on these grids

(e) Data from atl six compiled packets were entered into an EXCEL spreadsheet to

examine each of the following alternative route selecnon criteria.

Results of matching these route types with routes actually chosen by subjects (i e. percentage
Table 1

tma~ each route was chosen) were tabulated (Table 1).

(i) F~g_~_t Turns

For each environment, the total number of people who chose a route with the fewest possible

turns between each pair of points was recorded. If there was more than one unique route on the

compiled map that had the fewest turns possible, then all such numbers were aggregated and the

number of people using all such routes was recorded. The actual number of rams that defines "the

fewest" for each pair of points was aiso recorded. The proportion of people in the particular

st~mlus group who chose a route with the fewest rams was calculated.

This spreadsheet was prepared in a manner similar to Fewest Tunas. Here the total number of

people who chose a route in which the longest leg of their chosen route was the first segment of

the route was first recorded. "Longest" was defined in terms of total distance (not number of

blocks). If no one chose a route in wkch the longest leg was f~rst, then the number of people

entered was zero. The number of legs of each route was also recorded.
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Table 1

Rankingof Cntena Most Often Used
in Route Selection

Criteria Rank

Shortest Distance 1
Least Time 2
Fewest Turns 3
Most Scensc/Aesthetlc 4
First Noticed 5
Longest Leg First 6
Many Curves 7
Many Turns 8
Dtfferent from Previous g
Shonlest Leg First I0
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(iii) Preference for Curv¢~

The question here is whether people have a preference fc,r routes involving curves. For each

pair of points, the number of people who indicated routes including at least one curved portion

were averaged. Each unique route was recorded. The overall preference for curves was quite high.

There was quite a bit of variauon between routes. However, this measure does not take into

account how many curved routes were possible between each pair of points.

Ov) ~enee for Dm~ona!s

This was similar to the Preference for curves spreadsheet Again, the overall preference for

takang a diagovN was qmte high.

(v)

For the diagonal and curve maps, actual distance was measured to determine the true shortest

mules. For the regular Grad maps, since all routes that l emam within the boundaries of the m~o

points are necessarily of equai len~m.h the question was whether subjects chose a route that would

seem to mmma~e Euchdean distance by traveling "through the’ middle".

(v~) ~_sthet~c

This criteria could only be used vdth the final set of maps m which polygons representing

parks and waste dumps were mcIuded. Routes heading away from waste dumps and/or following

an edge of a park were labeled most aesthetic.

(vii) Other Criteria

Other cmeraa were defined in similar ways by observing characterastics of the chosen route and

inferring what might have prompted its selection.

Detailed results of’dais study are published elsewhere (Go [ledge, 1995) but some of the more

interesting results are reviewed here as; being pertinent to seve ~ hypotheses.

Let us now turn to a detailed dmcussion of selected criteria and examine consistency of

selection in different environments and from different perspectives.

Route Selection Criteriz

Fewest Turns It is apparent that as the environment changes, so does the popularity of this
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criteria, dropping from a high of 67% in a sunple regular grid environment to 25% in a curvdinear
Table 2.

enwronment (Table 2). Data is reported for each of three environments (Grid, Diagonal, Curves).

A second table dlustrates changes in criteria selection when perspective changes, i.e. when travel is
Table 3

from a distant origin or to a dist~mt destinauon (Table 3) In the case where perspectlves differ,

there is a remarkable difference m cholce ofttus strategy when the path to be traveled heads from

Sth to Nth (65%) as opposed to heading from Nth to Sth (7%). A sigmficant difference occurs 

the diagonal envn’onment also, but not m the curvilinear one.

O-D with Intervening Points (Trip Chaining)

Turning now to a slightly more complicated situatlon m which an intervening point was included

on the trip (e.g, from homebase A to intermediate point E to destinataon point C) we find

substantial differences in path selection cmena m each type of environments. Focusing still on the

fewest turns criteria, for the simple orthogonal gnd map where the ongm was m the Nth, 46%
Table 4

used the fewest turns as a strategy but only 38% used It on the inward ~p (Table 4). For the map

ruth diagonals, 9% and 4.5% used fewest rams when A was m the Nth and Sth respectxvely; for

the map with curves, 12% used it when A was m the Nth, wb..tle 21% did so when A was m the

Sth Similarly, variable results were obtained for all the different cmena selected.

Table 5

Shortest Path Because of the way the simple regular grid was con_fimired, all routes were of equal

distance. Shortest path criteria thus could only be examined m the grid with diagonals, and grad

with curves cases. This criterion is the one generally accepted as dominant in most network flow

or routing models. It makes sense that it shouId be so if one is wing to maximize economic utility

or minimize costs or time expended in travel. In these experiments however, we again found

inconsistencies in criterion use. For example, in the diagonals case, with a single O-D path, 58%

used the strategy, while 84.5% used it in the trip chaining cases. Sixty-eight percent used the

strategy when the origin was in the Nth, while 80% used it when the origin was in the Sth. For the

environment with curves, 74% used it when A was in the Nth, while 90% used it when the origin

was in the Sth. Eighty percent ’,.adopted it in the trip chaining case, but 54% used it for single O-D

pairings (Table 5).
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Table 2

Fewest Turns

Grid Maps Grid wtlh Diagonals Route with Curves

% Using % Using % Usm~ % Using % Using % Using
Cntena Cntena Cntena Cntena Cntena Cntena

Route When A When A When A When A When A When A
tn Nth in Sth m Nth in Sth Fn Nth Jn Sth

A-B 0 83 071 047 013 0 35 013

B-A 0 78 071 029 020 012 013

A-C O89 0 86 04t 0 33 0 88 0 93~j mm ......

C-A 0 94 0 86 0 35 027 0 94 0 87

A-D 0 67 t 0 79 0 94 0 80 047 0 40

D-A 0 83 071 1 00 0 8O 041 0 33

A-E 0 72 0 79 012 0 07 O65 0 60

E-A 078 0 64 012 013 0 76 0 67

A-F 0 72 0 57 0 78 033 1 00 1 O0

F-A 0 89 0 57 0 88 053 1 00 ! 00

B-D 0 94 0 71 047 0 O7 0 88 I 00

D=B 0 83 0 79 012 0 O7 071 0 67

B-F 078 071 018 000 1 00 0 73

F-B 0 78 043 0 O6 0 00 0 82 0 8O

C-D 0 78 071 0 24 O20 0 59 0 73

D-C 0 83 0 79 041 0 07 0 47 0 73

C-F 0 67 0 79 0 O6 0 O0 0 65 0 87

F-C 0 56 0 64 0 00 0 07 0 53 0 8O

D-E 0 94 0 93 041 020 071 0 73

E-D ! 0 86 0 53 027 0 82 0 8O

A-E-C 028 0 36 0 06 0 07 018 O40

C-E-A 061 0 64 0 24 013 0 47 0 40

A-F-B 0 5O 021 0 00 0 00 0 O0 0 O0

B-F-A 0 67 02g 012 0 00 0 00 0 O0

A-F-C 017 0 36 0 O0 0 07 0 O0 013

C-F-A 0 56 0 43 012 0 O0 0 06 013

ALL
ROUTES 0 73 065 0 32 018 0 56 0 58
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Table 3

Fewest Turns: Cntenon Selection in Each Enwronment

Enwronment

Gnd

Curves 25%

D~agonal 57%

% Sublects Choosm9 This Cntena

67%

Source Gomledge, Experimental Dat8
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Table 4

Fewest Turns: Perspective Change;

Environment A tn Nth

Gnd 7%

CUrves 56%

Dlagona~ t

A Jn Sth

65%

58%

18%

Source Golledge, Experimental Data
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Shortest Path

73

Dlacjonals Curves

% Using % Using % Using % Using
Cntena Criteria Cntena Cntena

Route When A When A When A When A
in Nth m Sth En Nth in Sth

A-B 0 53 0 60 0 65 0 8O

B-A 071 0 80 0 76 0 8O

A-C 0 59 0 67 0 53 O6O

C-A 0 65 0 73 0 59 0 8O

A-D 0 00 0 00 0 47 060

D-A 0 00 0 O0 0 59 060

A-E 0 88 0 93 0 35 0 40

E-A 0 88 0 87 0 24 0 33

A-F 0 06 0 O0 0 5g 0 40

F-A 0 00 0 07 0 82 0 73

B-D i 0 93 1 00 1 00

D-B 088 I 0 93 1 00 I O0

B-F 0 82 1 00 1 00 0 87

F-B 0 94 1 00 I 00 1 00

C-D 0 76 080 0 76 0 87

D-C 0 53 0 93 0 82 #VA L U E I

C-F 0 82 093 071 1 00

F-C 0 g4 0 g3 053 0 93

D-E 0 59 0 73 0 00 0 00

E-D 0 47 0 73 0 00 0 O0

A-E-C 0 88 08O 0 65 0 40

C-E-A O65 0 87 0 35 0 40

A-F-B I 00 0 87 i 00 1 00

B-F-A 0 88 1 00 1 00 1 00

A-F-C 0 94 0 93 O88 0 87

C-F-A 0 82 I 00 082 I O0

Average 068 08O 0 74 0 90
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Ro~Jte Retraces

Now let us consider situations where individuals were required to travel between A and B in each

direction. Here we are concerned wi~da the question of whether the same route was retraced, and if

so, what this did to the route se!ection criterion. As an example, results are presented for the

"loagest leg first" criterion.

First m the simple grid environment, route retrace was not usually followed. For example,

44°,4 subjects chose longest leg first when traveiing from Atc B when A was Iocated in the Nth.

However, 61% chose tt-As strategy on the remm route. Tins means the remm route could not have

been a retrace of the originalt More confusion occurs when we change perspectives and pursue a

patJa when A is in the Sth to a northerly located B. He~e, order 29% used this criterion. In the

reverse task, however, 64% chose the strategy!

On the map with curves, 35% chose this strategy when traveling from a distant origin to a

close destinaUon, but only 12% chose.’ the strategy on the retrace task. When the origin was close

and the destmauon distant, !3% chose it on the outbound journey and zero chose it on the retrace.

~,~en diagonals were incIuded, a similar outbound and retrace pattern occurred, but with a close

ongin, differences again fluctuated widely from 7% to 20%.

When considering trip chaining, differences in criteria selecUon become marked depending on

orientation In a simple grid, 33% chose longest leg firs~ when traveling from a distant origin

towards a close destination, but zero percent did this on the return trip. When traveling from a

close origin to a distant destination, 14% chose the strategy, but zero percent chose it when

traveling the reverse route.

On the map wl:ach included some diagonals and again reqt~ed traveling through an

intermediate point, when the origin was distant, 35% used longest leg first, but on the return trip

zero percent used that strategy. When the origin was in the Sth, 33% used longest leg first and

again on the return trip zero percent used it. In the curvllinear condition 15% chose the strategy

when A was distant while zero selected it on the return. It might be suggested that in these cases, a

pure retrace strategy may have been used, thus precluding any "longest leg first" strategies from
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being implemented. Visual examination of subjects’ maps tends to corfu-m this explanation. The

occurrence of zero percent choice on the return trip does indicate that exact route retracing was a

possible optlon as a route seleclion strategy.

Preference for Curved and Diagonal Routes

The question examined next was whether people have apreference for routes involving curves. For

each pair of points the number of people who indicated routes including at least one curved

portwn were averaged. Each unique route was recorded. Preference for curves was qmte high (74%

chose a route with curves m routes with A in the Nth and 90% chose a route with curves m routes

with A in the Sth). There was some variation between routes. However, this measure does not take

into account how many curved routes were possible between each pair of points; data as only for

routes actuatIy chosen by subjects.

Preference for diagonaIs proved to be similar to the preference for curves results. Again, the

overall preference for taking a diagonal was quite tugh (68% chose a route using at least one

diagonal when traveling Nth to Sth, 80% chose a route with at least one diagonal when moving

from Sth to Nth).

DISCUSSION

Perception of Crlter=a:

As part of the general information collected from our subjects I asked them to rate on a five point

scaIe with values ranging from °°quite unimportant" to "extremely tmportant"), what critena they

thought they used when performing the route selection task both in the laboratory and in general

practice. The alternatives given were those inferred from the maps they had compiled. The

responses indicated that shortes~ distance was given the Nghest rating across the sample group
Table 6

(mean score of 4 2) with shortest time close behind (mean is 4 1) (Table 6). Fewest rams was 

3.6 and the most scenic or most aesthetic route received 3.5. This table shows there is then a

noticeable drop to the remaining criteria.

When asked what criteria they "normally" used when selecting routes in their real world
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Table 6

Mean Ratings of Cntena Used in Single O-D Roule Chomce Task

Mean Rating of Cntena t~
Used in Task

Shorte,~t Distance 42

Least "q me 41

Fewesl Turns 36

Most Scenic/Aesthetic 35

F~rst Noticed 25

Longest Leg First 23

Many Curves 23

Most TJrns 18

Different from Previous 18

Shortest Leg First 17

Ivlean Rating of Cntenon
"Usually Chosen"

44

26

35

19

43

23

16

27

21

34

Source Golledge, Expenmentat Data Ratings were scored on a 5-point scale
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activity patterns, shortest distance again received the highest rating (4 4) but the ’°first

experienced" or noticed route was rated second (4.3). This was mvmably a route heading in the

"general direction" of the destination. Routes with the fewest rams (3 5) and routes with the

shortest Ieg first (3.4) followed in importance. Obviously the map route selection task was

perceived as being somethng d~fferent to what would normally be experienced in real world

interaction patterns. What is interesting, however, is the lack of relative sIgmficance given to

variables which are often perceived to be ’"popular" such as minimizing time (2.6) and

scenic/aesthetic routes (1.9). The sigmficance of the first route experienced or chosen between 

origin or destination is quite noticeable and supports suggestions made by Golledge & Zannaras

(1973) that when choosing routes people are likely to limit experimentation and quickly develop 

firm preference for a route to be followed on a regular basls after a sinai1 number of trials,

regardless of its economic, temporal or spatial optlmahty, usually the first leg of ti’us route heads

m the general sectoral directmn of the destination.

.although there have been questions rased regarding the smtabfilty of using maps in

wayfmding tasks (Lloyd & Carnmack, 1995), tJus set of exerclses provides evldence that human

path selection may not be the simple process that is usually assumed in network flow solution

algonttmlS. While shortest path and least time were most highly ranked, it was also obvious that as

one changed the complexaty of the environment, arid as trip making became more complex because

of chaining several nodes together, path selectmn criteria changed. Also, there was no clear

evidence that trip retracing was carried out except m some complex environments where chaining

was required. Thus, it seems that some accounting for well known behaviors such as taking

different routes to and from a given destination, or perceiving that routes in some direction are

more acceptable than those in different directions (i e., that there is an orientation bias in selecting

routes) that can be partly accounted for by changing route selection criteria.

Given these laboratory based results, we now turn to a field experiment to see if they are

duplicated or whether the expen mental situation produced "artificial" behaviors.
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Ex]geriment #2:

Path Selection in a Real Environment:

A second study was consequently undertaken to examine path selection criteria in a real world

rattler than laboratory setting.

Using reformation derived from the laboratory experiment, possible routes between two pairs

of origins and destinations on a Western United States campus were used. Subjects were all

fazrdliar w~th the study area and were asked to select routes in both forward and reverse directions

between the chosen points. Paths co~fforming to the criteria types identified in the laboratory

experiment were defined and matched against the routes actually selected by subjects. Research

questions again focused on inferring which criteria were used in path selection, whether route

retraces were used, and what criteria were used most frequently. Onl? single O-D pairs were used;

no trip chaining was investigated.

The principal hypotheses were shmlar to those examined in the map expenmento It was

hypothesized that: (i) shortest distance and shortest ttme would be the two primary criteria; (ii)

route retraces would occur frequently on both routes; and (iii) people will use the same criteria 

this real world experiment that they use in everyday activities

Subjects/Environment

The study was conducted on the campus of a Western United States umversity in the area
Fig 4

between Ellison and Cheadle Hall (see Figure 4). The enviromment consists of a central open

couzVard containing Iarge regularly spaced planters. The courtyard adjoins Ellison Hall in an area

divided by pathways and grassy areas. Two routes were selec’:ed for the study. The Stairs Route

(A-B) consisted of the origin/destination pair of the flagpole at the north east comer of Cheadle

Hall and the stairway door at the west end of the north wing of EIIison Hall. The Elevator Route

(X-5r) consisted of the origin/destination pair of the flagpole at the north east comer of Cheadle

and ~e elevator entrance at the east end of the north wing of Ellison .Each of these round trip

routes was subdivided into forward and reverse components resulting in four route conditions:

= ~: here the subjects’ first task began at the flagpole, traveled to the
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stairs and returned; his or her second task began a’~ the flagpole and traveled to

the elevator and returned.

¯ reverse stairs: here the subjects’ Krst task began at the stairs, traveled to the

flagpole and returned; his or her second task began at the elevator and traveled

to the flagpole and returned.

e forward elevator: here the subjects’ first task begaa at the flagpole and traveled

to the elevator and returned; hts or her second task began at the flagpole and

traveled to the stairs and returned.

® reverse elevator" here the subjects’ first task began at the elevator and traveIed

to the flagpole and returned; his or her second task began at the stairs and

traveled to the flagpole and returned.

All subjects were university staff or students (both graduate and undergraduate). An equal

number of men and women, and geography, non-geography sludents were selected. Subjects were

chosen by convenience from responses to fliers advemsing the study°

Th/rty-two subjects were scheduled for the experiment during dayttme hours. All subjects were

very familiar with the study area. Subjects were randomly ass [gned to the four different conditions

while ensuring that equal numbers of male and female, and geography non-geography students

were placed in each condition. A sample of the subject assignment strategy of each route for each
Fig. 5

group is given in Figure 5.

Subjects were taken to the origin for their assigned route c ondition and then were read the

appropriate directions. They then began to walk a route of their choice to the assigned destination.

Thi,~ route and the time taken to travel it was recorded by the researcher on a map of the area. This

procedure was repeated for the reverse section of the mute. Subjects then completed a

que,;tiormaire on the criteria they used in selecting their route and normal activity behavior, plus

evaluations of self confidence in spati,d tasks and normal modes of travel.
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Figure 5 
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Table 7

Table 8

The average group response for rating route cholce criteria usually used and percelved to be

used in this field experiment are presented in Table 7. According to questionnaire responses,

subjects rated shortest route, route taldng the least time, and route proceeding in the direction of

destination as being the most imporUmt. Cnteria of fewest turns, first noticed, and ’hasual route"

were next m importance. In general the criteria values are consistent between those used on the

task and those commonly used.

To analyze the route choice behavior based on travetmg in the environment, all routes used

between origin and destination parrs were determined and coded. Figures 6 and 7 show routes

chesen between A and B, and X and Y. All possible routes were coded by Identifying segments

and choice points, and a separate roul e code was provided for each possible route that could be

taken on each task. The number of times a given route wa_js taken was recorded. The maps

produced by recording the routes sublects traveled dunng the experiment were then used to

produce Table 8 which shows the route chosen, tune taken to complete, whether the same route

w~ taken in the forward and reverse directions and which &rectmn was traveled more quickly for

each subject.

For the Flagpole to Stairway roule, 62.5% of the subjects traveled the same route in both

directions. For the Flagpole to Elevator route, 15.6% of the subjects traveied the same route in

boil1 directions. This is a significant difference in route retrace between the two origin/destination

paus. This is apparently due to the existence of some route chmce criteria present in t/ms

env,xonment that produces a distinctly different route choice decision to be made depending on the

direction of travel Of particular importance is the layout of features near the elevator at Ellison

Hal1, including the presence of a central grassy area dividing travel into one of two paths. While

traveling ~ to the flagpole 75% of the subjects chose a route that took them to the

north.of the grassy area that is encounlered when leaving Ellison for Cheadle Hall. While traveling

fren_~ to Ellison Hall 75% of the subjects chose a route that took them south of this

same grassy area. (i.e., route choice was dependent on direction of travel). One interpretation 

this route choice behavior is that subjects chose a route that took them away from Ellison Hall as
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Table 7

Mean Ratings of Criteria Used in Single O-D Route Choice Task

Cntena Used in Task Usually Used

Shortest Path 4 O9 413

Least T{me 4 O3 3 97

Direction of Travel 3 97 413

Fewest Turns 3 53 3 53

Usual Route 341 3 50

First Noticed 3 34 3 47

Most Aesthetic 2 84 2 8O

Lon£est Leg F{rst 2 06 2 O0

Shortest Le~ F~rst 1 84 181

Many Curves 1 66 2,16

Alternate Route 1 66 1 84

Most Turns 1 44 1 66

Source Golledge, Experimental Data
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soon as possible when leaving the elevator and took them close to Ellison Hall as quickly as

posslble when approaching thetr destination. In this interpretatlon one could hypothesize that the

bmlding represented the destination on a larger scale of route planning and that leaving Ellison Hail

represents leaving the elevator and conversely reaching Ellison Hail represents reaching the

elevator.

The two mutes further produced interesting differences when retracing is considered. On route

A-B (flagpole to stairs), 62.9% took the same route in both a forward and reverse direction. 

route X-Y (flagpole to elevator), only 15.6% took the same route.

For both routes 43.7% of the subjects traveled the first direction faster than the remm

direction. For the stairway route 46.9% of the subjects completed the return portion of the route

faster than the first. For the elevator route, 43 7% of the subject compIeted the reverse segment

faster than the first traveled. Thts doesn’t support the mtumve posmon that subjects wouId travel

the return route faster after having learned the route and environment on the first leg.
Table 9

Tabte 9 provides mformatlor~ supporting a more thorough study of the differences between

the two origin/destination pairs (in addition to the differences in route retrace frequency). Between

the flagpole and stairs, two romes (#16 and 9) accounted for 75% of subject’s route choices

regardless of dtrectlon traveled. Between the flagpole and the elevator five routes (#23, 25, 22, 24,

and 26) accounted for 75% of subject’s route choices regardless of &recnon traveled. However, 

total of twelve routes were needed to account for all travel between the flagpole and stairs while

only nine routes were needed to account for ait travel between the fla~ole and the elevator. It is

interesting to consider this data m light of the differences in the spatial layout of the two route

areas. The stairway route is p~narily across a plaza that has regularly spaced planters which are

obstacles to travel. These planters allow a generally straight line route between origin and

destination but to some extent force the traveler to choose ~channels’ to a destination. The elevator

route differs in that only a portion consists of the plaza with planters The rest of the route area

consists of pathways restricting ~ravel between buildings and around grass areas. Furthermore,

these pathways radiate out from the elevator, causing diverging patl~ away from the elevator and
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Table 9

Route Frequency

A to B Routes Bte

Route Frequency Percentage Ro

4 16 0 530

1 9 0 281 ’25

2 2 0 0625

8 2 0 625

3 1 0 03125

6

1ok
1 0 03125

1 0 03125

5 0 0

7 0 0

9 0 0

11 0 0

12 0 0 t

Y to X Routes X to

Route Frequency Percentage Rol

23 19 0 593i’5

25 5 0 15625

21 3 0 09375

22 2 0 0625

26 2 0 0625

29 1 0 0312’5

24 0 0

27 0 0

28 0 0

A Routes

11

12

6

8

10

Y Routes

22

21

25

27

23

24

26

28

Frequency

19

5

2

Frequency

15

Percentage

0 59375

0 15625

0 0625

0 03125

0 03125

0 03125

0 03125

0 03125

0 03125

Percentage

0 46875

0 15625

0 125

0 125

0 0625

0 03125

0 03125

0 03125

29 0 0
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converging paths toward the elevator.

DISCUSSION

Other researchers have pointed to the facts of asymmetric distance cognition (e.g., Sadalla,

Burroughs & Staplin 1980). These experiments add to their findings by focusing on the paths

actually chosen, the criteria apparently most relevant to that route choice, and noting if there are

differences between what criteria were used in a field experiment versus those used in daily travel.

Some interesting results developed.

First, when comparing the 1~o experiments, laboratory and field, one noUces the similarity

between the rating of criterza used in the experiments In the field, mmimtmng time was given more

support belying the result from the lab experiment in which subjects claimed they did not

minimize time m everyday actlvmes

When considering route retracing, two things stand out. Even in this restricted environment,

choice of routes vaned depending on direction traveted and with respect to the nature of the

environment. The fact that on one route (A-B) 62.9% took the same route both ways was

significantly different from the result obtained from the other route (X-Y) when only 15.6% took

the same route both ways. In the former, minimizing distance or time or rams could provide

reasonable explanations for the observed behaviors For the other route it appeared that route

selection criteria changed indicating that a single selection criteria would seriousIy under predict the

paths chosen. No significant dafferences were observed among males/females and geography/non-

geography groups. Also, it did not appear that any one of the end points (flagpole, stairs,

elevator) was considered to be a primary reference point and the others secondary This implies

that, in addition to the previously discovered asymmetry, of distance perception among anchoring

and other nodes, perceptions of the configuration of the environment itself (particularly different

perspectives as one changes dm:ction) may influence route choice. ~us, a route that seems

shorter or quicker or straighter from one end may not be so perceived from the other end, thus

inducing a change of route. The real question is whether the route selection criteria also change;
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from examining the actual paths taken and recording response times and other variables, it seems

tha~ they often do.

Although the field experiment did not dtrectty test the influence of onentauon direcuon as did

the map test, there is room to infer that once again orientauon direction played a part in route

choice and the criteria used to select that route. Certainly the commonly used assumption that

trips will be retraced and that the same criteria will be used for different trips, must be brought into

question.

DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS

Further study m this research project is designed to develop route classification procedures for the

van ous routes actually taken by people in their everyday travel activities. Tins will determine if

the route choice cnteria listed in our questiormalre (shortest distance to travel, has fewest ~s,

longest leg first, most aesthetically pleasing, shortest leg fu’st, has many curves, takes least

amount of time, fLrst noticed, has most rams, usual route, altematave to usual route, and always

proceeds in direction of travel) are comprehensive or partial. However. it may not be possible

objectively to classify routes based ort some of the criteria such as: usual route, alternative to usual

rout,e, most aesthetic, and t~rst noticed without extensive survey research. However, classification

usklg the other criteria would allow comparisons to be made between the stated cntena used and

the actual criteria used. This could be used to answer various questions including: what was the

varying importance of the choice criteria when actually traveling m the environmentq How does

this rating vary for the different conditions~ How does this compare to the varyhag importance of

perceived criteria? For non-route retrace what was the criteria that caused a different route choice

for :he return trip? What difference does it make to predicting travel when one uses different route

selection criteria for outbound and rebound trips? Does route selection criteria change with every

chaJage of trip pm-pose’~ Travel mode? And whether simple or chained trips are anticipated?

I think it would also be interesting to pursue what characteristics of the route areas have

caused the differences between route re~ace and differentiate mute selection between origins and



destinations. With this information as a knowledge base, it would then be appropriate to extend

this work to a driving situation (i.e. using motorists as subjects). One could also determine if one

or more trip purposes tend to produce route retraces more than others, or if increasing complexity

of trip chains produced simple or multiple criteria for each route segment or for the entire trip

sequence. A final problem would be to evaluate the degree of realism that can be attributed to

conventionally used path selecllon criteria built into transportation models or the network models

built into today’s GIS.
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Abstract. In th~s paper we rewew attempts to develop Computatmnal Process
Models (CPMs) of individual travel behavlour CPMs represent a hnked set 
computer programs together wlth appropriate databases which are designed to
capture the essence of human decision making m dlfferent spatial sltuatmns.
They are used to s~mulate and to predict mdlvldual or household travel
behawour, or to provide a means for testing hypotheses about travel behavlour
Several different types of models are idenufied including mformatlon acqmsmon
models, actlwty scheduhng models, wayFmdmg and navigation models, mlcro-
sunulat~on models, and mult~-cntermn eqmhbr~um traffic assignment models
The potentml for incorporating GIS into some of these models is discussed, and
an evaluatmn of the most promlsmg models for purposes of understanding travel
behavlour and prechctmg travel patterns is undertaken

Keywords. Computational Process Model (CPM), dlsaggregate modelling, GIS,
decision making, ac’t~wty scheduling, feasible opportumty set
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Computational Process Modelling of
Disaggregate Travel Behaviour

Me~-Po Kwan1 and Reginald G Golledge2

1Department of Geography, The Ohio State Uraverszty, Columbus, OH 43210-1361, USA
2 Department of Geography & Research Umt on SpaUal Cogmtlon ~ d Choice, Umverslty of

Cahforma Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA 93106-4066

1 Introduction

It is common for researchers adopting an activity based approach to travel
behavmur to differentiate between bebawours that are routinized and behavlours
that result from deliberate ct~olce For example, a s~gmficantly large part of work-
trip behavlour is routinized, m&wduals tend to use the same mode for each trip,
to leave then. home base at approxmaately the same trine, to ann at arriving at
approxnnately the same time at then" work place, and to follow the same route
and the same path segmenl s that make up that route Some other trip purposes
are similarly routmlzed such as raps for rehgious purposes, and trips for medlcai
or health related reasons - routinized m the sense of using the same mode and
following the same path, even though the nines at which travel may be
undertaken might vary because of temporal differences in the scheduling of
appointments by health professionals Other tr~ps such as grocery or food
shoppmg may be routaalzed to a lesser extent Instead of choosing a single
destmatmn and followmg a repet~tive path to that destination, several alternative
destmatmns may’ be kept as part of a feasible alternatwe set Trip making on any
gwen day then becomes more of a deliberate choice both m terms of selecting a
specific destination and m terms of selecting the travel path Variation can also
occur aa terms of travel mode Many other trlp purposes fall w~thaa the
dehberated choice purview In particular traps for socml or recreanonal purposes,
trips to meet with friends, trips undertaken for the pttrt:,ose of daaaag away from
home, business trips, and so on, all may be scheduled with different eplso&c
mtervals or frequenmes, different lengths or durations, different destaaations
different temporal units, dltferent pnonties, different sequences, as well as being
undertaken either as single purpose or multiple purpose trips with stogie stop or
multiple stop destinations.

While the modelling of the routinized choices and the prediction of consequent
travel behaviour has been achieved with a considerable degree of success using
discrete choice models, dynamic Markov models, and even via variations of the
fundamental spatial interaction or gravity type models, less success has
traditionally accrued when wying to model behaviours resultaag from deliberated
choice As part of the effort to model, explain, and predict trip making,
geographers and transportanon scientists generally have developed or adopted a
number of strategies that focus either on network cha~ acterlsncs (shortest path
models), aggregate behavmurs (spatial interaction model and entropy models),
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individual preferences (compositional and decomposltxonal preference modes),
and choice models (discrete choice models, models of vanew seeking behavlour,
compositional and decomposltlonal choice models) (Tlmmermans and Golledge,
1990) Discrete choice models have also been used m transportation science for
the modelhng of choices of modes, departure times, or other characteristics
relatmg to how single trip choices and choice alternative characteristics match up,
or to the extent to which lnalVlaUal trip making behavlour matches the behavlour
of a group to which they are assumed to belong

The semmaI work of Jones, Koppelman and Orfeml (1990) firmly established 
mutual dependency between travel choices and household or individual agendas
of activities Previously, Root and Recker (1983) had suggested that choices 
destmatlons, departure times, and fi’eqnency and duration of activity participation
should all be treated m a single conceptual fi-amework that entails benavIoural
assumptions accounting for the process of making these mterrelatcd cholces
other words, they developed the Idea of fcc.:smg on the activity schedulmg
process and defTmmg the type of model whose input consisted of components of
this scheduling process While this approach was conceptually and theoretically
appealing, it proved difficult to maplement within the context of the exlstmg
transportatte_v_ and behavlour models, particalarly the dommral~ &screte cno,~ce
modelling framework that existed at that t~rne

As an alternative, a new form of modelhng of travel behavIour began to
develop based on the idea of a set of interacting computer progrzums which would
relate elements of real and perceived enwronments, factors influencing choice of
destmatlon, household preferences for scheduling actlvl~ sequences, and a
variety of authority, coupling, and capability constraints ~at had been offered as
part of the emerging field of time geography (Hagersrrand, 1970. Carlstem.
Parkes and Thrift, 1978) Sunultaneousiy, awareness of the lml~tatlons of sunple
discrete choice models encouraged the development of tools statable to moaei
interdependent or joint choices, which include the nested logtt (Ben-Akiva and
Lermam 1985, McFadden, 1979) or structural equations models (Golob and
Meurs, 1988) evolved Axhausen and Garling (1992) have summanzed other
attempts at estimating discrete choice models m which acttvlt~es are unportant
components and mcIude sun.manes of the works of Kltamura (1988), Thlll and
Thomas (1987), and the trip-chaining models of Datum and Lerman (1981),
Kltamura. Kazuo and Gouhas (1990), and acnvity choice and act~wt7 duration
(Kitamura, 1984) Following the lead of Root and Rocker (i983) actlwty based
chmce models emerged (Rocker, McNally and Root, 1986a and 1986b), along
with some econometric research on time allocation (Winston, 1987) Much 
this work, however, invariably rested on ut~hty maximizing assumptions
Questioning of this assumption had been extenslve m psychology (Simon, 1955
and t990, Tversky and Kahneman, 1991 and 1992) as weI1 as m transportation
research (Supemak, 1992) In general, these models were ILrmted m that they
specified the factors affecting final choice but neglected the processes resulting m
these choices Obwously ff the prlrnary mm is to forecast travet choices, this
crmclsm is not an Important one, but if the goal is to understand the entire
process and to develop appropriate relevant theory, then the shortcoming does
become s~gmfic~t
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In a style similar to the STARCHILD model developed by Recker, et al
(1986a and 1986b) another alternative model format called Computational
Process Modelling (CPM) emerged In an activity scheduling context, these
Computational Process Models (CPM) focused on interdependent choices where
choice involved acqmsmon, storage and remeval of reformation, mcludmg
retrieval from long-term rnemory, tradeoffs between accuracy of recalled
information concerning locations, hours of business, and remembered paths, in
terms of effort (time or distance) expended in order to make the tradeoff and
achieve a goal it also included the possibility for a conflict resolutlon where
uncertainty may exist m terms of competition far a travel mode (e g., who gets
the household car), which activities are considered prtm.u’y and whlch secondary
and therefore take precedence in scheduling, and which destination choices
provide the greatest flexlblhty and judge success m terms of completing a
planned activity schedule These models are built on some of the seminal ideas
of Hayes-Koth and Hayes-Roth (1979) who produced a production system model
wnich was accepted as a feasible alternative to existing dtscrete choice models for
travel behavmur analysis

Production systems were Imtmlly developed 3y Newell and Simon (!972) 
elaborations of how t~eoD!e think when they solve problems They are frequently
used m theories mvolvmg the higher cognitive processes (Anderson, 1990,
Neweit. 1992) Essentially a production system is a set of ruie~ ~, the form of
condltlon-actlon pans that specify, how a task can be solved if the task requires
an mdwldual to choose one alternative m a choice set, the rules may specify, what
mformataon Is searched under different condmons, )ow the mformatmn as
evaluated, how the evaluation or judgments are integrated The system is usually
realized in terms of a co~mve architecture comprising a perceptual parser, a
limited capacity working memory a permanent long-term memory, and a system
for effeetmg a behavlom An operational CPM l,, a production system
implemented as a computer program The resulting CPM offers a testbed for
assessing the consequences of different policy measure,~, or as a mechanism for
faclhtatmg the development of different testable hypotheses One may also
incorporate different testable assumptions into the mode[ to examine their effects
on potential choice and consequent behavlour.

Essentially a CPM was assumed to be capable of prowdmg a detalted
description of the mdlvldua~ choice process, but there were some questions as to
whether or not it was amenable to travel dmry data input which by the late
1930’s was becoming accepted as a dominant and delailed form of obtaining
reformation for models of activity scheduling and choice beha~lour (G~lmg,
Kwan and Golledge, 1994) The emphasis on this highly dlsaggregate base also
raised questions as to whether or not output could be’ aggregated m order to
provide some reasonable basis for forecasting and policy development Two
parallel alternatlve approaches have been suggested mlcrostmulatlon has been
developed for forecasting fi’om systems of disaggregate discrete choice models
(e.g., Kltamura and Goullas, 1989) and combining CPM and discrete choice
models m a single complementary context (Ettema, Borgers and Timmermans, 
press) In either ease, one can argue that the intrinsic value of the CPM or
production system approach would be to prowde the theoretical basis for the
mlcroslmulatlon or CPM/discrete choice model appioach In the followmg
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sect!ons, therefore, ~ve will review a selection of Computatmnal Process Models,
discuss a recent conmbutlon from geography whlch combines the Computational
Process Model idea with a Geographical Informatmn System (GISICAS) (Kwan,
I994, 1995), and comment on both the mlcroslmulatlon and CPM plus discrete
cholce model combination approach

2 Review Of Con~putatlonal Process Models

One of the first attempts at developing a CPM of travel chotces was that offered
by Kmpers (1978) - the TOUR model T’ms focused on an m&vldual’s memory
representation of the environment (3 e, cognmve map), the acqmsmon 
environmental reformation through search and exploration, and the use of
experience and stored memories for making route choices ~-le model was
developed m an amficial simulated environment and lacked empmcal apphcatmn
using actual examples of cognmve maps, ~-panal orientation capablhtles, and
wayfmdmg procedu;es

A similar type of model (NAVIGATOR) (Gopak Klatzky and Smith, 1989,
Gopal and Smith, I990), is based more on the prmmples uncovered during
empmcal research on the spatial ~nowledge acqmsltmn and waygndmg ab~lmes
of children travelling throu~h~ a well known new_21borhood_ ~;~-cHed,,e._ ~ Smith,
Pellegrmo, Dohe~J and Marshall, 1985) Using thls pracnca~ kno~ ledge base the
route planmng procedure m NAVIGATOR is modeled by various choice
heuristics When mformatmn for making th~s pamcular segment chmce ~s
lacking, a general route selectmn criteria such as "mowng m the same general
heading" or "make a random mm at an mtersectmn" represent options for next
segment selection m the path following process Again, however there was
considerable input from prmr empirical testing of human behawour m route
selectlon tasks m a real envn’onment, the mode1 was still developed m a smatl
hypothetical space

Route following m a static environment is also the focus of another CPM.
TRAVELLER (Lelser and Zllberschatz, I989) An equivalent .type of model m 
dynamic enwrovanent was labeled ELMER (McCalIe. Reid and Schneider,
1982) TRAVELLER stmphfies the route selection problem by assuming that
the relative locatmns of origins and destinations are known Th~s, of course. ~s
perfectly reasonable m most routinized travel activities, ~t may not be qmte so
acceptable when we look at the questmn of dehberated choice where choosing a
destmatmn from a set of feasible optmns is part of the ~’avel planning process
TRAVELLER then constructs a route from origin to destination via a process of
search In th~s case the productmn system consists of a set of rules which
constrain how search and exploration can take place. In comparison to this the
ELMER model concexves of routes as sequences of mstructmns for how to travel
(e g, go ahead 200 yards, turn right at the intersection) These instructions are
removed when a partlcular need arises - for example when one must make a
demslon about a t~.rn that could result m heading towards or away from a
potential destmatmn Thus, route tbllowmg ~s seen as a dynamic decismn
making process m which chmces for segment selection and alms are made en
route upon recall of appropriate constraining rules
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The above models, however, dad not stress the dependence between travel
choice and actsvlty choice CARLA (Jones, Dtx, Ctarl~e and Heggse, 1983) and
STARCHLLD (Rocker et a2., 1986a, 1986b) do attempt to address this problem
CARLA m general has the fewest behavloural assuraptmns but is tIed more
strongly to various tn’ne geographic concepts (e g, Lem:torp, 1978) In pamcular
st incorporates a var:ety of tune geographic mteractmn constraints including
capability and coupling constraints Its output consists of sets of feasible activity.
schedules and sets of possible actIvW patterns

STARCHILD IS a very comprehensive CPM and em:~hasizes modelling of the
choice between actlvW schedules. !t incorporates a conventional dascrete choice
model to make such selectmns, but the authors agree that other theoreticalI~
sound choice models coL’Id be appropriately substituted The emphasxs m
STARCHILD :s on the utflmes assoc:ated wsth each activW and the sum of the
utflmes that comprises a p,~-t:cular schedule. Thus, utihtIes of wmtmg tune and
travel nine are krnportant features to consider Perhaps the conceptually weakest
part of STARCHILD IS ~ts acceptance of ut:hty maxttmzmg assumptions and :ts
use of combmatoncs to evaluate all possible feasible c~oice patterns In pract:ce,
of course, people have lunlted capabihty both for considering a fimte number of
options and for accessing what IS truly op:unal A botmdedly rational selection
mechamsm could how~,¢~: be incorporated m~o STARCHILD thus bringing :t
much closer to the realmes of human dec:stun making

In an attempt to incorporate more reahmc behavmura! assumptions and to
~egm the process of including a perceptually valid env:ronment m the model,
GXrhng, Br~trm~s, Garvdl, Golledge. Gopa[, Hoh’n and Lmdberg (1989) outlined
a conceptual framework which could be :mplemented into a model they called
SCHEDULER This model focuses on an mdavidual’s thrace of acnvmes,
selects from feamble set of destinations, examines possible departure times which
are critlca~ m forming a travel agenda for a particular tune period. Act:vItles were
generally stored m a long-term memory system called ’the long term calenaar"
Associated with each actlv:ty is a priority for wmtmg tune and a maxunum
duration for completing the act:wty A spemfic act:vsty is removed from long-
term memory and scheduled on the basis of its relative prmnty weight and the
expected duration reqmred for :ts comptet:on. Spatm use and temporal
constramts Including the hours of busmess and the determination of sets of
reachable locatmns, are ~etneved from a memory representanon or stored
cognmve map of the env:ronment Thus is obtained a prmn and stored m long-
term memory Choice of the locatmn of a feasible destInanon and a potential
departure ttme is then determined by the SCHEDULER as st works m a top-
down fashmn scheduling tae highest pnonty and mos~ repetitive needs f’trst. A
possible act:wty schedule is stored m a short-term memory (the short-term
calendar) for possible later executmn, depending on whether or not critical input
vanabtes such as the duration of tune allocated to the amvity remain constant or
are changed In th:s model members of the feasible alternative set are evaluated
according to a nearest neighbor heuristic (H~Ie and Garlmg, 1992, G~rlmg and
Garlmg, 1988) Since m the SCHEDULER the constraLats on when activmes can
be performed (e g., open hours for business purposes) are part of the mmal
filtering process, the choice’ of a feasible location ~s at least partly determined by
the duratmn allocated to the act:v:ty and business opea hours during which the
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activity can be performed If a possible sequence of acttvltxes ~s defined but
cannot be executed because of a temporal overlap, the act~wty sequence ts
redefined by resolving confltct among the competing actlvmes Here, h~gher
pnontleb are given precedence This conceptual model has been expanded by
Kwan (1994, 1995) by hosting the scheduling module m a GIS context We now
explore this m more detall

GISICAS represents an attempt to overcome some of the hm~tatmns of
exlstmg CPMs m terms of their lack of geoprocessmg capablhtles to handle the
vast amount of real-world location and route data, and to perform spatml search
using reformation about the objectlve and co muttve environments of the traveler
Although the scheduimg algorithm of GISICAS benefited conszderably from that
of the SCHEDULER, st extended the framework of the SCHEDULER m several
ways Besides an mdlvtdual’s home and work locatmns, and the prmrlty,
duranon and timing of acttvmes, a person’s preferred and fixed destmatmns ~ere
also included m GtSICAS as maportant elements of the cognmve envtronment
The procedures of activity scheduling were integrated with a comprehenslve
geo~-aphic database of a real urban envtronment and interact dynamlcaiiy with
the module of spatial search heuristics m relation to that envtromaer.t Reahzmg
the samphclty of the nearest nelghbor heuristic used by the SCHEDULER,
several new spatml search heuristics were developed m GISICAS for handling the
effect of locatmnal preference and the binding effect of fixed destmatmn on an
mdlwdual’s travel behawour Basically, they were tugh-order spatlaI search
heuristics which, instead of looking for the nem’est actlwty [ocatlons locally,
search for globally ,,atlsficmg locations m re!atlons to the next Exed destmatmn
to which an md~vtdual has to travel to GISICAS s procedure for deltmltmg the
choice set m exphctt spatml terms also represents a departure ~om the largely
aspatml or pseudo-spatmi method of the SCHEDULER The concept of feas,ble
oppormmty set was t-n’st formulated by Golledge, Kwan and Garlmg (i994) for
expressing the effect of bounded ratmnahty on the chmce set and anplementmg
the satlsficmg prmc~pIe m explicit spatml terms It was def’med w~th respect to a
person’s home and work locatmns In GISICAS the feaslbIe oppommlty set was
defined dynamically ~tth respect to the current [ocatmn and the ~mmedlate
spatm-tempora[ con,~tramts of the traveler (e g time allowed for the acawty and
travel to the destmatmn, d~stance w~lhng to travel, etc) Th~s sequentml
identlficatmn of the chmce set regarding feasible destmatmns enables the
dynamic interaction of the planning and executmn of the acttw~ agenda The
focus of GISICAS on the spatmI dimension of acttwty scheduling and travel
demsmn making suggests an alternative way ofmodelhng travel behavmur at the
md~wdual level W~th the data handhng and geoprocessmg capab~lmes of GIS,
modettmg and analysts of travel behawour does not depend on any prmr schema
of zonal d~v~smn of the study area Th~s may open up a new arena for future
research on the use of CPM m transportatmn smence

3 M~cro-Simulat~on Models

A modified fo~ of the CPM has recently been developed by Ettema, et al. (m
press) and Ettema, Borgers and T~mmermans (1995) L~ke SCHEDULER,
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SMASH emulates the scheduling process by computing utllmes for chmces that
result m inclusion, deletions, or subsntutmn of actlvltles. In th~s model, as the
number of potential chmces increase, dlsutlhty occms The declsmn making
process Is cumulative and it terminates when no chmce results m a poSltlVe
utility. The utllmes assocmr:ed with the choice of act~vltxes depend on the value
of pnormes for actwmes m the scheaule, travel d~stance or travel nine, the
attractiveness of posmble locations, the pressure on the mdlvldual to complete
the acUvaty wlthm a certain time range, and the wamng tune before the actwlty
can be maplemented and completed Once a schedule is :letermmed, its reahsm as
evaluated The SMASH model includes factors that can be assumed to affect
activaty scheduling and m some respects may be stud to have smaflantles w~th
STARCHILD It appears to be a more complete model than SCHEDULER
However, whereas m STARCHILD unh~ ma×amzatmn is an end product, in
SMASH unlmes ~e maxnr ized at each step m the schedulmg process. Thus, as
each act~vlty is evaluated for possible mclusmn, delelmn, or substltutmn m a
schedule, the utllmes associated with the appropriate process are assessed and
ordered it is thus a more dlsaggregate and unplemented model than ~s
STARCHILD and it rinses the questaon as to global versus local maxunlzanon
Once again the original SMASH model reqmred all possible choices to be
evaluated at each scheduhng step whlch would m reahty place a considerable
burden on the human traveler Substituting a feaslble oFportumty set reduces trxe
magmtude of this presumed computational component

A slgmficant added strength of SI~ASH, however~ is that the authors have
enwsaged a way of empmcally testing the model using mathematical stanstlcal
modellmg (Ettema and Tn-omermans, 1993) The fundamental charactenst:cs 
this empmcal testing focuses on the chmce processes of including, deleting, or
substituting actwltles These actmns are predacted from variables describing the
current state of the scheduhng process such as the number of acuwtles already
scheduled and attrthutes of the actwmes that stlil remain to be scheduled While
some references about these actxons can be made from examining detailed trave!
diary, records, the authors point out that there still remains much to be learned
about the scheduhng process ~tself Particular Jtems svggested for mclusmn m
future versions of the mode| include mcorporatmn of mode choice, the plarmmg
of tLrne spent at home, the addmon of constraints and t~e sequence of actlwt~es
so that some actwmes are not planned before undertaking others, and the linking
of a productmn system to observed behavlour so that spemfic parameter values
can derived for the model and tested in different envlror~aental, socm-economac,
demographac, and mode choice mlx envtronments This would allow comparison
of the outcomes of stmulamms of a selection of actwity schedules using &fferent
parameter settings, with the observed scheduling behaviour of humans Extensive
testing m this way should be able to provide a range of"best spemficatlon" for
parameter values m chfferent environments As an alternatl,~e, pm"ameter values
for the model could be collected during mteractwe smaulatmns m which subjects
would be reqmred to complete a task consxstmg of a nmnber of clearly" specified
steps that are part of the :,cheduImg process. However, modelling each step
separately could prowde substantaal problems m terms of integrating the results
into a stogie final comprehenswe model. At th~s stage, however, at appears that
SMASH, STARCHILD, and the SCHEDULER/GISICAS alternatives are
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equally feasible alternatives to further examine the process of activity scheduling
and the act of tying together scheduling and travel behavlour

Epstein (1996) has bmlt a pragmatic navigatmn model This model acqmres
facts about a two-drmensmnal environment m order to travel through ~t w~thout
an exphmt map m Its memory prior to travel Spatml reformation Is accumulated
during travel which can be described as sequentlal rap-making through a fixed
maze with spemfic bamers Instghts about basic points (landmarks), jagged 
smooth banners, bottlenecks, and other obstructxons are learned dunng a sequence
of tnats What is learned on one ~a! s stored and used to help make decisions
on the next trial

As with the other computational process type models prewo)lsly discussed this
dewce ~s tested m a s~mulated envtronment consisting of cells of a spectfic stze
0 e, a grid network) The argument is that during expertmentatlon m&vlduals
do not braid detmled maps of the enwromment through which they wander but
rather encode pragmatic representatlons of environmental features that assist m
path-finding In this type of world a robot or other travelhng agent can learn ~t’s
way around m an efficient and effectv~e manner While doing so It creates a
spatml representation consisting of selected parts of the environment and m some
ways can be regarded as similar to the cognmve maps ma~ nurnan~ would build
m following the same set of tasks These cognmve maps would be incomplete,
m parts fuzzy, and may not lend themselves to exact solution procedures such as
minimizing &stance or t~me In some sense, therelbre, the solutmn ~s a
satlsficmg or perhaps boundedlF ratmnal one A cnt~cai feature, however, is the
tmalted nature of the space and it’s mmensmnah~, but it is mterestmg to note
that nawgatmn can eventually take place in a rap~d and effecave manner even
though the envtromnent through whtcE travel takes place ~s always a partmlly
obstructed space In the solutmn process, Epstein uses a "FORR" ("FOr the
Right Reasons") process This type of program gradually acqmres useful
knowledge using a t~erarchlcal reasoning process It rehes on different tiers of
"Advtsors" whlch are domain-specific but problem-class independent They
provide ratmnal or ,,upport cnterla for decision making (e g, get closer to your
destmatmn) Each A dwsor is :mplemented as a nme-lumted procedure and must
operate w~thm a constraint set whxch hm,.ts the number of permissible actions
Adwsor recommendatmns are m the form of comments each of which has a
weight, sahence, o~ strength attached to ~t (1 e, an integer from 0 to 10 that
measures the intensity and &recnon of the Adwsor’s opinion) Adwsors usuaI1),
do not recommend extensive search actlwtles Many of the Advisors embody
w~thm them the results of comprehensive spanal cogmtmn work from recent
decades Th~s mcludes advice on ahgnment, darectmn of tra~,el, or~entatmn,
nawgatmg around obstacles, and neighborhood defmmon The results of the
apphcatmn of the model would appear to have relevance for human nawgatmn m
that m general there ~s a tendency to select routes such that there are no
substantial changes of &rectmn during the wayfindmg process, mmalty the
strongest destre ~s to move toward the goal, travel ~s preferred along the mum
rather than orthogonal axes, there ~s a tendency to avoid nmghborhoods w~th
hrmted entrance and exit poss~blht~es On the whole, however, as with many of
the other s~mulatmn models that could be found m the amficxal mtelhgence
hterature, th~s is more a model for na,,~gatlon and wayfindmg than a model that
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exphcItty attacks the quesnon of acnvlty scheduling and route select/on In a
spatml and temporal context that facilitates successful completion of an acnvlty
schedule

Another computatlonal process model recently developed is that by Chown,
Kaplan, and Cortenkamp (1995) Chown, et al., offer a model called PLAN
(Prototype, Location, and Assomatlve Network model) which m an integrated
representanon of large scale space which they clatm is commensurate with a
co mamve map PLAN m used as a means for including wayf’mdmg as a process
which ~s concurrent wlth the rest of co~maltton not apart from It. The model Is
seeing-based because it takes advantage of the prope~ms of the human v~.sual
system whmh provides cor tmuous answers to the spallaI updating or "where"
problem. R synthesizes par~s of prototype theory, associate network theory, and
locatlonal prmmples together m a connecnomst system The wews m the PLAN
model are not from an aerml or survey prospective but reflect what an observer
would see from d~fferent head posmons at a single locanon. Thin m slm~iar m
some ways to the model suggested by Golledge, Sratth, Pellegrmo, Gopal,
Doherty, and Marshall (1985) winch dlfferentmtes the environment into view
(straight ahead linear observanon) and scenes (more detmted local observatmns
that might occur wmh head movements to the side as one m walking along a
path) In the latter, wews represent what might be seen when looking down the
street into the d~s~ance, while scenes mlgnt be the exphc~t charactermtlCS and
features of a single house ~at would be observed ff one turned their head from a
facing dtrecnon while travelImg In the PLAN model, path overlap provides the
mechanisms for developing new path segments wha:h combine secnons of
prewously experienced routes, and also provtde the appropriate geomemc base for
Integrating separate but ~3artxally overlappmg paths into a more general
knowledge of spatial layout (see also Golledge, Ruggles Pellegrmo, and Gale,
1993) Chown argues that a slgmficant advantage of PLAN m that it only stores
a fracnon of the avmlable reformation internally and rehes on the perceptual
system to fill m gaps when PLAN goes into acnon Thin appears to be a
reasonable way to operate a robot travelling through a Ie~mamg environment but ~t
also has some d~rect sma~tarmes concerning the way humans collect encode.
store, and use information as they travel tt’a’ough complex environments
Pamcularly me idea of storing a mmmaal spatml representation as a cognmve
map and perceptually updmmg one’s locanon as travel takes place, represents a
reasonable wayfindmg and search strategy for hum~ behawour PLAN thus
responds to the crmcmms of computatmnat process models offered by G~lmg, et
al. (1989) who complained that an appropriate mzx of attennon paid to the
processes of spatml cogmnon used by humans to extract and process mformanon
about envL-onments as welt as encapturTng the essentml components, bamers, and
paths of the envtronment itself m reqmred. The model GtSICAS CKwan, 1995)
also takes these suggesnons seriously and integrates cognmve processes, real-
world enwronmentaI systeras, and the intervening mechanmms assocmted with
Geographic Information S)stems (GIS) as a way of handling both wa)Finding
ana acn,,lty scheduling problems m complex real-world systems
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4 MultioCr:terlon Eqmhbrlum Traffic Assignment Models

Multi-criterion eqmhbnum traffic assignment models developed m part because
of a lack of attention to any reahst~c mterpretatmn of the value of tune problem
m traffic assignment Vtrtually every tmnsportatmn model IS ultimately evaluated
m terms of how users interpret the value of tune (VOT) that the model requtres
them to expend Th!,, ~s true for mode choice models, congestion pricing modeIs,
and traffic assignment models It is generally recogmzed that each individual has
a different VOT depending on factors such as the person’s economic resource base
or the time that one is wllhng or able to spend on a trip For the most part.
transportatmn plarmmg models ackmowtedge th~s b~y developing an average vtew
of nine figure and as a result they invariably produce large estunatmn errors and
inaccurate forecasts Recently, Ben-Aklva and Bowman (1995) developed a loglt
mode chmce model by assuming that there was a dlstnbutmn of the value of
t~me charactenst~cs .’ather than assuming a sun~Iar VOT for all users The result
was a s~gmficant ~mprovement of goodness-of-fit between predicted chmces and
actual chmces Dml (1995) consequently proposed a stmfiar remedy for traffic
assignment models His model admits that VOT Is best captured by a
dlsmbutmn and it uses ~ bI-cntena user optunaI eqmhbrmm traffic ass:gnment
model which generahzes class~c traffic asslgnment by relaxing lhe VOT parameter
m the generahzed cross ftmct~on from a constant to a random variable w~th an
arbitrary probabfll~ density function (Dml, 1995) H~s model, called T2, ’s said
to respond to a variety of &fficu!t exzstmg proolems mcIudmg the mote/route
chmce problem, parking pohcy, and congestmn pricing T2 modeis mode choice
by assigning trips to paths m a multl-modal or hyper network The latter
combines walking, riding, transit and htghwa), links it is able to setecnveiy
route auto trips to parking lots that have a specific range of charges assocmted
with them (cheaper lots that may reqmre a longer walk to a destination), or 
other h~gher pnced lots that reduce the walking component of a multi-modal mp
It is also touted as being an appropriate model tbr determining where to place toll
booths and what prices to levy m order to reduce congestion In d~scussmg his
model, Dml captures some of the time/cost tradeoffs of a variety of different
forms of transportat~Lon, but ~t satisfies none of the behawoural crmc~sms Iewed
against economemc and mathematically optun~zmg traffic assignment models

T2 works as follows Assume ~t ts necessary to make a trip from an ongm O
to a destmatmn D The problem ~s to determine the mode choice for the trip
Dml first assumes that ~t is possible to enumerate all feasible paths for this trip
and to know the tune and cost of each path Each path is then plotted at a point
m a graph according to ~ts tune and cost One might show fifteen feas~ble "paths"
m terms of tune and cost between a g~ven O-D parr Today, a hehcopter ~s often
the fastest mode and the most expenswe wh~le walking ~s the slowest and
cheapest Dml then examine the process of selecting among possible
mode/cost/tune posslbflmes It develops a path-Finding algorithm which
examines atl possible combinations of mode/t~me/cost and determines an
optimum In an argument sunflar to that used to determine feas~ble alternative
destmatmn sets flora among all possible sets that was developed m
SCHEDULER and GISICAS. D~al dffferentmtes between mode/tune/cost
combinations by delermmmg a hkehhood that a partxcular combmatmn will be
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chosen In this way many potential combinations are elunmated and only those
few feasible paths connecting a given ongm and destm atlon are examined This
final traffic asmgnment model accumulates trips for all O-D pans and defines a
user optimal traffic assignment Thls soluuon is termed a traffic eqmhbrlum, and
focuses on the relationship between travel times, cost, zmd volume of flow along
arcs of a gwen path

Th~s model is a return Io the classical mathemat~cal/economemc model of
traffic assignment, and does not deal with travel behavlour. It does make some
concessions to the CPM and discrete choice related research which emphasized
the slgmficance of dlsaggregate umts and mdwldual differences m evaluating
actlvl~ schedules and travel paths by including a wdue of tune dlsmbutlon
characteristic rather than a single VOT estunate across an entu’e populatmn The
question remains, howevel, whether it is suitable prunarfly for the routLmzed
travel behawours or whether it is robust and versatile enough to atso incorporate
path setectmn, mode choice, and travel behawom" for the other acnvmes we have
previously described as resulting from deliberated =onsldered chmce, with
conflicts being resolved m a dynamic on-route environment

5 Surnma~" And Discussion

In this paper we have rewewed and assessed a vane~ of approaches to the
actwlty scheduling and trm~el behavlour problem Among ±ese were a range of
computational process models and some recently emerging alternatwes including
mlcroslmulatmn, mulncrltenon traffic assignment models, and combined
CPM/dlscrete choice moae,s. Of this set we have argued that the CPM approach
allows one to move closest to the real world demslon making and choice
Sltuatmn and allows us to incorporate elements of both objective and cognmve
environments as the mamx on which actlvtty schedules and travel choices are
made For traffic assignment m a multmmde envtromnaent, the T2 mode1 appears
to have slgmficant promise Of the varmus CPMs revlewed, SMASH anc
GISICAS both appear to be flexible, expandable developed at the mdwldual
level but capable of aggregatmn, and stated for testing in real world
environments STARCHILD also has been tested on real world travel dmry data
w~th consaderable success. It ~s quge possible that with some modifications such
as the mclusmn of a proced~re for determining feasxble attematwe sets rather than
going through complete enumeratmn of all posslble actwmes, embedding the
model m a Geographic In:’ormatxon System m a real-world environment, and
allowing a boundedly ratmnal selecnon criteria ~o replace the simple maxumzmg
utlhty assumpnon, then STARCHILD could be expected to achieve a
considerable success at prec~ctmg and forecasting travel behawour Of the mode!s
examined, SMASH attempts to integrate the recent CPM approach w~th the more
tradmonal dmcrete chmce model approach and by combining the most powerful
aspects of each, provides slgnlfiCant hope for successful apphcanon - which
appears to have recently been completed (Ettema, 1995)

in order to continue evaluating and assessing the different avenues of current
research, specific empmcal testing will be reqmred This requlres exphclt testing
of the behawoural assumptions entmled by the different models as well as by
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assessing then" abdlty to consider &fferent mode combinations, and different
combinations of actwltms m a schedule GISICAS argues that scheduling must
take place over a longer period than a day for some high priority actwmes (e g,
food shopping) may onty be undertaken every second or third day At that tune,
however, thetr tmportance is extremel) great and scheduling must be adapted to
allow the actlwty to take place

The increasing volume of travel &ary, panel, and survey data ~s providing
more and more insights into the process of travel behavlour and mode chmce
However, detailed testing of how actwmes are selected and boy, the selections are
combined into schedules is still a crmcal point for future research GISICAS Is
the only model so far to e×phcltly incorporate a Geographic informanon System
(GIS) Into its structure Obwously the potentml for GIS must be further
exainmed This e×ammanon should include the smtaNhty of OiS as a host for
recording dmry, panel or survey data, as well as its potentml _for developing an
interactive framework for the assessment of prlormes assocmted with acnvmes
and the chome of an approprmte path selecuon model As far as the latter ts
concerned, more work needs to be done on the cnterm that can concewably be
used m the path selection process All too often assumpnons are readdy acceptecz
that mmtm~zmg &sEance or mmmalzmg time or cost are the only criteria ~orth
considering Recent research (GoIIedge, 1995a and i995b~ Kwan, t994) has
indicated that there are a number of other feaslbie path selection cnteraa and
spatml search heunstms that may have to be made available m a ~oup oe ~odets
that could potentml~y be used m successful path selecnon and travel beha’¢,our
prediction A GIS seems to be a reasonable host for mcorporanng a yarroW, of
models whmh can sansfy criteria such as minimizing turns, always heading m
the d~rectmn of your destination, selecting the longest or shortest leg first,
ma×~m~zmg the aesthetic value of the route, minimizing perceived or actual
costs, mmma~zmg percewed or actual &stance, mmm~lzmg percewed or actual
tmae Most model frameworks adopt one or another of these path selecnon
criteria m then. trxp behavlour phase It appears that &fferent cnterm may well be
used for different mp purposes If thin m the case then standard models based on
single criteria cannot possibly hope to sansfactonly forecast travel behavlour A
GIS that includes a ,set of path selectxon algorithms whmh could be mmated by a
predmposltlon of a u aveler to select certain cnterm for certain purposes, could add
s~gmficantly to our ability to understand and perhaps even to forecast the
complex set of trips that make up the activity patterns of populatmn aggregates
It m our intention m the future to continue working on these problems and, m
particular, to determine the type of GIS (e g, object oriented or relational) that
will best lend itself to the procedures defined above
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Abstract:
The successful development of Inlelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) depends on the
capabihty of incorporating a vast amount of information about the location of fac1Iities
which generate travel as well as a realistic representation of elements of the transportation
network m winch travel occurs ,am integral part of this system is an Advanced Traveler
Information System (ATIS). Such a system can be based on an innovative and
comprehensive Geo~aptuc Informanon System (GIS). Whereas current ITS primarily
use simphfied transportation networks as their basis, using an object-oriented GIS allows
us to provide a more reahstlc representatmn of elements o f the network and the ways that
people percmve ~em. We cm-a represent the network by deftmng roads or street
tnerarcl~es and by stonng enwron.mental data as layers which can be overlain,
aggregated, or decomposed at will Storing the transportatton network as a haerarchy
facilitates the calculation of different paths through the nelwork and allows the
mtroductmn of different path selection criteria A long-run aim of ITS is to develop a
real t~me mult~-strategy travel decision support system over a multi-modal network. We
examine the advantages of an object-oriented system over the hnk-node system m pursing
such a goal. We also identify the ,;hortcomlngs of hnk-node technology that are
overcome by using an object-oriented data model. And finally, we discuss some of the
theoretical and appl~ed lmphcatmns of our suggestions

Purposo
Iatelhgent Transportatmn Systems (ITS) utilize advanced commumcation and
L-ansportatlon technologies to achieve traffic efficlency and safety. There are different
components of ITS, including Advanced Traveler Irfformatmn Systems (ATIS),
Automated Highway Systems (AH S), Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS),
Advanced VeNcle Control Systems (AVCS) and Advanced Public Transportatmn
Systems (APTS) Development of a system for ITS depends on our ablhty to deal wath 
vast amount of informatmn about the locations of places as well as with the complex
representatmn of the transportatmr, network hnkmg those places, and to incorporate these
into a geographic database The system therefore needs to be constructed based upon the
fi~undatmn of an integrated and comprehensive Geograptnc Inkbrmation System (GIS)
As compared to the simplified node-hnk graph theory representations of transport
networks used by current ITS, GIS are able to prowde more reahstlc representations of
elements of the complex enwronment

Transportation Science has an expressed goal of increasing accessibility for all
groups of people with regard to the enwronments in which they hve and interact. A
s~Lgnificant component of these goals is to further develop Intelligent Transportation
Systems (!TS) through multMevel and multi-modal research and testing. This includes
contributing to research and transportatmn system arclutecLure, technolo~, development,
policy formation, and operational tests of various systems including ATMS, ATIS and
.42TS In this paper we focus on ATIS
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ATIS Characterzstlcs
Traffic congest:on is a problem that appears to be increasing in a world-wide context In
recent years considerable effort has been pad to the mvestlgatlon of methods to reduce
such congestion and the accidents and hazards that are usualty associated with it.
Collectively these efforts come under the aegis of Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) A crmcal part of ITS are the Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS).
Essentially these consist of m-vehicIe information and gmdance systems which help the
driver to select routes which will reduce congestion, to find parking m areas where it is
sparse, and to facilitate rescheduhng of activities when congest:on makes this a feasible
alternatwe. It :s argued that such asslst:ve lnformatxon wilt benefit md:wdual drivers m
terms of helping to achieve their scheduled behawors and act:wt:es as well as benefiting
the system by improwng traffic flow

The objective of an m-vehicle gu:dm:ce system is to assist the driver to select routes
which wilI help reduce congestion Such a move w:II benefit both drivers in terms of
helping to achieve their scheduled behavmrs and acUwties, as well as benefiting the
system by improving traffic flow Before the reformation given by the in-route guidance
system can be effective, however, :t must be perceived as being valuable by the dnver.
the driver must recogmze that mformatmn so obtained :s vahd and rehable, the driver
must accept that the act:on :f taken will not increase stress levels or route barn through
feart~al or dangerous places, and the driver must be wilhng to execute an appropriate
action promptly

The continuing increase in vehmle miles of travel and the corresponding
env:rom::entaI degradatmn, personnel tlme loss, increased congestmn, and decreases m
safety, have lead to the suggesuon that ATIS may represent a feasible solutmn to many of
these problems The ATIS :s usually conceived as an m-vehicle route guidance system
with supplementary mformatlon that allows changes in act:vID~ scheduling. The objective
of an ATIS is to reduce the Impacts of congestmn by offenng reformat:on to drivers that
wllI help them select alternate routes that should benefit them individually as well as
benefiting the operation of the system as a whole WhiIe there is no doubt that drivers
may respond m markedly different ways to m-vehicle mformation and route-guidance
data, it is stilI suggested that a versatile ATIS will be capable of being personalized by
each drwer by acting as a declslon support system and reformative supplement to the
driver’s knowledge base

ATIS as a Decision Support System for TraveI
Decision Support Systems (DSSs) are integrated sets oftanglble and mtang:ble
information that are designed to supplement a decls:on maker’s personal knowledge base
during problem solving act:vines. The pnnclpal objective of a DSS is to ~ decision
making by humans, not to replace :t completely with computerized recommendations.
Use of such a system :s presumed to bring to bear on a problem the strengths of
personalized expert knowledge and comprehensive exogenous knowledge that may not
normally be avmlable to the decision maker The result should be an reformed and
mtelhgent decismn
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An ATIS can be conmdered a DSS that is designed to provide a set of information to
zt driver while on-route to help solve problems (e.g, what to do when faced with
congestion, hazards, or other bamers to movement such as construction). To achieve this
goal, the ATIS should not provide just a single set of commands or directions, but rather
~llow a driver to use whatever criteria is most acceptable in terms of deciding whether to
want out the detay effects, or to undertake travel changes s ach as rerouting, rescheduling
activities, replacing activities, changing destinanons, and ,;o on. But ATIS should be
considered as a supportive toot des;lgned to help the user, without automating the total
dLeclmon process according to previously estabhshed sets of objectives or by imposing
solutions which may be unacceptable to the driver (e g, recommending rerouting that
takes the driver through what may be ~maged as a dangerous neighborhood) When using
an ATIS as a DSS, it must be desl~gned to be easy to use, 1~ must have a user friendly in-
car mterface, it must help drivers achieve travel objectives and not divert them from
attaining those objectives, and they must be designed to enable a user to benefit fully
from the types of imformation dispensed. The ATIS then becomes a decision aid which
might ailow a user to generate a series of alternatives prior to malang a criucal decismn.
It thus provides the ~raveler with an opportumty to find a good or satlsfactory solutlon
wlthout imposing the need to seek an optimal solutmn

In the domain of surface travel by road, implementing an ATIS as a DSS can be
comphcated The first problem arises m determining whether the reformation dispensed
i:~ most relevant to solwng a system problem (e g. cleanng a point of congestion, hazard.
or traffic delay) m as timely a way as posmble, or providing reformation to allow drivers
to make their own decimons on reroutmg, rescheduhng, and so on. Up untd tills time, the
best qUallly and most quantity of information that has been geocoded and stored has
relatect to the enwronmental base (~ e transport network). Given this emphasis,
mformatmn has been avmlable to handle a system problerr m a timely way, by
determlmng alternate routes around a bamer or obstacle.

In recent years, however, there.’ has been an increasing effort to focus on the driver as
a remp~en+, of advanced traveler Ir~ormatmn by deveioping a series of strnulators which
allow manipulatmn of environments and observation of different driver behawors (see
Koutsopoulos, et al. 1995). The use of such simulators is most helpful when attempting to
demde the Iikehhood that drivers will accept information dispensed through their in-
vehicle guidance system.

The development of driver simulators and the consequent modeling of driver
behawor has been an attempt to enrich the potential of AT ’S methodology Simulators
themselves range from PC based pseudo game systems m which a participant moves a
carsor on the screen (representing a vehlcle) through a two-dlmensmnal network or maze
in attempts to achieve some goal that is constrained by gap,,lori determined barriers. Other
s,mulators are more comprehenmw,~ and involve wdeo or tlme-shced shde d~splays of
actual road condmons Of significant importance, however, is the increased
acknowledgment that these simulallons work best if the environment is demgned to have
as many tmportant real-world features as possible (e.g., traffic lanes instead of
undifferentiated network arcs, signalized or othermse controlled intersections instead of
unconstrained nodes m a graph theoretic representat, on of a system; indicators of traffic
speed and driving headway; etc.) Emphasis on driver behawor has also developed
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beyond rumple observation of actions to the stage of providing supplementary
informatlon to the driver so that normally considered criteria can be used in declslons
concermng rerouting, rescheduhng, destmaUon substitution, and so on. The most
productive driver simulatlons are those In which the supplemental reformation allows
decision makers to use their personal sk111s and expert knowledge m a flexible mid
adaptable way But, while acknowledging these needs, it is also necessary to realize that
an Interactive system (e g, m-veincle guidance) can only be effective If It works in 
reahstlc time frame and does not delay the decxsion makang process of a potential
traveler Thus, not only do our drivers reqmre timely decision support, but they must also
be able to comprehend the mformatmn provided, integrate it with their goals and
objectives as they exist at a given time and place, and make a decision that will benefit
both the driver and the system.

Regarding an ATIS as a driver declmon support system provides a framework for
developing a potentially use;hi ATIS The first filter provided by this framework is
whether a driver is capable of synthesizing the information provided in such a way that
personal and system-wide benefit wdl occur after a declsmn has been made. A second
component of tins framework concerns the system’s construction, which involves
selection of a type of database, a user interface, the type of display for dlsmbuted
information, the amount and type of m~brmatmn, the range of alternatives that may be
considered to replace current actions, the user fnendhness of the display system, the
complexity of the reformation provided, and the probabdlty that a dnver will use such
information With these grading principles In mind, we now turn to suggest one way of
developing such an ATIS using a Geographic Informatmn System (GIS) as a host. 
will also discuss the retanve advantages and dlsadvantages of two different types of GIS -
the longer existing relational based GIS which uses hnk-node network structures, and the
more recently emphasized object-oriented database and data model

Development of a GIS for ATiS
The first requirement of a GI S for ATIS is focused on the ability to represent the
transportation network m detail in order to apply different routing algontbans for both
modeling of movement mad slmuIatmns of flows In the real world, a transportation
network has different types of roads. (e g Inghway, arterials, local streets, etc.) and
different types of intersections (e g slgnahzed and non-slgnallzed) that are of interest 
ITS builders (Figure 1) For some apphcatlons, information on intersections, lanes and
lane changes such as turn tanes and merging lanes, highway exits, etc may be Important.
We may also require geometric representation for road curvature and incline.

Current GIS data models usually represent the network as a collection of links and
nodes. Whenever two links intersect, a node is created. Unless additional structure is
added, the link-node nature of topological data models is basically planar and cannot
distinguish an intersection at grade from an intersection with an overpass or underpass
winch does not cross at grade. It is difficult to accurately represent
overpasses/underpasses and tbJs situation may lead to problems when running various
routing algorithms

There are other situations m which we may want to differentiate types of nodes
First. if there is a decision point that the traveler needs for movement, the node-link
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model usually slaps thai point to the nearest node regardless of type. Thus, this approach
ignores the different types of links and nodes making up the complex network. Moreover,
when the traveler needs to make a decision to move in the network, there are many
decision points that he/she needs to encounter in addition to antersections (e.g. merging
lanes, davlded lanes). Sometimes, different nodes may lead to different behavaors. For
example, we usually make a U-turn at a dead-end node. Thas behavior is commonly not
available in much of the link-node sofavare.

Second. since ITS have to operate at various spataal ,;cales, a multa-level
representation of a transportation network as needed. At the local level 0.e., cxty or
county-), the transportataon network needs to be represented in very great detail for
navigatmnal purposes, whereas only the major elements such as the anterstate on of state
highways need to be represented m the case of regaonal, state or interstate travel. Further,
relationshaps between data at diffi~rent levels have to be e:~tabhshed (e.g., solving the
aggregatmn problem) Only through the use of a more efficient geographxc data model
can we hope to overcome these and other related problems (Roberts, Gahegan, Holt, 
Hoyle, 1991). Several recent atternpts to tackle this problem have focused on the obj ect-
oriented approach (e.g. Mamguenaud, 1995, van Oosterom and Schenkelaars, 1995 ).

A third problem concerns a system’s ability to handle,’ the real-time update of traffic
~atterns and transmissaon of informataon To provide tra’~,elers with tamely declsaon
support, an ATIS needs to receive and transnut data in real-time through a
commumcanons network connecting a vast number of system elements, such as traI~c
sensors and locataon-tracklng dew ces Even for a small cn3’ hke Santa Barbara, wbach has
about 14,000 segments and approximately 28,000 nodes ~ a ~ts street network, the real-
nine update and transmassmn of data ~s a very challengm~ problem To keep reformation
on the dynamic enwronment current and self-consistent even m the presence of
concurrent updates and quenes from around the network, we need to go beyond exastmg
data handling technologaes The system has to be anteroperated w~th other transportation
software and reqmres certain spataal partitioning for effective access

To overcome these hmitanons, we explore some of the problems that must be faced
when building a multi-strategy travel decaslon support system using object-oriented data
modeling and database technolog~eso In such a system, the reahstac representatmn of
elements of the real world travel eawronment will be handled by an object-oriented GIS
data model In another paper we explore how the system can handle transit routes in
addition to highway traffic in a multa-modal enwrortment.

implications of Using GIS in an ATIS Context
Geocoded data systems are complex. Incorporatmg such systems into a dynamac real-time
multilevel ATIS system makes them even more so. Objects, when geocoded, have both
geographically and temporally referenced geometry. That ~s, objects are located in time
and in space. These spatlo-temporal charactenstics tte all the geocoded data together. But,
spatlat databases are usually extremely large For example, m the Santa Barbara area,
with a populatmn of about 180,000, the street system cons~ sts of 14,000 arcs and 28,000
nodes. When we add descriptor and attribute information to every segment and node, the
s~ze of the database escalates by many orders ofmagmtude In geocoded data accuracy
and relative accuracy are lmportanl Relatave accuracy is more important than global
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accuracy because the real-world activmes that are modeled or s~mulated witban the
database are usually local m nature

In databases of transportation networks that are tied to hnk-node representations,
real-world accuracies (e.g., curved streets and multt-path intersections) are not always
represented accurately, but m e styhzed into graph theoretac renderings And, with respect
to the current state of knowledge, we have very lattle idea of the amount of inaccuracy
and error that may" be presen~ in many of these large databases. The presence of such error
will, of course, give unreasonably bad performance when attempting to either model
travel behavmr or to send lntormation that wall cause revimon of actlvaty schedules and
consequent changes m spatial behavior However, it appears that, when consadenng these
problems, the use of obJect-oriented database systems and object-oriented data modeling
strategies now have the greatest potentmt for use when attempting accurate and usable
information transmlssmn and the consequent modaficatmn of travel behavior.

Helping the Traveler Resolve Conflicts
We have suggested that one of the most common uses of an ATIS wall be to provade
mforrnatmn that will help a traveler overcome the problems assocmted with congestion
These problems can be summarized as" reroutmg, reschedulmg, destmatmn substltutmn;
actawty compression, and acl~wty deletmn

Reroutang demsmns reqmre lnformatmn on the nature of the roads that make up the
path selected as an alternatawe to that currently being traveled. The database must
therefore have the capabd~ty of incorporating aI1 levels of a road baerarchy, from
h~ghways to local streets. In addiuon, mformatmn must be avaltable on the type of flow
(e g, one-way or two-way flows) and the darectmnah~ of the flow 0 e, towards or away
from a potentml destmatmn) Data such as the number of lanes, whether on-street parking
exasts, the type of nmghborhood the selected streets pass through, and the locatmn of
facllitaes (e g., commercml, business, or other estabhshments) must also be accessible. 
addmon, access to mformatmn concerning the expected tmle of travel along the new
route reqmres accumulatmn of expected travel tHnes on each level and segment of the
general road haerarchy making up the selected path Other features that might be captured
an a visual d~splay (e g, whether the ultlmate route parallels the new one or proceeds
orthogonally or diagonally away from at, as maght be expected ffthe alternate route
represents a shortcut), is reqmred

The occurrence of congestion may cause gndlock. In that case reroutmg may not be a
feasible alternative. If the driver as locked in a taghtly linked lane of traffic with no
immediate chance of escape (e g, on an interior lane of a multi-lane highway), it makes
httle sense to provide reformation about alternate routes that could be taken.
Rescheduhng of actavlties then becomes a possible alternative Most drivers do this
mentally However, an ATIS optmn that assist m rescheduhng. Such an optmn has been
offered elsewhere by Garlmg, Kwan, and Golledge (1994), and Kwan (1995), m the 
of a Computatmnal Process Model linked to a Geographic Informatmn System (GIS).
These devices, called SCHEDULER and GISICAS respectively, aIlow conflict resolution
m both temporal and spatml domains by rescheduling pnontized activities to give
precedence to those wlth the greatest needs, providing temporal constraints are not
violated
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Along with potential reschedaling of activlties come,,; the possibility for substituting
among destinations. Rescheduhng, in fact, might encourage the traveler to exit the
congested area at the earliest oppommlty and to undertake travel to a new destinaUon
which is in a vastly different locale that the original one. To make these destination
substitutions, the ATIS must contain suffiment reformation to allow choice of alternative
places to go Destination substitunon may have only a lirrdted possibility with respect to
work raps, but for many other trips it can become a viable; altematave (e.g., substituting 
different restaurant for the one originally planned to patronize).

Congestion invariably involves time loss. Time loss may prevent extensive
rescheduhng, just as the nature of the surrounding road system may make reroutmg a less
desirable alternative. One option, therefore, is to undertake activity compression. Tiffs
would simply maintain the original activlt?" schedule but reduce the amount of tmae
allocated to each remaining actlvily. Thus, a two hour recreational period might be
J educed to fort3’-five mmmes, a one hour shopping trip reduced to fifteen minutes, and so
on. Often activity compression is also associated wtth des Iination substitution. For
example, one may have planned to visit a specialty food s :ore to pick up goods for an
evening meal, after experiencing traffic congestion and the need for activity compression,
a destmatmn such as a fast-food restaurant may be chosen as an alternative to the original
one

If tlme loss because of congestion or bamers is slgmficant, a final option Is activity
deletion In this case the ATIS would need to prowde sufftcxent reformation (or to have
sufficient mformatmn contmned within Its programming) to allow the decision maker (or
to recommend to tlae declsmn maker) that low priority actwlties be deleted. For example,
if at lunch time one was planmng 1 o get a haircut, but was caught up m congestion whale
traveling to the barber, that activlt’y could samply be delete d from the day’s schedule and
remserted at some later appropriate time Again, however, reformation necessary to allow
deletlon to take place must be provided in a timely, clear, and usable manner

Requirements of a GIS for use in an ATIS conte×t.
Perhaps the most fundamental reqmrement when consldenng building a GIS for use m an
ATIS context is the degree to which it IS a realistic representation of existing network
elements Such a representatmn would need to include a road hierarchy, directionality of
traffic flow, number of lanes, turn restrictions at intersections, signaling and sxgnage (e.g.,
t~affic hghts and stop signs), existence of pedestrian crossings (particularly school
crossings), presence or absence of bicycle lanes and on-street parking, the presence or
absence of dividing strips, the opportunity for makang U-turns, the nature of the road’s
surface, allowable and safe speeds street gradients, driveway access from streets, whether
or Mot through traffic Is possible, and so on. Many existing transportatmn networks used
m ATIS simulatmns and model budding have been developed simply as node-hnk
graphs, and while some of the above attnbutes are included, many of them are not.

In addition to the realistic representation of the street network, information is needed
c~ncernmg the mult~modality of each system element. In other words, the potential for
hnking with other transportation modes (e.g., busses, trams) must be included. 
addmon, the ATIS and its GIS components must be amenable to spatml and temporal
update as permanent changes occm" in the environment or as mgmficant temporary
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bamers or changing circumstances come into existence (e g, closure of ent-rance or exit
ramps on freeways for certain tame periods to allow widening, change of grade, or other
features)

Perhaps the maln purpose, however, of having a good GIS m an ATIS is to provide
alternative models for vehicular routing and navigation Any existing ATIS, whether
designed for use in practice or in s~mulated conditions, contains only a restricted number
of routing algorithms These are usually based on minimum distance considerations and
are most eamIy implemented m a rumple node-hnk network. However, unless a very
comprehensive set of attributes are associated with each node or llnk, tins simplified
grapincal solution to navlgat:ton and routing may prove not so simple after all For
example, :f one is being allocated to a route segment winch has a lane divider that
prevents U-turning, and U-turning Is lmposmble at the next mtersecnon, how does one
access a destination on the other side of the road? Slm:larly, m the slmphfied graph
theoretic network representallon, a route may reqmre turmng at a node winch in reality is
not an mtersectmn but an overpass or underpass Obviously without knowing the
constraints of traffic flow d~rectmnahty, one may further come up w:th a routing solution
that indicates travel should occur against the legal direction of flow Or rumply, the driver
may wish to implement a routing algontl~n that uses a path selecnon criteria other than
shortest path This alternative may depend on trip purpose (winch may change if activity
rescheduhng occurs), and has been examined elsewhere (GoIledge. t 995).

Obwously many of the existing GIS that rely on link-node stractures have difficulty
in meeting the various mformatmnal needs mentioned above The:r mformatmn base is
incomplete, thelr potential for conflict resolunon as hmited, and their abH:ty to use human
perceptions Is likewise hmlted.

In comparison to the hnk-node systems, object-oriented Geographic Information
Systems (OOGIS) allow for class Inerarcines among objects and provide for the
possibility of the inheritance of attributes among different levels of a class For example,
a general level of the class "road" m~ght be "highway" Many of the charactermtlcs of a
highway can be inherited by the "children" or lower level members of the general class of
roads - such as arterial streets or nmghborhood streets

An object-ormnted database allows a map to be divided into Iayers, each defined by a
common set of attributes Each layer may consist of entities encoded as circles, lines,
points, polyhnes, nodes, hnks and line attributes Object-onentat:on aiso provides a
means of pamtlomng a map and of dmplaymg the zoomed-m partmon. Partitioning
allows the rendering of only those sections of the map winch overlap w~th a currently
defined viewing box. As the viewing box expands to incorporate more layers, it also
incorporates adjacent partitmns. Attribute lists relevant only to each partition (partitioned
entity lists) can be displayed and consequently the tIme and effort of examining
unnecessary data is conserved Partitioning can take place m a number of different ways;
we have used quad-trees

Our object-orlented GIS can also undertake inerarchmal layer,_ng. For example, if we
define a road layer class we may then be able to derive more specific :ypes of roads from
thls class (e g, highway, local street) Tins establishes a kind of"parent-cinld" relation
between objects. The "ctnld" class inherits the propemes of the "parent" class including
the parent class’ attributes arid its associated functions For example, a relation might be
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established between a class labeled "car" and a class labe led "vehicle." It could then be
said that "car" is derived from "w:hicle" and that "car" is a type of"vehicle." As a type of
vehicle it would inherit many of the attributes associated with the class vehicle.

An additional favorable characteristic of an object-oriented GIS is called
’polymorphasm." This represents the quahty or state of being an object which is able to
,assume different forms. In a progIamming context it means the same construct can be
ased to manipulate objects of dlffierent types For example:, one can conduct
"overloading" in which the same operator ("+" or "pnnt") can perform different functions
depending on the remplent’s object class.

In the hnk-node GIS structure there is an assumption that the transportation network
J s represented as links and nodes and there is no differentiation between these Imks and
nodes. Consequently the delay function at intersections, for example, cannot be easily
modeling differently for sxgnalized intersectmns versus non-signalized intersections, or
lzaghways versus local streets With polymorphism m an object-oriented context, these
different elements m a network can be modeled using different functions, but wath the
same operator ("cost") used to calculate the delay functlon in all circumstance
(Khoshafian and Abnous, 1990) An object-oriented system also allows for parametric
polymorptusm This provldes for the constructmn of abstract classes, with different type
parameters. For example, a delay functmn can be formulal ed as COST(D) with D as 
parameter of different type of dlstance measures In transt:,ortatmn research, distance is
often measured either as travel tn’ne or over-the-road &stance. So the parameter D can be
implemented as a t?,~pe of integer (when used in terms of minutes of travel txme) or as 
type of real number (when used m terms of meters of physical &stance) Both sets share
the code as it is implemented m COST(D)

The relevance and rehabihty of the lnformatmn contamed in an ATIS is a key
component of such ~travel rods Thus, for both travel behawor slmulatmns and for real
world apphcatmns, the need for development of a database and data model that reflects
complexmes of real-world condmons xs essentml It is in this context that we argue for
the development of Geographic Informatmn Systems (GIS) as an appropriate host
technology In the remainder of thJ s paper we wall examine some of the characteristics of
existing and potennal GIS databases for ATIS use. And, finally, we wall discuss the
theoretical implicataons and model bmldmg implicatmns of having access to more
comprehensive and more reahstlc databases that reflect transport network conditions and
driver behawor conditmns in ways that are closer to real-world mmations.

Koutsopoulous. Polydoropolou, and Ben-Akava (I 995,144) have raised a number 
questmns concermng the benefits and effectiveness of AT] S. Since our paper similarly
addresses some of these questmns and tries to suggest how GIS can play a role in such
matters, we repeat their questions as follows:

® "What role can ATIS play in alleviating traffic congestion?"
® "What impact can ATIS have m altering traveler’s decisions concerning their trip

and destination?"
¯ "What impact can ATIS have in model shfftsq"
¯ "What impact can ATIS have on departure t~me ~Ld parking choices?"

"How much are users going to pay to gain access to different ATIS services?’"
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- "How do users evaluate different ATIS features?"

Their suggested answers to these questions include concerns such as the degree of
awareness or level of knowledge of a traveler about the existence of ATIS services; the
traveler’s wilhngness to acquire equipment or subscribe to services providing ATIS
information, the probable frequency of usage of ATtS services; the probabdity that a
traveler will make a response requiring a change in travel behavior after receipt of
reformation, and the degree to which multiple exposures to an ATIS system and the
consequent teaming experiences, are evaluated as useful and favorable. They also further
argue that because of the difficulty of collecting data m real-world environments, travel
simulators have become more popular. However, their design and usefulness depends to a
large degree on the user interfaces representing travel, network, and information
environments

It is our contention that by developing the capablhtles of GIS, particularly using
object oriented databases and data models, that some of these disadvantages and
hmltatlons, relating to the traveler environment, the network structure, and the activity
schedules and travel behaviors of individuals, will be positively enhanced

Towards an Object=oriented GIS
Worboys (1992a & b, 1994a & b), and Worboys, Hernshaw, & Magmre (1990), surveyed
the current state of the object-oriented paradigm as It apphes to the handling of geo-
referenced information He outlined the major concepts behind the approach and its
apphcatlon m handling spatial information These concepts have also been presented in
many of the pure research papers, some of which wilt be discussed below.

Worboys defined a geo-object, which umfies spatial, temporal, graphical and
textual/numerical objects in his conceptualization. He also pointed out the little use of
proprietary obJect-oriented systems, except in cases like Mltne, M11ton & Smith (1993)
and David, Raynal, Schorter & Mansart (1993). Research on the extended relational
system has also faced difficulties Projects In extended relation DBMS on applications of
geo-referenced information include work by Lohrnan, Lmdsay, Plrahech, & Sctuefer
(1991), and Rowe & Stonebraker (1987)

Some obJect-oriented systems have been implemented using object-oriented
modeling and commercial OODBMS. W:lhamson & Stueky (1991) developed a generic
GIS supporting Earth resource imaging analysis The system consists of (I) a graphic,
raster and text interface; (2) a database containing maps, images, and graphical and
textual descriptors; and (3) a collectmn of processes which transform the representation
and content of the data objects m the GIS The system purportedly improved quality of
reports, database updates, and analysis and more timely access to widely dispersed
reformation. They argue that a more intumve Interface wlth the information in the
database also reduces the necessary mimmm-n training level for analysis.
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Comparison of object-oriented and reiationa| approaches
Typlcal modehng approaches use relatlonaI databases for data modeling and as the base
for programming languages they use to model different transportation processes.
However, the object-oriented approach has been said to have superior modehng power
because the DDL and DML are merged with the OO prcgrammmg language. Because of
this there is a tendency for the use of OODBMS to expand in comparison to relational
models. While the tatter models simply describe system states, object-oriented models
can describe both system states for data and system processes or behaviors in an
integrated context (Booch, I991, Rumbaugh, et al 1991)

Some limitations of existing DBMS (relational) have been identified by various
writers such as Herring (1992) F~rst, relational RDBMS lack ~ to provide for
special application needs (e g, provlslons for the user to edd new data types and methods,
addition of user-defined code, design of new storage me~ ods, and access to standard
packages) A table is created for each entity type, a row corresponds to an entity and
columns contain the attribute values However, a relational schema ends up with many
.additional tables because an attribute is restricted to being a mmpte bmlt-m type. An
attribute may not be a set of values, and relatmnsh~ps are also modeled using tables. For
G!S spatml and non-spatml data, they are complex enough that spreading entitles and
atmbutes into numerous tables is ’andes~rable (Wlegand & Adams, 1994)

Some of the advantages of OO modehng are that rela~ed data can_ be kept together
and relatmnshlps can be directly modeled (Medelros & Plres, 1994) The new geograpl~c
data models based on a set of feat~ire objects provide the rLeeded framework for a
~caleless and seamless database (Mamguenaud, 1995, GuImll. 1989) It also has the
DBMS characteristic of extenmblhD~ needed by GIS (Haas & Cody, 1991) For example,
lhe ablhty to add new data types (e g., points) and operatmns on them (e g., distance
#anctmns) and the ability to have a new set of operatmns as part of the query language
(e g, overlay) are added benefits (Gunther & Lamberts, 1994)

The use ofrelatmnal databases has been popular m the past and because of this, a set
of reliable and working software tools have been developed Tins software includes the
core database engine, modehng tools, and apphcatmn development utilities. It usually
incorporates a powerful query language (SQL) whlch has a sound mathematical basis 
relatmnal calculus (Date, 1985) and, usually operating on collectmns of fixed format
tables As opposed to this, the tools in an object-orlen~ed approach draw on a
semantmally ncher background. Unfortunately tl~s has allowed greater personal~zatmn of
the approach and a standard query language has not yet emerged. As a result, two
different types of obJect-databases have developed, one of them following many of the
ideas of the relatmnal model and the other deslgned to be integrated wlth an OO
Frogramming language (such as VERSANT). The goal of VERSANT’s type 
OODBMS is to transparently prowde persistence to the classes set m the OO
programming language. Ties to the relatmnal model prowde enhanced relatmnal
databases wlth an object interface. Those trod to VERSANT or other similar languages
emphamze persistent objects. Other tools include transtatm s between objects on the
program side and relational sets on the storage rode. Regardless of the tools selected, there
1,; a need for more application oriented technology. The de velopment of this software,
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however, must focus on questions of its modularity, its performance, Its scaleability, its
openness, its robustness, and its ease of use (Gollu, 1995).

The advantages and capabdmes of obJect-oriented systems include° (a) The
representation of elements m the object-based enwronment can be categorized into a
hierarchy of object classes The aNhty to perform various functions on &fferent classes
through polymorpbasm can further dlfferentlate network elements and modal choices m
ITS apphcatmns. Ttus abihty IS not readdy avadable wathout adding addltmnal structure
m the exlstmg relatlonal GIS (b) An obJect-oriented representatlon will be more
congemal to the percmved travel decxsaon enwrom-nent of an individual. It wall therefore
provide a more mmmve and user friendly environment for the ~mplementation of an ITS.
(c) it overcomes the dffl]culaes of the planar data structure and wall allow for a fner
dffferentmtmn of various geographm objects m the system. Running routing and spatial
search algorithms wall become less problematic. (d) It will facihtate the representatmn
and processing of a multMevel transportatmn network through introducing new classes
across different levels and new functmns for these classes, spatml search and queries wail
be handled more efficiently (e) It w~l! faclhtate the mtegratmn of a wide variety 
geographic objects and relatlons wathm a comprehensive geographic database

There are also Important advantages when implementing such object-oriented
systems m the real world (a) Less costly data integration - Because of the costs 
acqmrmg and maintaining geographical data, the cost of developing an ITS can be greatly
reduced ff part of the data can be shared and integrated across many other apphcatmns
An object-oriented approach can greatly faclhtate this through a untried scheme of object
abstraction and classlficatmn (b) Less costly maintenance and expansmn - The
modularlty of object-oriented systems renders them baghly extenslble, reusable v~d
maintainable (c) Higher data access efficiency and rehabfllty of the system

The major objectives when bmldmg an obJect-oriented system mciude the
establishment of an obJect-oriented data model through constructing the key abstractmns,
cIass structure and functmns that are reqmred Thus, we suggest that it is possible to braid
up an obJect-oriented GIS for ITS apphcatlons by generating a set of high-level
abstractmns of the ITS enwronrnent through domain analyszs These abstractmns may
include the transportatton network, the mobile and non-mobde users of the systems, and
the activity schedules and the adjustment strategies of travelers Key mechamsms
mvolved in the system would include processes like data acquzs~_tlon, message parsing,
acttwty scheduhng, routing, spatml search and lnformatlon display The class structure
and the module architecture of the system wall then be constructed based upon the above
analysm Spemfically, elements of the complex transportatmn network (including routes
that utlhze various modes such as transit routes) at various spatlal scales could be
represented m terms of abstract data types supporting inheritance, polymorphlsm and
dynamic binding.

Experimenting with an Object-Oriented AT[S
The first step in th~s experiment was to conceptualize the class tnerarchy that cou!d be
apphed to an ATIS, and develop an obJect-oriented GIS that could handle inheritance,
polymorphtsm and dynamtc binding We then developed a script language associated
wath this object system using C-r+ and C language, it can handle vanous mathematical
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and conditional statements, as well as defining classes and functions. The system is
designed to be fully functional w~thin the IBM PC environment.

Based on thls prelkuainary work, we tried to utilize a real world transportation
network and operate it in our object-oriented system. We used an ETAK database of the
Santa Barbara area as the primary host for our efforts. Thts is a comprehensive database
available commerclally.

Our first step was to read the ETAK mapbase _file structure for the Santa Barbara
network into our object class tuerarchy Next, we undertook the following steps: (1)
completing modification of the ETAK database to include attributes such as travel times
and sphts, weights or penalties on turns at signed or hghted intersections, one-way
streeting, lane changes, and temporal summmes of traffic volumes, and (2) expanding
the class hierarchy in order to accommodate these realistic traffic characteristlcs.

]Methods

,4. Layering:
The first task was to divide the base map of the Santa Barbara area into layers Most of
1he layers can be defined according to the attribute ~’pes defined witbJn the ETAK
MapBase format Each L-record attaches mformatmn to a point, line or region and has a
code which determines the type of attribute A layer is created for each type of attribute;
and each layer contains hsts of the following types of entl t~es circles, lines, points,
polyhnes, nodes, links and hne attrzbutes The first four are the graphical enUties common
to most CAD and GIS systems The nodes and hnks are the entzties used to define the
street network and will be described below The line attributes are records used to
describe the hne and hnk entrees They contain a subset o [’the mformatmn attached to
each hne element mttun the MapBase format: they include the left and right street
addresses, census block numbers, topologmal znformatmn, etc.

Because the MapBase format defines many more attribute types than actually occur
within the Santa Barbara County Map, most of the layers ended up empty An important
work that was to add m some of the detailed attributes m the ETAK database and build
the layers Transzt routes were stored m another layer with pointers referring to the street
network in order to perform routing. Space w~ll be consen,ed by allocating only the enti~
itsts wbJch actually contain ztems m order to mimmize storage.

B. Partitioning:
~[qae major purpose of partitioning is to enhance the efflcmncy of spatial search. Some
means of paztmomng the map is reqmred ff displaying the zoomed-in map takes nearly as
long as displaying the entire map The reason is that storing the map as a "flat" file
requires comparing each entity to the viewing box. The exl:ent of the vmwmg box is
determined by a translatable origin and axes scale factors This problem can be alleviated
by partmoning the contents of each layer Partltioning allows the rendering of only those
sections of the map which overlap with the viewing box wtthout "touching" all of the
eatlties. The increase in performance resulting from accessing only the necessary entities
can be observed whenever a spatmi, ly localized subset of the map is to be referenced. This
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will occur not only during the tasks ofdmplaymg the map but during many other
analyses, including route computation.

The descriptlon given above of a "layer" stated that each layer contained a set of
entity hsts, one for each type of entity The partitioned entity hsts replace that description.
Each layer consmts of elther the hsts of entrees or a set of partmoned entity lists. A
hlerarch~cal spatml tree can be used to amplement the partmonmg The tree consists of a
set of hmrarctncaliy arranged bounding boxes The bounding box for the entire map is
used as the boundary of the "root" In a sense, the unpartmoned entrees are stored at the
root of the tree because al| of the ennties are contained within its associated bounding box
(by definitlon) The root bounding box IS divlded into N-by-N quadrants to define the 1 
level The original box as the "parent" and the smaller N-by-N boxes are the ~’children."
Each child as itself subdivided into N-by-N boxes This recurmve subdlwsmn as repeated
until a speclfied "depth" as achmved. The bounding boxes at the first level defne the
tree’s "leaves "The contents of each layer as partitioned by dec~dlng which leaf s
bounding box contains the entity This declsmn as made using the entlt-y centroid. The
entity as copmd to the appropriate ennty hst m the leaf and as subsequently removed frorn
the unpartmoned hst Although ~t as possible to use a different spatml partmonmg for
each layer, the same spatml quadtree is used for all layers.

In the first phase of braiding the system, only the leaves of the tree will be used to
determine whether to draw each pamtaon’s ent~tms The more soptustmated and efficient
approach (to be pursued lateI) wouid be to compare the bounding boxes at each level 
the tree to the wewmg box A sawng m processing time would arise whenever the
remaining depth of the tree could be agnored because the botmdmg box at the given !evel
&d not overlap the viewing box

C. Hierarchical layering:

We require the capabthty to hlerarchmalIy relate different road types for use m route
selection. In a muln-modal sxtuanon, we also reqmre the different layers of routes to be
related. Code can be written to create these relanons at the "Iayer’" level We build on the
recent work of Gollu (I 995) for thas purpose The first step ~s to define a "road-layer"
class and then to "derive" more specific types of roads from this class "Derive" is the
object-oriented term meaning to estabhsh a "kind-of’ or "’parent-child" relation between
objects (Egenhot~r & Frank, 1989). The derived or "child" class is stud to "inherit" the
propertms of its "parent" class, including the parent class’s attributes and ~ts associated
functmns. A relanon might be estabhshed between a class "car" and a class "vehicle." It
could then be stud that "car as derived from vehMe" and that "a car is a type of vehicle."

The class definmons are stored m text files which, when processed, define the layer
hierarchy. The class defimtlons describe both the hierarchmal relation as well as the
attributes attached to "instances" of each class In our case, the °’instances" correspond to
Items placed Into the given layer. Defimng the layer baerarchy is taken care of by the first
hne, "class road. layer"° It as useful at the same time to define the potential attributes of
entltms contained by the layer The attributes are only "potentml" because the entaties are
not reqmred to have defined atmbutes
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D. Associations between entities and attributes:
"[’here seem to be several approaches to associating entities and attributes, each having
different drawbacks. One is for each entity to contain a pointer to its attribute. When the
ent1~" possesses art attribute, the pointer would be set to the attribute’s memory address;
when the entlty doe not, the pointer would be set to NULl,. A second method, similar to
the first, would be to place a pointer to an entity wittun each attribute. A tturd method
would b e to asmgn a unique identification code (i e., "handle" or "object identifier") 
each enuty. Attnbu’Ees would then refer to their entity using thls code. A single-bit flag
mzght be set wlthin an entlty to mdzcate that an entity possesses an attribute.

The first two of these approaches are pointer-based. They have the drawback that
they allow only a singIe attribute to be associated with each entity (unless a more
c, omplicated scheme zs maplemented to allow lists of attribute pointers for each entl~).
One or the other approach would be preferred depending on from which rode most of the
computatmn would be done If me.st computatmn involved only the attributes with
infrequent reference to the entrees, then the pointer.,; mlgN be better placed wlthm the
attributes An addmonal consideratmn Is whether the entlty-attnbute relatmns will be
sp~se or dense The space consumed by NULL pointers under sparse conditions might be
tmacceptabte For the third method, actually associating art entity vath its attribute
reqmres searctung the attribute Iist for the attnbute hawng the entlty’s zdenuficatlon code.
This reqmred computatmn is what is made zmphcit within the pointer-based approaches°

E. Generic attribute hierarchies
The capabzh~ to define class hlerarchies is not spemfic to layers, but may also be used to
define hierarchies of any mformatmn (e g. types of actlwttes, types of destinations). The
use of the word "layer" In the road-class definmon causes some special handling that
creates internal data structures related to the map. Another way to say this is that the
k eyword "layer" acts as a bmlt-m "base" class The trick wall b e to demde what we want
Herarchles o5 what the attributes should be, and how we will ,51I in the atmbutes.

Theoretical and Applied Implications of Using OOGIS in ATIS
Transportatmn Smence is host to a variety of theories concerning (among others) network
structure, routing algorithms, traveler actiwty patterns, mode choice, demand forecasting,
vehacle or traffic assignment, trip allocatmn, and traveler behawor. Our paper today has
direct relevance for mp allocatlon and prediction, activity scheduling, and traveler
behavior, and redirect relevance to other theories.

Most transportation models derive bamc assumptions from econometric models.
These include assumptlons of ecor, omic ratmnality and utihty maximization of travel
related choices. Simphfied spatml assumptions include those of shortest-path route
selection and selection of closest altematlves for mteracuoa purposes In addition,
n aveters are assumed to be low risk takers, creatures of habit 0 e invariably repeat
behaviors), and to have perfect mformatmn, such assumpttons are often necessary to
produce normauve or optimal solutmns for transportatmn problems.

In practice, mformatmn is usually pamal or incomplete, Is not available
instantaneously, and may be difficult to interpret or mtegrate into an exlstmg knowledge
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base Knowledge bases are ~mperfect, as are our mental models (1 e. cognmve maps) 
environments through whlch travel takes place Environments are partially represented.
Drivers often have wetl formed habits that are difficult to change; these are easy to
model. But much driver behavior is not habltuated, but is better described m terms of
problem solvmg Driver decaslons may be rational, but often we don’t know the
appropriate criteria to judge them Consequently we limit those criteria to a few that are
mathematically tractable. Sometmaes we deveIop theories or model.; rand asstmap~Ic, ns
that are sensible for deahng wlth fi’e@at traffic, or for deahng wlth fleet vel-ncular
movements that have httle or no driver independence revolved, then assume that
mdlvlduahzed vehlcular traffic can be hkewlse constrained

When discussing ATIS, we must remember that we are deahng ,~th mdlvldual
drivers pursuing their own act~wty schedules, rather than fleet operators seekang cost
mimmlzatlon soiutmns to dnwng problems There Is, therefore, a need to work m a more
reahstlc rather than a more abstract and s~mphfied enwronment; there ~s a need to
incorporate more reahst~c assumptions of driver behavior and even network structure,
there lS a need to conmder Indlwdual differences in risk taking propensIt2," and stated
preferences for travel Allowance must be made for both active movers (those seeking
solutmns to traffic problems) and passive stayers (those wamng :n s,.tu for someone else
to solve the problem)

A wable ATIS must be n~or~ rcahst~c than normative As ::’:.oh :t :s difficult to
imagine a good usable and practical ATIS being driven by emstmg theoretical pnnciples
or concerns The potentml for developing a real-world real-t~me ATIS may be
slgnaficantty increased by using a GIS as a host

A host GIS can allow different levels or classes of objects Starting with the most
baslc feature - the transport network - a GIS can share an accurate geocoded database
complete w~th curves, gradients, non-planar mtersectmns, and movement controls, or at
could develop cognmvely warped and wewpomt specific systems. Tbas introduces
versatlhty into the network representatmn

A GIS should pro’vtde alternat1,~e path selectlon a!gonthrns with a variety of route
selectmn crlterta (e g shortest path, fastest path, longest leg first, most aesthetic route,
etc.) Such criteria may be most ~mportant m selecting alternate routes and alternate
destinatmns after experiencing congestion, hazards, constructmn, or other travel delay
scenarios

By more fmthfully and reahstlcatly encoding routes and livAcmg sets of attributes to
them, reroutmg and changing destinations should become more acceptable procedures.
There ts httle sense m recommending an alternat~ve route that ~s restricted to local streets
w~th numerous stop s~gns, ~t a traveler’s cmena for path selectmn ~s "fastest route". It
makes httle sense to recommend an alternatlve route that crosses many artenals ff a
traveler wishes to avoid traffic s~gnals or wants to mmlmlze left turns Most ATIS to date
prowde only one alternative routing model (often a modified Dukstra algorithm) many
of today’s GIS offer a set of alternatxve route selectmn mode!s which allow mdividuaIs to
express their preferences for different controlling criteria.

Object-oriented GIS in partlcular altows for detailed attributes to be attached to
routes. Routes can be conceptuahzed as continuous lanes over the entire length of a
street, rather than as multiple arcs with begmmng and ending mtersectmn nodes And, as
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shown previously, features such as hierarchical layering, class structures, inheritance of
atmbutes, polymorphasms, and encapsulation processes give much versatility and
considerable repIicatlon of how we perceive the reality of transportation systems.

Thus, as technology (such as GIS) allows us to model and describe transportation
systems more completely, there emerges a need to re-think existing models and theories
winch were developed m times of sparser knowledge and understanding of both system
complexity and human behavior. While not denying the continued usefulness of
(normauve) theones and models as ways to formalize the state of our knoMedge, there 
also httle doubt that as we enter this new age of information dlstributlon, new sets of
constraimng assumptions are needed As we develop more comprehensive tools for
obtaining environmental informatmn (e g. remote sensing, satellite imagery) our need 
slmplif3~ for the sake of mathematical elegance may be reduced. And as we develop
technologies for detailed exammatlon of driver activities and behavior (e.g. traffic and
driver mmulators) our knowledge of the range of feaslble and likely behavmrs should
escalate - agmn requinng revlsmns of hmmng behaworal assumptmns.

Thus, as we explore the use of current and furore technology, there should be direct
~cnd immediate feedback to the domains of theory and model building.

Conclusion
We expect that this research will have Important slgnzficance on both basic and applied
tevels. We have conceptuahzed and developed an object-oriented geograptuc reformation
system Our continuing effort wilI focus on the data modeling issues ofa multl-modal
r etwork, and the lmplementatmn of a m_ultl-strategy travel dec~smn support system built
on th~s object-oriented system We have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of
an obJect-oriented approach to transportation modehng Apart from its improved
capabfl~t3~ of handhng the transport network as more of a l:,erceptually accurate system,
the obJect-oriented data model allows us to incorporate hierarcbacal layering within the
bamc network that t~es to the normal engineenng way of interpreting road systems.
t%lymorphlsm allows us to perform ITS functions on various classes of objects in the
transportatmn network, an abihty that is not easily obtmned m existing systems. The
approach also appears hkely to substantmlly decrease the tune revolved in Interacting
with the database part~cularly by u:sing partitmmng and inheritance characteristics. Cost
of operatmn should consequently be reduced Both these ihctors are important when
conmdenng the primary aim of the ATIS component of an ITS is to get useful
11fformation to travelers in as timely a manner as possible so that on-route decision
making can be undertaken

There are many basic research problems relating to the development of workable
object-oriented data models for use in transportation ptannmg and this research has
examined some of these. We also expect that the data model as developed will greatly
fi~cilitate the ~mplementation of ITS by more quickly resolvmg conflicts with respect to
ultimate selectmn of routes, substltutmg destinations, changing activity patterns, and
rescheduhng act~wtxes.

Our project was designed to contribute to the next generation of traffic management
technology, pamcularly in terms of dispensing reformation to travelers in a pre-planning
or on-route phase via an ATIS ITS generally appears to be moving more towards
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Object-Oriented data structures and models and we beheve our work is m line with these
nationwide trends.

Some of the critical features involved m evaluating the worth of any obJect-oriented
data model or obJect-oriented data structure include Its ease of use, the relevance of the
attributes defined in the system, whether or not the model deals w~th real or artificial
concepts, the degree to whlc;~ there is a clear translatmn between model entities and the
actual objects, and whether or not there are acceptable matches between those activities
undertaken m the real world mid those actlvltles incorporated into the model. Other
criteria relate to the number of modules embedded In the system that have to be changed
m order to work m a real environment, the number of steps that operatmn of the system
requires, the degree to whlcl~L one must know and accept a process model of the system,
and the time that is required to Integrate changes in the system to ensure it is a dynamic
real time one
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Abstract:

The objective of tlus paper is to review ob]ect-oneated (OO) approaches to data modeting

and data handling and thelr usefulness m transportation ptanning and modeling in general

and Intelligent Transportation Systems m pamcular. The paper begins with a discussion

of the current GIS data model for representing a transportatlon network and the most

common database management systems used in the context of transportation planning.

We then discuss object-omentation, its different properties and ~ts usefulness in

representing a multl-modaI, multz-scale network with hzerarchzcaI road types. We also

discuss alternative database management schemes Finally we review some existing

systems and discuss the impbcations of adopting an obJect-oriented perspecUve
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;Purpose

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) utilize advarced commumcafion and

transportation technologies to achJeve traffic efficiency and safety. The different

components of ITS include Advanced Traveler Informatioa Systems (ATIS), Automated

Highway Systems (AHS), Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS), Advanced

Vehicle Control Systems (AVCS) and Advanced Public Transportation Systems (APTS)

(Figure 1). Development of a system for ITS critically depends on our capability 

incorporate a vast amount of infonnanon about the locanons of features and to maintain a

complex representatmn of the transportation network for various actlvmes within a

geographm database (Wathng and Vuren, 1993; Schofer, I<ahattak, and Koppelman, 1993;

Kwan, 1994, Kanninen, 1996. ). The system therefore needs to be constructed based on

an integrated and comprehenslve Geographm Informanon System (GIS) (Worboys, 1992,

1994; Tomhn, 1990, van Oosterom and van den Bos. 1989; Wiegand and Adams, I994).

Unlike the sunphfied planar graph t~heoretlc, transport network representanons used by

current ITS, GIS are able to provide a more realistm representation of elements of the

complex transportation enviromnent. As such, there is conmderable potential for GIS to

become prominent for constructing a real-nine multi-strategy travel decision support

system as we concelve ~t.

[Insert Figure 1 about here]

The first ITS requirement which is met by a GIS is the capability to represent the

transportation network in detail sufficient to perform different network algorithms.

modehng and simulations. In the real world, a transportation network has different types

ofroads, (e.g. highway, artenals, local streets, etc ) and cliff?rent types ofintersectmns

(e.g. signalized and non-signalized) that are of interest to rFS buiIders. For some

applications, information on intersectmns, lanes and lane changes such as turn lanes and
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merging lanes, highway entrances and exits, etc, is also important. Other applications

may require geometric representation of road curvature and mchne.

Current GIS data models usually represent a network as a cotlecnon of links wath

nodes created at the link intersections Unless addmonal structure is added, the link-node

nature of the current commercially available topologmal data model is basically planar

and cannot distmgmsh an intersection at grade from an mtersecnon with an overpass or

underpass which does not cross at grade The difficulty in accurately representing

overpasses or underpasses may lead to problems when running various routing algorithms

(e g recommending that a traveler make a ieft-mm at an intersectlon that proves to be an

overpass’).

There are other s~tuatlor~s m wbach we may want to differentiate different types of

nodes. In a link-node structure, a node IS created when there is an intersection. However,

when the traveter needs to make a decision to move along the network, there are many

declsmn points that they need to encounter in addmon to mtersectlons (hke a barrier

along a street ) Sometimes, different nodes may lead to different behaviors. For example,

we usually make a U-turn at a dead-end node or a bamer Currently existing software

does not handle tins dffferennatlon An object-oriented approach :s thus promising in this

aspect.

A second ITS requirement ~s that, since ITS appimatlons have to operate at various

spatial scales, a multMevel representation of a transportation network is needed. At the

local level (i.e., city or county), the transportation network needs to be represented m very

great detail for navlganonal purposes, whereas only the major elements such as the

interstate or state inghways need be represented for travel at the regmnai, state or

interstate levels. Further, relationships between data at different scales have to be

established. Only through the use of a more efficient geographic data model can we hope

to overcome these and other related problems (van Oosterom and van den Bos, 1989;

Roberts, Gahegan, Hogg, & Hoyle, 1991). Several recent attempts to tackle such
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problems wlttun transportation modehng have focused on the object-oriented approach

(e.go Mamguenaud, 1995; van Oosterom and Schenketaars, 1995).

A third requirement is that IT’S must handle the real-time updating of the waffic

patterns and transmission of information. To provide traw:lers with timely decision

support, an Advanced Traveler InforrnaUon System (ATIS) needs to receive and transmit

data in real-time through a communications network which connects a vast number of

system elements, including traffic sensors and locatlon-trackang devices. Even for a mid-

s~zed city. like Santa Barbara (approximately 180,000 people and 13,000 segments in its

transport network), the real-time update and transmisszon of data is already a ve~

challenging problem. To keep reformation on the dynamic environment current and self-

consistent even in the presence of concurrent updates and queries from around the

network, we need to go beyond the; existing data handling technologies of current ITS and

GIS. The system wltl likely be distributed and will reqmre spatial partltloumg tmlored for

effective access

To meet these requirements, we explore here the use of object-oriented data

modeling and database technologie;s. Below, we review the; object-oriented approach in

relation to transportation planning and modehng, examine and compare object-oriented

systems with others, and discuss the imphcatlons of adopting an object-oriented GISo

Object-oriented approach -An overview

Genera/

Object-orientation (00) is a technology that integrates various programming and

modeling techniques for analyzing the world An object-oriented model is a collection of

discrete objects, their associations ~md their interrelationships An object-oriented model

also is an enumeration of the ways in which a system trans ~’orrns its values and an
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elaboranon of the timing, sequencing and control of events. It is a methodology which

formahzes many of the operatlons performed m any modeling exercise.

Object-oriented modeling has been rewewed and discussed extensively (e.g.,

Rumbaugh, Blaha, Premerlara, and Lorensen, 1991, Martin, 1993, and Booch, 1994) as

well as m several texts spec:fic to database systems (Khoshafian & Abnous, 1990; Kim,

1990, Gupta and Horowltz, I991, Khoshafian, 1993, Loom:s, 1995). The major concepts

are well-documented m these books and reports Major constructs of the OO approach,

mcluding obJect idennty, encapsuIatxon, inheritance, generalizanon, specialazation,

aggregatmn, and polymorphasm, are d:scussed also m th:s hterature and m an increasing

number of GIS related journal artmles (e g. Worboys, 1992, 1994b, Worboys,

Hearnshaw, & Magmre, t 990, Egenhofer and Frank, 1989). We summarize tins material

below AI~ough we wil1 use OO terminology, some of the concepts predate the

development of object oriented methods wh:le others are partmuiar to :t

Object identtty

ObJect-oriented models look at the real world m terms oftangable objects and how they

behave For example, the transportat:on network can be represented as different objects

such as h:ghways, lntersect:ons, and ramps Each object has :ts own methods wtuch

specify the different mampulatmns possible by an object of that type. A message or

request sent to an object w:i[ revoke the object’s methods. For example, calcudatmg the

shortest travel tame between two locat:ons may be represented as a method of a street

network object.

Note that existing GIS usually represent the transl0ortat:on network in terms of links

(i.e. road segments) w:th nodes (i.e. street antersections). This :s called the Iink-node

structure. Each hne segment typically has a umque :dent:ficanon A relational database

such as ARCINFO may be used to link the spatial objects ruth other attributes. In such

a database, each record is d:stmguished by the data values it contains Its :dentity is not
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easily retained if some of its properties change over time (Korth and Silberschatz,

1991) In the obJect-oriented system, each object corresponds to an entity in the modeled

world. Its identity is retained even if its properties change ,over time. For example, if an

object magrates several stages (i.e. change as the transpo~mon network changes), it will

stdl keep the unique identification through verslonmg. As such, we say that the object

iJentlty (OID) is perszstent. We can use verslonmg to represent the changes of, for

example, census tracts over tlme (Worboys, 1992).

Classification

ObJects can be classified into different object types A type description generally consists

efa descnptlon of the atmbutes and methods supported by objects of that type A type

may also have addmonal attributes which are not associated with any indlwdual object

but with the type as a whole° The 13/pe descnptmn is also referred to as defining the

interface of ~he ty. pe An object class is a software Implementation of an object type. A

~,’pe may be represented by several classes Classification in object models is an

abstraction method and models the real world m terms of a t,aerarcbacal taxonomac

siructure Basically all of the following OO concepts concern aspects of classification.

In the object model, a class can be further divided into subclasses Elsewhere, we

have experimented with a system that consists of a spatlal object/merarchy winch

examines the network as a hierarchy of point, polylme, polygon and polylme list objects

(Kwan, Speigle and Golledge, 1996) Figure 2 details the conceptualization of 

h~ erarchy for the subclasses Node and Link to represent the transportation network.In

F [gure 2 we graphically depict a subset of the baslc elements of a vector-based,

traasportatmn model We use a subset of the notation of Rumbaugh and colleagues’

Object Modeling Techrdque (OMT) (199t). Each box represents a different class and 

t1~xee sectmns: the class name, class attributes, and cIass methods. Attributes are

indicated either graphically or by listing their labels and types in the section below the



class name The hnes connecting different classes represent relationships between those

classes The type of the rehmonshlp is indicated by the symbols at the ends of the

attaching lines Inheritance is ln&cated by a tnangle connecting the superclass to its

subclass Aggregatlon is indicated by a &amond on the side of the class which contains

the aggregated attributes These relanons are labelled with the name of the aggregated

atmbute. A one-to-one relatmnsbap ~s m&cated by an unadorned Iine; a zero-to-many

relationship is indicated by a c~rcle

The Point and Polyhne classes are derived from the base class Spatial Spatial defines

the interface supported by all derived classes These methods are abstract because they

are not actually supphed by Spatla[, but are supphed by the derived class The class Node

is denved from Point, and class Link, from Polyhne W~th the exceptmn of"ram costs"

for Node, the attributes are indicated grapNcallyo A Link irtcludes references to a pear of

Nodes, m addmon to the hst of intervening vemces inherited from Polyline We can

further model the real world Node as Stop and No-stop Node subclasses as m the real

world transportatmn network (Figure 3) The Lank class may be further modeled 

Hzghw’ay, Interstate and Addressed road types (Figure 4)

[insert Figure 2 about here]

[insert Figure 3 about here]

[insert Figure 4 about here]

Generahzatlon

Several classes of objects, which have some propemes and operatmns in common, can be

grouped by forming a more general super class Each subclass would describe a

specialization of the super c~tass. Tbas concept ts especially ~mportant for the abstraction
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of a real transportation network. For example, the object t3,pe Highway, Interstate and

Addressed can be grouped to a super class Road (Figure 4).

Association

A relauonship between stmilar objects can be ~ouped together to form a higher level

object (Brodie, 1984). The term set is used to describe the association, and each

associated object in the set is called a member (Egenhofer .and Frank, 1989). This 

important to GIS because spatial relationships may be modeled as associations. In the

transpo~atlon context, an assoctatlon can represent t,he relationstups between network

elements and other spatial objects. For example, a highway may be ms, de a city and

together this forms a set (haghway in city) An ordered collecuon of intersections can 

grouped to form a road and tlus is called an ordered association.

Aggregatlon

Several objects can be grouped together to form a compomte object, creating a kigher-

level object which may itself be referred to. The mode! of flus process Is called

aggregatmn. For example, the object type Hzghw@, is an aggregatmn of lanes, road sign

~ositions, exit entrance and ramps, and so on.

Details of objects are suppressed m the constltuent or aggregated objects Every

fiastance of an aggregate object can be decomposed into instances of the component

objects while keeping its own functlonahty. However, the operations on the aggregate

may not be compatible with operattons on its components (Egenhofer and Frank, 1989).

Inheritance

IlTherztance is a major-type/sub-type relationship. It is intrinsically related to

generalization. Inheritance is the mechanism by which a t?pe inherits properties (data

s~.rucmre and methods) of its super type. A type Road may represent the generalization

of arterial, collector and highway. The arteriaI, collector arLd haghway may be

considered specializations of Road. The supertype/subtype relation is indicated in the
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subtype definmon. The subtype is stud to be derived from or to be the chdd of the parent

type. For example, a highway denved from Road would inherit the propemes of Road

(Figure 4 and 5). By being a subtype of Road, It has the atmbutes of length, number 

lanes, speed limlt, direction and dxvider type. Inhentance is one of the most powerful and

distmctxve characteristics of object orientation. The act of inheriting propemes from

more than one super type is called mulnple inheritance.

[insert Figure 5 about here]

PotymorpNsm

Poiymorpbasm generally represents the quahty or state of an object, winch is able to

assume different forms In a programming context, polymorph~sm as the mechamsm by

whlch the same sequence of programming statements can be used to manipulate objects

of different types One form ofpolymorphtsm ts cailed overloading With overloading,

the same operator (e g the "addition",+, operator or the "pnnt yourself’ message) can

perform different functlons depending on the class of the object rece~wng the message. It

is a very. tmportant feature for transportatxon modehng For examp[e, the hnk-node

structure assumes that the tramsportation network ts represented as links and nodes, and

there is no differentlatmn bel~een these links and nodes. The delay function m this type

of system cannot be easily modeled differently for signaled intersections versus non-

signaled mtersectmns, or for highways versus local streets Polymorphism within an

object-oriented context allows these different network elements to be modeled using

different functions, but wtth the same, overloaded operator representing the delay

functmn. Khoshafian and Abnous (1990) listed the advantages of overloading in terms 

progranmaing: (i) extensibdlty - the same algorithm or funct!on may be apphed 

instances of many classes (some of wtuch may be defined m the future) without

modifying its code; (2) development of more compact code because there is no need 
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1 tst out all the mmatlons for different classes; (3) clarity - the code is more readable and

comprehensible. A penalty is pad for the run-rime binding of messages to functions

which depend on an object’s type. Nevertheless, specially designed constructs such as

hash tables and indexes have been developed to lessen the

performance penalt7 of dynamic binding (Khoshafian and Abnous, 1990).

In some languages, pararnemc types can be used to define a ctass’s methods.

Parametrzc polymorphzsm allows the construction of several functions of the same name

with type parameters which distmgmsh them. For example, a delay funcnon can be

formulated as COST[D] with D as a parameter of different types of distance measure. In

t~ansportatlon research, dtstance can be measured as either travel tune or actual distance

So the parameter D could be e~ther a ~pe of integer (in terms ofnunutes oftravet time)

or a type of real number (m terms of meters ofphysicai dis1 ance). Different procedures

may impIement the same functionality for dtfferent argument types. In GO languages

aath a separate compzle phase, this type of binding occurs at compile-time whale

overioadmg polymorphlsm occurs at run-time. Thus, one o fthe strongest advantages of

parametric polymorphlsm is code snanng for generic types wxth the power of strong

t3’pmg

EncapsulatEon

Good GO designs enforce encapsulation and informatmn hiding. The state of a

completely encapsulated object can be mampulated and read[ only by invoking operations

that are specified wUhin the type defimtion. For example, "adthin an object-onented GIS,

we can implement a quadtree spatial partitioning structure (Kwaa et. at, 1996) but this

structure can be easily replaced with an R-tree (Guttman, 1984) or a combination of 

splay tree and a quadtree structure (Cobb, Chung, Shaw, and Arctur 1995) based on the

data needs for faster access. Replacements, such as these, me made easier by

encapsulation Encapsutatmn leads to a design which is modularized at the level of the
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object classes. Implementation changes will not ripple outslde a class’s member functions

as long as all access to an object’s state is by means of its public interface. In some

languages (e g., C++) the class defimtion may also include prtvate methods which are

used internally by the class but winch are not accessible from outslde the class°

Types of O0

When we talk about object-onentanon, we accept that the concept may revolve different

dimensions OO includes modehng~ programming, and database management.

One widely held view is that the obJect-oriented approach to database management

allows a more natural integration of the database with the object-oriented programming

Ianguage used to manipulate it (Loomis, 1993o., Loomis, 1993b, Loorms, 1995)

ao O0 modeling

OO models the real world as closely as possible (in the chosen code) It is a conceptual

tool that can be used in virtually any problem dommn. OO modeling refers to the

development stage in which a complex system is descrlbed by a set of abstract types on

which certain behaviors are defined. Unhke other modehng techniques which focus on

functions, OO focuses on the essential constructs wlthm a problem domain. The OO

model vlews the world as oblects, and starts with objects (e.g., lanes, mtersectmns) with

distinct attributes (e.g, directionality, signahzation) and behaviors (e.g., linking segments

or lanes and intersections to .make an O-O trip) The methocL/message metaphor is similar

enough to natural language and human problem solving that the mismatch between the

conceptuahzatlon and specification is minimized.

Tradmonally, transportatmn networks have been modeied as a planar graph (Guting,

1991). The disadvantages of a planar network include. (a) not being able to handle

multiple representation levels, and (b) not handling non-planar junctions. An additional

problem not specific to planar networks is that many models do not allow the network to
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be a mixture of one and two way .~treets. It is argued that object-orientation can

overcome some of these limitauons Mamguenaud (1995) modeled the logical graph

topology using an object-oriented approach to allow the handling of multi-level networks.

l~he existing digital network databases do not distinguish a local versus a regional

transportatlon network. Mamguenaud introduces a class hterarchy where two classes are

clenved from the basic Node/Edge cIasses, called the MasterNode and MasterEdge

classes. These classes override the basic fanctionahty of the Node,’Edge classes and

allow the Master vermons to be abstractmns of sub-netwoIks. Tlns approach may be

contrasted with other conceptualizations of multz-scale such as those dealing with map

display (Cobb, Chung, Shaw and Arctur, 1994) In another paper, we have experimented

with an obj oct-oriented system to overcome the problems of a planar network and a

network with mixed one-way and two-way dxrectlons (see Kwan, Spelgle and Golledge,

1996)

b. OO programming

An OO programming ianguage provides direct support for the OO modeling constructs.

As such, the gap between system requirements and system Implementation is reduced.

Several different aspects of OO increase the ease ofrevlsirLg existing code (Carroll and

Elhs, 1995). The primary mechan:,sm is mhentance. Another mechanism is aggregatmn

combined with delegating messages to an object’s components. A third mechamsm

supported by some languages (e g., C++) ~s that ofparame:erized types A parameterized

type or template class is a class which accepts as an argument an the type definition the

name of another class. The template class is used to represent an algorithm (e.g., a List or

3aTay storage class) which manipulates objects of an arbitrary type.

OO is also hailed for its ability to provide the abstractions which allow the programmer to

c~nceptualize more diffictflt problems than would otherwise be possible. The levels of

abstraction and enca,sulatmn allow the programmer to design a system in terms of a set
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of interacting types rather than being mired m the specifics of alI of the speclalizatlons of

the different types.

c. OO Database Management Systems (OODBMS)

Selection of an affordable Database Management System (DBMS) is very tmportant

in handhng transportatlon data, especially m wew of the increasing size of digital

databases An obJect-oriented DBMS (OODBMS) supports the object-oriented paradigm

and stores the instances of classes The systems support efficient storage of arbltrarily

complex objects whose attributes are formed by mhemance and aggregation. A standard

query language, however, ~s a topic of current research

The hmltatIons of existing DBMS, especially relatlonal DBMS for stonng

geograptuc data, have been discussed by W1egand and Adams (1994), and Kemper and

Moerkotte, (1994) Wlegand and Adams (1994) began with the argument that relational

models do not easily handle the complexltJ’ of geograpluc data and a better GIS can be

built by (I) using a DBMS as a base for the system, (2) using object-oriented modeling,

and (3) having an extens~ble system They used an actual OODBMS and transposed

current relatmnal GIS into an OO model.

A survey of commercially avmlable OODBMS was recently given by Kemper and

Moerkotte (1994). They mclude Gemstone, 02, Ontos, Itasca, Versant, Matisse,

Object~wt-y/DB, and ObjectStore The data model, control concepts, arcbatecture, related

hterature, and performance enhancements are discussed. Welgand and Adams (1994)

examined several commercml OODBMS and extended-relational systems such as

POSTGRES, Starburst, O2, Objectstore, and Gemstone. Advantages of OO according to

their research include muItiple representation (e.g, different scales), multiple geometries,

and an increased amount of non-spatial reformation that cart be stored within the feature

object. Relationships between feature objects can be directly stored as part of the model
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lather than via an indexing key. These points wall be expa~aded upon in a later secUon in

which OODBMS will be compared with relational database management systems

(RDBMS) implementations.

Towards an Object-onented GIS

Worboys (1992a & b, 1994a & b), and Worboys, Hearnshaw, & Magmre (1990),

surveyed the state of the object-oriented paradigm as it applies to the handhng of geo-

referenced information. They outlined the major concepts bekind the approach and tts

application m handhng spatial infcrmanon These concepts have also been presented in

the majority of the pure research papers, some of which wnll be discussed below

Worboys (1994b) defined a geo-object, wbach conceptually unifies spatial, temporal,

ga’aptucal and textual/numerical objects. He also pointed out that there is little use of

t:,ropnetary object-oriented systems, except m cases like Mihae, Mdton & Srmth (1993)

and David, Raynal, Schorter & Mansart (1993). Research on the extended relational

system has also faced difficulties Projects m extended relational DBMS on applications

of geo-referenced reformation include work by Lohman, Lkndsay, Plrahech, & Schaefer

( [ 991), and Rowe & Stonebraker (1987)

Some object-oriented systems have been maplemented using object-oriented

modeling and commercial OODBMS. Williamson & Stucky (1991) developed a generic

GIS supporting Earth resource imaging anatyms. The system consists of (1) a graphic,

raster and text interface; (2) a database contaimng maps, images, and graphical and

textual descriptors; and (3) a collection of processes which transform the representation

~ad content of the data objects m the GIS. The system purportedly improved quality of

reports, database updates, and analysls and allowed more timely access to widely

dispersed talon’nation. They argue Nat a more intuitive interface with the information in

the database also reduces the necessary minimum training level for analysis.



Mllne et al. (1993) dlscuss the constructlon of an OO GIS based on the general

purpose OODBMS, ONTOS, and use the Spatlal Data Transfer Standard (SDTS) 

provide a model for the basra spatial object classes. They compare the performance of

ORACLE and SIRO-DBMS with their extended ONTOS system and report an

impresslve perfomlance gain Davld et a[ (I993) describe the implementat,on of an 

GIS using the OODBMS 02. They distmgmsh between mode (semantic geograpl-acal

model and locahzatlon modei) and structure (spaghetti, network and maps structure).

Scho[1 and Vmsard (1992) tmplemented a spatlal, retanonal-hke query language on top 

the OODBMS 02

Acceptable performance’ from an object-oriented spanal database can be achleved

only through the use of spatial indexing and clustering. These issues are receiving an

increasing mount of attentmn m the object-onented database hteramre (see Salzburg,

1994) SpatmI indexing provides a way of locating objects based on spatml cntena. The

numerous schemes whlch have been proposed include point and regmn quadtrees (Samet,

1989), R-trees (Guttman, 1984), and K-d trees (Bentley, 1975) These schemes 

essentmI for avoiding a serm[ search of the entire database when handling queries which

mclude spatml condmonals Ciustenng refers to the actuat layout of a set of objects

e~ther on the permanent store’ or w~tlvn the server-s~de/client-s~de object managers. A

general discusslon of the issues m clustering an obJect-oriented database, as well as the

implementatmn in 02, may be found m Benzaken and Delobel(1990). The basic goal 

a clustenng algorithm is to place together entities which are accessed together.

Implementing these schemes w~ttnn an object-oriented database ts complicated because

both relatmns between objecl s must be taken into account as well as the class hierarchy.

Full implementatmns would mtegrate the indexing completely ~h the query processor.

An efficient indexing implernentatlon would also be mirrored m the clustering scheme.

Many systems rely on art object-~dentlfier scheme for retrieving objects from the

database Unless the object identifiers (OID) also indicate m some way the spatial
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position of the object, this retneva[ could only be implemented using non-spatial

indexing. One approach is to mairttain a structure which rnaintains a current ’working’

section of the spatial database.(Cobb et al, 1995) Searches based on OID would then

proceed from the most-to-least currently used spatial nodes. Another possibility is to

incorporate spaual referencing directly into the OIDs.(Mabaguenaud, 1995)This approach,

however, would become lnefficlent if the spaual indices were reorganized. The

capability to allow dynamic restructunng is in fact one oftt~e more complicated aspects

of the problem Because the dxfferent commercially available OODBMS allow a

developer to customize the system s indexing scheme to different de~ees and because

the different systems incorporate different leveIs of suppol~ for spatial data, these

capabilities should be an important component of any assessment for purposes of

Frocurement.

Comparison of object-oriented and relational approaches

Genera!

Typical approaches to modehng traz~sportatlon processes have used relational databases

fipr data modeling and as the base fi?r programming interfaces. The object-oriented

approach, however, has been said to have superior modeiing power because of its ability

to handle complex objects, behavioral data, meta knowledge and long-duratmn

rxansacUons (Komh and Silberschatz, 1991). New apphcations reqmre the handling of 

complex object that contains other objects within it. For distract objects, they may also

need to respond m d~fferent ways to the same command and thus require the handling of

behavioral data We may also want to handle meta knowledge since often the most

important data about an applicatxon are the general roles about the application rather than

ftte specific cases. Lastly, human interactions with the data become more and more

iraportant in CAD and CASE applications. Because of these mteractmns, there may be
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more "what if’ modifications m the apphcations. More long-duration transacnons are

thus necessary Because of these reqmrements there ~s a tendency for the use of

OODBMS to expand m comparison to relational models. Wtule the latter models sunply

describe system states, obJect-oriented models can describe both system states for data

and system processes or behavmrs in an integrated context (Booch, i991, Rumbaugh, et

al. 1991)

Some hrmtatlons of existing DBMS (relational) have been identified by varmus

writers such as Hemng (1992) and Wiegand & Adams (1994) First, relational RDBMS

lack extenslbdl .ty to prowde for speclal apphcation needs (e g, provisxons for the user to

add new data types and methods, addmon of user-defined code, design of new storage

methods, and access to user-defined code ) AtabIe ~s created for each entity type, a row

corresponds to an entity and columns contain the atmbute values. However, a relational

schema ends up with many addmonal tables because an atmbute is resmcted to being a

simple bmtt-m type The two most frequently c~ted criticisms are that an attribute may not

be a set of values and that relatlonsh~ps are also modeled using tables For a GIS’s spatial

and non-spatml data, the data are complex enough that spreading entrees and atmbutes

into numerous tables is undeslrable (Wleg~d & Adams, 1994) OO modehng allows

related data to be kept together and for relatmnsh~ps to be directly modeled (Medelros 

P~res, 1994)

The new geographac data models based on a set of feature objects prowde the needed

framework for a scaIeless and seamless database (Mainguenaud, 1995, Guptill, 1989) 

also has the DBMS characteristic of extenslbihty needed by GIS (Haas & Cody, 1991).

For example, the ability to add new data types (e g, points) and operations on them (e 

distance functions) and the abdlty to have a new set of operations as part of the query

language (e g., overlay) are added benefits (Gunther & Lamberts, 1994). With the 

paradigm’s modularity comes the capablhty to easdy interchange access methods such as

grid-files (Nievergelt, HmteIberger, & Sevcik, 1984) or R-trees (Guttman, 1984) and 
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:~upport new data storage methods so that (e.g., a map) cart be stored as a quadtree.

Sxtensibiiity of the optlmlzer allows opnmizing with different data types and operators.

’File abiliw to access user-defined code and standard packages is also very important.

The use ofrelatlonal databases has been popular in the past and because of this, a set

ofrehable and working software tools have been developed. Ths software includes the

(:ore database engine, modeling tools, and apphcanon development envlromnents. An

PdJBMS usualty incorporates a powerful query language (SQL) which has a sound

mathematmal basis in relational calculus (Date, 1985), and usually operates on collections

of fixed format tables As opposed to this, the tools in an object-oriented approach draw

on a semanncally richer backgrom~d Unfortunately this has allowed greater

personahzatlon of the approach and a standard query langamge has not yet emerged (c.f.,

Catell, I994). As a result, two different types of obj ect-databases have developed, one of

them foliowmg many of the ideas of the relatmnal model ~md the other designed to be

integrated with an OO programming language (such as VERSANT). The goal 

VERSANT’s type of OODBMS is to transparently provide persistence to the classes

def’med m the OO programming language Ties to the re!a1 renal model provide enhanced

relational databases wlth an object interface Those tied to VERSANT or other s~milar

languages emphasize transparent permstence of objects Olher, mMdle-ware tools operate

as translaror between objects on the program side, and relational sets on the storage side.

Regardless of the tools selected, there is a need for more application oriented technology.

The development oftI~s software, however, must focus on questions of modularity,

performance, scaleablhty, openness, robustness, and ease of use (O611% 1995).

There appear to be a limited number of formal modeliag methods relevant for object-

orientation These include finite state macl~nes (FSM) (Oz~eren, 1989; Ramadge 

Wonham, 1987), Peru-nets and da~a flow diagrams (Yourc!an, E., 1989; Rumbaugh, et al.

1991; and Schlaer and Melor, 1988), the Calculation of Communication Sequences

(CCS) (Milner, 1980), Communication Sequential Processes (CSP) (Hoare, 
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Finitely Recurstve Processes (FRP) (Inan & Varaiya, 1988), and Discrete Event

Dynamlcal Systems (DEVS) (Praehofer. Auemlg, & Resmger, 1993, and Zelgler, 1984).

Golhi (1995) has revlewed some examples of these software frameworks including:

a. Ptolemy This is all obJect-oriented data flow based simulation tool (Ptolemy

Manual, 1995) Ptolemy produces star maps in which objects called stars are represented

by inputs, outputs, and pattem maps The input output connections propagate messages

that allow object interaction Object evolution can be dnven by some combmatlon of

tlme, events, or data tokens [t is most useful for specification and sunulanon of data flow

among a statm configuration of objects However, it does not appear as suitable when

large numbers of object relallonships are concerned It does not interface easily anth other

systems

b COSPAN This is a general purpose software tooi that pro’4des an automatic

description syntax on a set of operations The system combines automata in order to

acbaeve coordination of operatives in a specified way. Its logical anatysls conslsts of

symbohc testing of a system for user defined behavior and in essence its analysis

constitutes a mathematical p roof of the stated system behavior (Hat-E1 & Kurshan, 1987).

COSPAN’s uses include the logtc of discrete-event modeling in economlcs, and It has

also been used for mstltUtlonaI strategic planning and epidemlologIcal modeling in

medicine

c CSIM. This is again a general purpose C-based process oriented environment. It is

specifically designed to stmutate a discrete event system and its most frequent use relates

to the behavior of data cornrrtumcatlon networks (Schwetnam, 1989)

Advantages and Disadvantages of Object-oriented Systems

The advantages and capabllihes of object-oriented systems include (a) The

representation of elements in the object-based environment can be categorized into a
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hierarchy of object classes. The ablhty to perform various functions on different classes

through polymorphlsm can further differentiate network elements and modal choices in

ITS applications. Thls ability is not readily available without adding additional s~ucture

in the existing relational GIS (b) An object-oriented representation will be more

congenial to the perceived travel decision environment of an individual. It will therefore

provide a more mtmtlve and user friendly envlromnent for the implementation of an ITS.

(c) It overcomes the difficuttms of the planar data structure and will allow for a finer

differentiation of various geographic objects In the system Running routing and spatial

search algorithms will become less problematic (d) It will facilitate the representation

and processing of a muln-level transportation network through introducing new classes

across different levels and new functions for these classes; spatial search and queries wfl!

be handled more efficiently (e) It will facilitate the :ntegration of a wide variety 

~eographic objects and relations within a comprehensive geographic database

There are also important advantages when lrnplementlrlg such obJect-oriented

systems m the real world" (a) Less costly data integration - Because of the costs 

acquiring and maintaining geographical data, the cost of developing an ITS can be greatly

reduced if part of the data can be shared and integrated across many other applications.

.~m object-oriented approach can gleatly facilitate this through a umfied scheme of object

abstraction and classification (b) Less costly maintenance and expansion - The

modularity of object-oriented systems renders them highly extensibIe, reusable and

maintainable (c) Higher data access efficiency and reliabil try of the system, and (d)

common use of the same database lbr different aspects of ITS - e.g. ATIS, ATMS, APTS.

Conclusions

The major objectives "*’hen bmldmg an object-oriented system Include the establishment

of an object-onented data model tl~’ough constructing the key abstractions, class structure

mad functions that are required. Thus, we suggest that it is possible to construct an object-
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oriented GIS for ITS applications by generating a set ofbagh-level abstractions of the ITS

environment through domain analyms. These abstractlons may include the transportation

network, the mobile and non-mobde users of the systems, and the acnwty schedules and

the adjustment strategles of lravelers. Key mechamsms revolved in the system would

include processes such as data acqmsmon, message parsing, activity scheduling, routing,

spatlal search and information display (Kwan, 1994) The class structure and the module

architecture of the system w~tl then be constructed based upon the above analysls (Kwan

etal., 1996) Specifically, elements of the complex transportation network (including

routes that unhze various modes such as tranmt routes) at various spatml scales could be

represented m terms of abstract data types supporting inheritance, polymorptusm and

dynamlc binding

Gollu (1995) argues that the validity of an object-onented system model Is likely 

depend on our ability to vahdate the mtemaI logic of the models, and the deployabdlty of

model component speclficatJons Further, he goes on to argue that the prmclpaI

reqmrements for vahd and usable software systems include

o An ability to assocmte physical and logical representatmns (modularity)

The ability to add new components to the system with mimmal code rewrite

(openness, modulamF, robustness)

¯ The ablhty to collect arbitrary statistics during simulation (openness, modularity)

¯ The ability to run s~mulations w~th acceptable performance (performance)

¯ The abdity to adjust simulation granularity (modularity, openness)

- The ability to slmulale up to 100,000 vehicles (performance)

¯ The ability to specify system behavior m a straightforward language (ease of use)

(Golhi, 1995, pp. 31,32.)

Although selection of a data model and database are likeiy to be context dependent

(i e., different potential users will have different sets of accumulated personnel skalls,
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s;oftware, and data records), there appear to be increasingly strong arguments in favor of

object orientanon as the most vermmle system for transportation modeling and planning.

OO approaches provide an opportumty for the modeler to use relevant perceptual and

cogmnve concepts (e.g., "streets" instead of"segments"), aa well as to utilize the power

of concepts such as modulaxaty, inheritance and polymorphism. In addition, the ability to

handle changes as "add-ons’" with object ID maintenance rather than reqmrmg system

reregistration is a posinve feature Since object orientation is an emerging approach, we

have tried to emphamze both its major underlying concepts: and ~ts probable strengths. As

research and development proceeds, the development of a 1 estbed network for evaluating

t~e claims currently being made becomes of paramount importance.
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I=igures

Figure t Different elements in ITS

Figure 2. Basic OO GIS entities for transportation network

Figure 3

Figure 4:

Figure 5"

An example of a node hierarchy for a transportation network

An example of a link hierarchy for a transportation network

Inheritance in a road hierarchy
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Abstract

The objective of the paper is to discuss the development of an alternative representation

of the transportation network using object-oriented GIS. "ftus representation is important

fbr the supply side of transportation planning and modeling. Object-orientation provides a

way of solving the problem m a planar network for routmg. It can facilitate the

calculation of detailed network characteristics using propemes such as inheritance and

polymorphlsm This representation is also closer to humar perception of a transportation

network It is argued that by using an obJect-oriented GIS we can facihtate path selection

rsmg different criteria We exper:rnent with the des~.gn of ~he object-oriented system by

developing an object-oriented representation of a transportatmn network and

r’lcorporaung different path selectmn algorithms based on various behavioral

assumptmns. It is especially useful in the design for a versaule ATIS

Introduction:

Transportatmn Science is host to a variety of theories concermng (among others) network

structure, routing algorithms, traveler activity patterns, mode choice, demand forecasting,

vehicle or traffic ass:gnmen:, trip allocation, and traveler behavior. It has an expressed

goal of mcreasmg accesslb:hty for all groups of people with regard to the envlronments in

which they live and interact A sigmficant component oftl:ese goals :s to further develop

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) through multl-leveI and multi-modal research

aad testing This includes contributing to research on transportation system architecture,

technology development, policy formation, and operational tests of various systems

ITS objectives mm at utilizing adwmced communication and transportation technologies

to achieve traffic efficiency and sat~ty. There are different components of ITS. including

Advanced Traveler InformarJon Systems (ATIS), Automated Highway Systems (AHS),

Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS), Advanced Vehicle Control Systems
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(AVCS) and Advanced Public Transportation Systems (APTS) Development 

coherent system for ITS depends on our ability to deal with a vast amount of data about

the locations of places, as well as with the complex representation of the transportation

network hnkang those places, and the incorporation of both of these into a geographic

database The system therefore, can be constructed based upon the foundation of an

integrated and comprehenmve Geographic Information System (GIS).

To achleve the ITS aim of using advanced informatmn technology and processing to

improve traffic efficiency, both stanc and dynamic Information is needed

In addmon a representation of the real world environment ~s required, with all the streets

and their properties, and with reformation about location of related objects being

required Vehicle routing and navigation is then based on this network representation

Further, dynamic traffic mfo rmatlon updating m a short time interval must be included

for accurate traffic forecastln g. With recent advances m technologies, fast Iocatlon and

temporal updating are possible. Global Posmonmg Systems (GPS) can accurately fix and

trace the locatmn of a vehicle to w~thm several meters Movement detectors can provide

current traffic counts The central questmn is how to handle this fast temporal change and

update of vehicular location and volume witlvn an efficient database system

Thus, the successful development of ITS depends on the capablhty of incorporating a vast

amount of information about the Iocatmn of facllmes which generate travel, with as

realistic a representation as posmble of elements of the transportation network in which

travel occurs Such a system can be based on an mnovatlve and comprehensive

Geographac Information System (GIS) Whereas current ITS primarily use slmphfied

transportation networks as their basis, using GIS allows us to provide a more realistic

representation of elements of the network and the ways that people perceive them. We

can represent the network by defining roads or street hierarchies and by stonng
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,environmental data as layers which can be overlain, aggregated, or decomposed at will.

Storing the transportation network as a hierarchy facilitates the calculation of different

paths through the network and allows the introduction of different path selection criteria,

,and the abihty to handle overlapping modal use of network elements (e g. cars, busses,

.and freight careers). Since a tong-run alm of ITS is to de’~elop a real time multi-strategy

1ravel decision support system over a mult!-modaI network, it is necessary to develop a

data host and system model that is flexible, comprehensive, and realistic.

GIS have the potential to handle human movement m space and time. Existing GIS

1 outmes have been used to perfoma bamc network actions such as funding a shortest path,

solving a travehng salesperson problem, and recently, handhng locatlon-allocation

problems. Apphcatlons commoN?, available m existing G[S software hke TtL%NSCAD

and ARC/INFO NETWORK have largely been operated i:1 data models that rely on a

simple planar hnk~node representatmn of network structme However, this structure does

not satisfy the various reqmremen:s of today’s traffic management. In this paper,

therefore, we illustrate a way of developing a testbed of a transportation network that

could provide a reahstlc base on which to graft many ITS components.

L System Review

A. System Overview:

Our system is implemented in C~-, under the Windows NT operating system, and has a

user-extensible interpreted front-end. The interpreted environment is compnsed of

variables, classes, and functions The user is able to create text files which define classes

z~d named sequences of statements which manipulate one and two-dmaensional

variables The variables may be ellher homogeneous arrays of a primitive type (i.e.,

i ateger, floating point number, character, or string) or arrays of class instances. The arrays
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of instances may be either all of the same type (homogeneous) or of different types

(heterogeneous). The operations supported by a given array depends, accordingly, on the

content type For the numeric types, basic matrix operatmns are defined as well as a

number of standard mathematical functions For the string type, the operatlons include

concatenanon, comparison and formatted assignment. For the instance arrays, the method

fimctlons may be called and the atmbutes may be accessed.

Figure 1

Copy/Cut/Paste

~en file

Refresh
Zoom

Parse hneScroll
Fred varmbleOpen file
Find functtonOpen database
Execute functionPartition
Create class
Create instance
Register functmn

Figure I Interface compone~qts The Edit and Graph classes derive from a common, MDI

child class The Command Window extents the functlonahty of the Edit class by adding

the parser

The interpreter supports complex data types by means of aggregation and inheritance.

Each type corresponds to a cIass definition and a set of"metadata". The metadata

characterizes the types and names of attributes possessed by alI instances of the class, the

names and input/output signatures of methods supported by the instances, and the inter-
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class, parent/chxld relations The metadata also includes tl’te set of all instances of the

class, or class extents.

Classes are defined m one of two veays The first method is for the user to create a text

l:le which when interpreted creates the class. A class "road" is declared as follows.

"Road" has two single-precision floating point atmbutes and a member function called

"Cost". The members may be referred to as "road"name", where "name" refers to either a

method or atmbute name.

class "road"{
float s,
float t,
fimcnon Cost;

}

"~he syntax for denying a class "lughway" t~om "road" is as ~bllows. A derived class

"inherits" the attributes and methods of :ts parent class "I-[lghway" has two integer

~,ttr:butes as well as the floating point attrlbutes and Cost raethod of class "road"

class highway ̄ road {
lnt X,
mt y,
function Cost,

)

Ira method defined m the derived :lass has the same name’ as a method of the parent

class, then it "overrides" or "hides" the method of the parent class. This feature,

combined w~th the capability to store heterogeneous arrays of instances, allows for a

method name to evaluate to a different function call depending on the type of the

instance. In the following, classes ’road’ and ’highway’ are instantiated, the instances are

stored in a vector, and their cost method is invoked"
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’Road’ road(l);
’Highway’ highway(2),
v=[road,hlghway];
x=v Cost0

For the instance of Road, Road:.Cost is called, for Highway, Hlghway"Cost is called.

Thxs ~s referred to as polymorphlsm

The second method of creating classes is for the metadata to describe a "bruit-re", C++

class The metadata in this case describes a mapping from the method names to an index

into a dispatch table The index is used to call actual C++ methods for the class The

dlstmctlon between attributes and methods is blurred, as the methods provided in the

d~spatch tabIe are the only means of accessing the attributes In some cases, the bmlt-m

classes may be mstantlated al: the command-hne The spatial data types which will be

described below fit into this category Any bmlt-m class which may be mstantmted may

also be derived from This is the primary, method of adding attributes to the built-in types

In other cases the bmIt-m classes do not allow mstantmtmn (e g, the "Graph" or

°’MetaData" classes) Instances of this sort are returned by some routines (e.g,

"gr=GetCurrentGraph"’) The user may then pass methods to the instances (e g,

"gr Zoom(2)") The user interface to the two types of metadata are consistent

As with to the class defimtions, the operatmns supported by the interpreter come m two

flavors: bmlt-m and user-defined Built-in operations are implemented as C++ routines

and perform such tasks as listing and deleting varmbles, retnewng instances of built-in

types (e g., Graphs or MetaData), and interacting wlth the file system The user-defined

operatmns are text files which may contain any number of statements° When the first

word of the file is "function" a local enwronment ~s created when the function is called

(e.g., "z = Square(2)")
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function [YI = Square(x)
y = x’x;

The fast line of the file declares the input and output signature of the fimction. For

"Square" the input variable is "x" and the output variable is "y". The newIy created

envxronment is initialized with the’ function inputs arguments. The output variables are

culled from the environment when the function is exited. Altematively, when the first

word is not "function", the calling environment is used.

"Vne member functions of user-defined classes are also text files. From outside a member

function, the member variables may be accessed and the fianctions revoked by following

an mstance’s variable name with the method name When a method is invoked, only the

member ~anables corresponding to the class defining the method are accesslble. But from

w~thin a method, these other method or attribute names may be referenced directly For

the case of overridden functions, a syntax is defined for e~phcitly calhng the ovemdden

function.

Queries are supported both agamsl a class’s extents and against the results of previous

queries In the following example a class is defined, several instances are created, a query

is made against the class, and a second query is made against the first query’s results

class Road {
int

},
v_road;

Road a(1 ),
Road b(2);
Road c(3),
Road d(4);

def=findclass(Road);
resl=def.Firid("v_road>=4")
res2=resl .Fmd("v_road>=3")
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When a query is made against a named class’s extent, it is also made against the extents

of any derived classes The condmonal is evaluated for each instance of the base ciass

and then recursxvely on any derived classes. The instances for which the conditional

evaluates to ’true’ are accumulated as a heterogeneous instance list~ This list may be

asslgned to a variable and subsequently used as the extent for further queries. The

evaluatlon process sets the environment state aa m a method call, to the particular

instance against which the query is being evaluated This means that complex, "path"

expressions may be used within the condmonal, that is, revolving the attributes of fields

which are themselves instances (1 e~ "road tughway=I")

A query condmonal may be composed of any number of sub-conditionals. Each sub-

conditional roll be a t~anctlorv/method catl which evaluates to true or false, a relatmnal

expression 0 e, ">", "<", "> =’", "<="), or an equality expression 0 e., "-~-~’° or ’°Y=") The

sub-conditionals wllI be joined by the logical "and" and "or" operators && and I[ The

precedence of the arithmetic, relational and logical operators is as m (2++ The bindings

for method calls are determined at run-time The following example would return the

instances of class Road for which the attribute was between t and 4

res=def Fmd("v_road> 1 && v_road<4")

B. Built-In, Spatial Types

The spatial type hierarchy is shown m Figure 2. The basic spatial types are the Point,

Line, Polyhne and Circle. The types spectfic to a network implementatmn are the Node

and Link° Each of these types Is implemented as a C++ class and has a corresponding

metadata description. The user is able to instantiate these classes at the command-iine, to

access the mstance’s methods and attributes, and to derive from these classes. The classes

used to represent a hierarchy of road types are described in the next section. The methods
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common to all types derived from spatial object include drawing, topological

comparisons, and serlalizatlon. Each spatlat object possess a "location" (i.e., x, y, and 

coordinate) and umque "ldentifie1’" Polyline adds a list o fvertices (Le, x, y, and 

coordinates). The Link adds attributes for identlfying the "junctlons" at the endpomts of

the list of vertices. The Node add,; a list of links to the baslc attributes.

Isln Box

~ -~ ~ Dlspla’g

~ ’ -’~ Distance to

Cost

F~gure 2. Built-in spanal object hierarchy

The spatial classes and any classes derived from them support spatial mdexing of the

class’s extents. A quadtree of depth N is created for each class. Each quadtree leaf

contmns a hst of pointers into the class extents The list contains pointers to the instances

whose centrold fell within the bounding box for that leaf. We refer to tins procedure as

"partmomng". Figure 3 shows the hierarchical relation belween the basic met, a-class type

and the speciahzed, spatml meta-ctass type°
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instance hst

Partmon mstances

Create mstance

Fmd mstance

Figure 3 Meta-Class hierarchy

As noted above, member funcnons may be utlhzed mthin queries as well as value-based

relational or equahty statements The topologmal member fimctmns may therefore be

used to select instances. A fully optlmlzed query evaluator wouId utilize the spatial

indexing when available. Such optlmlzauons are operat~onaI for slmp[e queries (i.e,

queries composed of only a single sparta! method call) and are under construcUon for

more comphcated, compound queries The following example illustrates mstantmting a

built-in spatml class, partmomng, and executing several spatmlly based queries.

Line a([0 0],[1 1]),
Line b([1 0],[2 i]);

def=fi ndclass(Lme),
bbox=def.ComputeBBox0,
def Partmon(bbox,3);

disp("Testmg spatml query, find a"),
8 ~Vres=def.Fmd( IslnBBox([0 0 1 1])")

disp(V’Testmg spatml query find b").
res=defFmd("IsInBBox([1 0 2 1])")

disp("Testmg spatml query: find a and b");
res=def FindCIsInBBox([0 0 2 1 ])")
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C. Read Hierarchy

The spatial classes were extended by deriving user-defined classes. The derived classes

added attributes as well as constructor/destructor member functions. As shown in Figure

,4, the class "Road" was derived from Link.

1

Figure 4. Road h~erarchy

The class defimtmns for Road, Highway and Addressed are as follows The remainder of

the defimtlons do not add attributes. Their purpose may be viewed as prov:dmg a

hlerarctncal class~ficatmn scheme Member functmns may be added to d~stmguish the

favorabihty/urffavorabihb’ of any of the road classes.

class Road" Link {
string
mt
mt
mt
mt
int

name;
nLanes;
divider;
paved;
speedL:mit;
oneWay;

,

function Cost;
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The attributes of class Highway are the "level", whmh may take values of STATE or

INTERSTATE.

class I-hghway. Road {
lilt level,

function Cost;

};

The AddressedRoad contains atmbutes for characterizing the address ranges along the

segment. The member functmns determine the address gxven a posmon and the inverse

process of determining the posmon given an address.

class AddressedRoad Road {
ant lowAddress,
mt Ingb~ddress,

,

funct:on PosmonToAddress,
funct:on AddressToPoslt:on,

D. JunctioM Hierarchy

This sect:on as stall relat:vely undeveloped because at tins stage, only the approach toward

Junctions has been conceptuahzed Currently, the Links contain only pointers to Nodes.

Tbas will be converted to pointers to Junctmns m later phases of the work.

The basra network behavior is represented by class Node, which inherits from Point. The

Node class adds a cost ftmct: on and a hst of connected Links The class Junction inherits

from Node and adds the capability to describe a set of turn restnctmns. The Cost method

of class Juncnon determines the cost of traversing the junctmn g:ven a pair of links.

Figure 5 shows several user-defined classes winch further specialize class Junction. These

classes basmally ovemde the; Cost function for class Junctmn. The further derivation of

thin derivation :s shown m Ftgure 6
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Figure 5. Members of Point, Node and Junction classes.
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E. How does OO affect route finding?

First, polymorphism allows us to call different cost functions for different types of road°

For instance, the cost function for Link (Lmk:-Cost) migh~ just return the length of the

hnk. The cost function of Road, which derives from Link, might divide the length by the

speed limit to have the cost reflect the time needed to traverse the link (ee.,

"Lmk::Cost/speed"). Polymorphism is the OO capability to call different cost functions

depending on the type of the instartce. Each road type m the Road hierarchy may define
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its own cost fmlctlon A Djikstra algorithm reqmres the network topology and the

capabihty to evaluate a cost for each instance The algorithm does not care about exactty

how the cost as asmgned. With polymorpbasm we are able to call different cost functions

for dafferent types of roads o~ we are able to mimmize different criteria by modifying the

cost functions. The code which amplements the network algorithm as "re-used" while only

the cost functions are modified

Wath our system at ~s posszblc to minimize other criteria besides d~stance or time. Each

cost function in the Road hierarchy is based on the output of the previous level. If

H~ghway does not supply a specIahzed cost fhnction, then its cost will automatically call

the Cost function of its parent class This is "mhentance" But ffwe wanted highways to

be preferred over other types of roads, then H~ghway::Cost could be set to

"Road Cost*0.1" The cost for a highway would be less than tbr another type of Road In

this way, at would be poss~ble to use the Djakstra route finding algorithm with the

followmg criteria, shortest path, shortest tame, at-the-highest=speed, mtmmum-traffic-

volume, most aesthetic, maxmaum propomon on a road-class, maximum use of one-way

travel (or on dlwded road)

A s~mdar strategy may be used to specmhze cost functions for different types of

junctmns We use a modified Djikstra algorithm which allows assigning costs to

traversing a node. Wath th~s amplementation we may rmmmaze criteria such as the

number of left turns. The node has assomated with it a turn mamx A specmlized, "hate-

left-turn" cost functmn could produce a hagher cost for making a left turn This allows us

to incorporate "behavioral" criteria into the route finding process. These behavioral

cnterm may even be customized for different users. With ajunctmn t~erarchy we may

deal wath the following cratena, mammize left turns, mlmmlze delay at intersection,

minimize number of signaled intersectaons
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Some types of criteria will, however, he outrode the capabllines of the polymorphic

Djikstra algorithm. Those types of criteria could not be handled because they require

informanon to be passed to the cost function which is not normally passed by the Djikstra

algorithm For example, a criteria could be to "always proceed in a corridor toward the

destination" Evaluating this cntena would reqmre the endpomt and the position of the

last point, neither of which Djlkstra automancally supphes. Other questionable criteria

are "place the longest/shortest leg first", "avoid high accident places", "maxirnxze number

of destmanons along a single route", or "maxlmlze length of a dominant leg".

F. Versant

The Versant ODBMS is designed as a fault-tolerant, multt-user, and dmtributed system

Some set of databases may be &slributed across a numbei of machines and may be

accessed simultaneously by any number of users Versant’s client-server architecture

supports dlstnbutlon, the capablhty of which xs essential for scalablhty. Transactmns are

handled in a robust fashion by using "two-phase commits" The muln-user reqmrements

have resulted m a sopbastlcated set of object locking and concurrency mechamsms. Users

may "checkout" ~tems from a group database to a persona] database, with the 1terns being

locked until the corresponding "ct~eckm".

Our use of Versant’s system does not utilize many of the advanced features. A fully

operational ITS system would, however, reqmre the system to be highly distributed and

robust. Our use of the dmtribution capabilities was limited to placing the database on one

raachme and the client program on another. We also did not explore the issues concerning

concurrent access by a large number of users. In the testbed, a single user possessed

read/write access to the database. In a fully operanonal ITS, different classes of users

would have different levels of access. "End-users" would have only read access.
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Concurrency would be an issue only for the "administrators" because they are hkely to be

the only users able to modify the database

Versant provides interfaces 5or a number of programming languages" Smalltalk, C, and

C++. We unhzed the C++ ml:erfaces, including the capabd~t?" to declare classes at run-

time

We selected a particular OO DBMS software - VERSANT - as our primary medium (see

also the recommendation m Gollu, 1995) Part of using Versant software as the medium

for an obJect-oriented GIS as the development of the partmomng scheme This is posslbIe

because of Versant’s Implementation as a chent-server database. Our apphcatlon Is the

"chent" and would request d~ta from the database %erver" Of the several ways in wbach

a chent’s request may be couched, one as to use simple equali~/mequahty statements on

a g~ven class’s atmbute values The server will return class instances for which the

condmonal is met. We beheve that this Is the highest complexity, of quenes supported by

Versant More comphcated, user-defined selectmn procedures are not supported yet

because such procedures would need to reside on the server rode. Tbas is what is meant as

"storing class methods on the server" Versant only prowdes the means to store the data,

not the methods The only way around this mablhty to conduct comphcated queries (such

as a bounding box comparison against an entity’s position) seems to be to "recompute"

these necessary computatmns Tbas ~s why It seems necessary to parXitton the map within

Versant The need Ks probably greater than it was for dmplaymg the map.

The methods described above for creating h~erarch~cally defined attributes and a

hierarchically structured set of layers were mapped to Versant. Versant’s role was to

allow for storage of class instances between sessmns. In a relational database, tbas

amounts to the storage on d~sk of an apphcat~on’s tables and their loading when next
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required. In much the same way that Versant scans the application’s C++ header files to

determine the class hierarchy, the code that has been written for creating class hierarchies

does the same thing. The class definitions are used to create the "meta-class" knformation

used to describe the memory layout of the attribute fields. The procedures to store class

instances to d~sk were then written based on the meta-class information (i.e., the class

fields are stored as a stream of bytes winch ~s exactly what is needed to store the instance

lo disk). Tins approach is an interim solution while the partitioning, network and entity-

attribute relations are worked out. All of these component.s seem required prior to storing

class instances using Versant. First, the data to be stored in Versant must be instances of

C++ classes. Second, using Versemt as the storage medlary appears to require stonng the

map witinn the database Stonlag the map requires partltmmng. It Is still possible even

~mth a partmoning approach that map storage m Versant will prove prohibmvely

expensive m terms of space or access time. We will investigate possible solutions to tins

problem, pamcularly one that would be to store only the partltiomng structure w~ttun

Versant, store the map separately m some other file formw:, and then load the map into

the partmons at run t~me.

G. A Real-World System Experiment

1’. Conversion of Etak map to Object-Oriented Data Model

[This section is very- sketchy and w111 be elaborated upon.] The road hierarchy was

defined and the Etak map of the Smata Barbara area was read into it. There are

approximately 28,000 nodes and some 14,000 links m the Etak county map, and 7800

notes and 3900 links m the testbed area.

I have not dealt with converting the Etak map into the junctmn Inerarchy, as this may

mvolve much more user intervention. Making this jump reqmres the additional user-

interface capability of mouse tracking and selecting objects in the graph. The task of
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converting nodes to/from different junctlon classes might also be automated by a set of

dialog boxes.

2. "Modified" Djikstra Routing algorithm

A description of the "modified" Djlkstra algorithm should be inserted here and how It

was ~mplemented using the Road and Junction classes

Evaluating the Testbed:

Some of the critical features revolved m evaluating the worth of any obJect-oriented data

model or object-oriented data structure include its ease of use, the relevance of the

attributes defined m the system, whether or not the model deals with real or m’tlficlaI

concepts, the degree to whach there is a clear translatmn between model entrees and the

actual objects, and whether or not there are acceptable matches between those actxvmes

undertaken m the real world and those actavmes incorporated into the model Other

criteria relate to the number of modules embedded m the system that have to be changed

in order to work m a real envaronment, the number of steps that operatmn of the system

reqmres, the degree to which one must know and accept a process model of the system,

and the time that as reqmred to antegrate changes m the system to ensure at is dynamic real

tame.

Our project was desagned to contribute to the next generation of traffic management

technology, pamcularly mte, rms of daspensmg wdormation to travelers in a pre-plamung

or en-route phase via an ATIS. ITS generally appears to be moving more towards Object-

Oriented data structures and models and we believe our work is m line with these

natmnwade trends.
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’We expect that this research wilt have important slgmficalce on both basic and applied

levels We have conceptuahzed and developed an object-oriented geographic reformation

,;ystem from transportatlon modeling. Our continuing effort will focus on the data

modeling issues of a multi-modal network, and the impleraentatlon of a multi-strategy

travel decimon support system budt on this obJect-oriented system. Elsewhere (Kwan,

Golledge, & Spelgle, 1996) we have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of an

object-oriented approach to transportation modeling Apart from its improved capability

of handhng the transport network as more of a perceptually accurate system, the ob3ect-

onented data model allows us to incorporate hierarchical layering within the basic

network that txes to the normal engmeenng way of interpreting road systems.

Polymorp~sm allows us to perform ITS functmns on various classes of objects in the

t.ransportation network, an abIhty that is not easily obtained using emsting softavare

systems The approach also appears hkely to substantmlly decrease the time revolved in

1 ateractmg with the database, particularly by using partltiomng and inheritance

characteristics Cost of operatmn should consequently be reduced. Both these factors are

m~portant when considering that the primary mm of an ATIS component of an ITS is to

get useful mformatmn to travelers m as timely a manner as possible so that on-route

decismn making can be undertaken. There are many baslc research problems relating to

the development of workable object-oriented data models lbr use m transportatmn

planmng and tbas research has examined some of these We also expect that the data

model as developed will greatly facihtate the implementatmn of ITS by more qmckly

resolwng conflicts with respect to ultimate selection of routes, substituting destinatmns,

c]aanging activity patterns, and rescheduhng activities
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